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Executive Summary 
This is an exciting time for public libraries given the abundance of digital content and the 
intense need for quality service within our knowledge-based economy. Public libraries 
continue to focus on facilitating opportunities for reading and lifelong learning, although 
the ways in which these goals are achieved are evolving to respond to our changing 
environments. Users are expecting more out of their libraries and many libraries are 
responding through services that cultivate creativity and collaboration. The library of 
tomorrow holds considerable promise to open new doors through embracing emerging 
information technologies, improving the user experience, and providing exceptional 
service that connect users to quality information. 

The Milton Public Library is a vital local institution that responds to these trends in a 
number of ways. Most notably, the Milton Public Library: 

• provides equitable and free access to all residents, regardless of their financial 
status, age, and cultural background;  

• offers a welcoming place that people can go to learn, socialize, collaborate, and 
seek respite from the stresses of everyday life; 

• provides quality service to the widest range of users, including readers, students, 
researchers, businesspersons, and many more; 

• connects and empowers the community; there is a strong correlation between 
library usage and a feeling that one is “part of the community”1; and 

• is highly valued for its resources, programs, and staff; 92% of Milton residents 
are satisfied with the Library’s high quality customer service2. 

“Most importantly I value the group of great people that work in the library, who happen 
to be the most helpful, friendly and enthusiastic group people I have had the pleasure of 
dealing with.” - resident 

This 2014 Library Master Plan was prepared as an update to the 2008 Plan. Library 
trends and community profiles were refreshed, while an extensive community, Board, 
and staff engagement program identified many new ideas and directions. The planning 
period for this Master Plan is expected to span the next five years, covering the 
construction of the proposed Sherwood Library & Community Centre and possible 
expansion of the Main Library. Using evidence-based and outcome-focused analyses, 
enhancements to programs, services, and policies have also been recommended to 
coincide with the Library’s growth. 

                                            

1 Town of Milton. Community Survey. 2013. 

2 ibid. 
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Milton is one of the fastest growing communities in all of North America and a high rate 
of growth is anticipated over the next two decades – an additional 132,000 residents are 
forecasted by 2031. Judging by recent trends, a significant portion of future growth is 
likely to consist of newcomers to Canada, as well as a mix of young families and older 
adults. Further, despite indicators suggesting that Milton is a relatively affluent 
community, there are also many lower income households who benefit greatly from free 
and accessible public library services. As the Town grows and matures, so too will its 
public library system.   

 

A new strategic framework was developed to guide the Milton Public Library for the next 
three to five years, along with 55 action plans for activating the Library’s vision and 
goals. The proposed strategic framework for the Milton Public Library is detailed below. 
Specific objectives and action plans for each goal are identified within the body of the 
Plan and summarized within Section 8: Implementation. 

MPL Vision Statement 
To inspire through discovery, collaboration, and creation. 

MPL Mission Statement 
The Milton Public Library empowers the community to: Read. Learn. Create. Connect. 

MPL Values Statement 
The Milton Public Library values: 
1) Intellectual Freedom: Supporting the principles of free thought, belief, and 

expression. 
2) Accessibility: Providing free and equitable access. 
3) Lifelong Learning: Promoting literacy, discovery, and creativity.  
4) Inclusivity: Empowering Milton’s diverse community. 
5) Exceptional Public Service: Ensuring responsive customer service. 
6) Accountability: Prioritizing transparency and fiscal responsibility in decision-making.   
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MPL Goals 
We will activate our Vision Statement by focussing on four goals: 
1) To expand our physical resources to respond to the needs of the evolving 

community. 
Strengthen the Library’s role as a vibrant and accessible community hub through the 
responsible provision of facilities, collections, and supporting resources. 
Key Topics (Section 4): 

• Collections 

• Facilities 

• Access & Hours of Operation 
2) To facilitate the creation of ideas and experiences for people of all ages and 

backgrounds.  
Encourage innovative programs, services, and technologies that strengthen literacy 
and learning. 
Key Topics (Section 5): 

• Technology 

• Programming 
3) To connect the community and encourage collaboration. 

Enhance community awareness, capacity-building, and alignment with partners. 
Key Topics (Section 6): 

• Communications & Marketing 

• Collaboration & Partnerships 
4) To deliver outstanding library service to the community. 

Foster a culture of service excellence through effective leadership, staff support, and 
fiscal responsibility. 
Key Topics (Section 7): 

• Staffing 

• Advocacy & Governance 

• Funding 
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1. Introduction 
Time and again, the Milton Public Library consistently receives very high levels of 
satisfaction and usage; the Library now circulates over 1 million items per year to the 
53% of residents who are active cardholders. However, the Library is much more than 
just a repository for books – the Library’s two physical locations serve as true 
community hubs that connect users with information, offering invaluable services that 
facilitate creativity, support lifelong learning, and promote the love of reading. The 
Library continues to embrace digital resources and new technologies, while 
collaborations with others are leading to many exciting opportunities and enhanced 
service delivery. 

This 2014 Milton Public Library Master Plan identifies key pressures and opportunities 
influencing the Library and establishes future directions for library service delivery and 
facility provision. The intent of this Plan is to ensure that the Library continues to 
respond to the roles of modern libraries and the values of today’s users, while planning 
for the anticipated demands and requirements of future residents. With the Milton Public 
Library experiencing unprecedented and significant increases in usage (in-person visits 
have risen by over 50% since 2009), these objectives are especially critical in the fast-
growing and diverse community of Milton. 

This Plan is supported by a firm understanding of the Milton Public Library’s (MPL) 
issues and opportunities, the stated needs of its users and stakeholders, and a view 
toward the trends and practices influencing library services now and into the near future. 
The Plan is also guided by Destiny Milton 2 (adopted by Town Council in 2008), which 
serves as the broad vision for Milton for the next ten years, setting priorities for Milton's 
quality of life and service delivery.  
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The Master Plan is organized into the following sections: 
Section 2: Study Inputs  

o Community Profile 
o MPL Profile & Benchmarking 
o Trends & Best Practices 
o Community and Staff Input 

Section 3: Strategic Framework  
o Vision Statement 
o Mission Statement 
o Values Statement 
o Goals 

Sections 4 to 7: Action Plans  
o Goal 1: Collection, Facilities, and Access/Hours 
o Goal 2: Technology and Programming 
o Goal 3: Communications/ Marketing and Collaboration/ Partnerships 
o Goal 4: Staffing, Advocacy/ Governance, and Funding 

Section 8: Implementation  
o Timing / Priority 

The Library’s most recent Master Plan was created in 2008 and contained 35 action 
plans with short and long term implementation schedules needed to achieve MPL’s 
vision for the future. Since the 2008 Library Master Plan was prepared, a number of 
recommended actions have been completed, including (but not limited to): 

• the adoption of a new Mission Statement 

• the development of a new Collection Policy addressing a number of items, 
including the development of multicultural collections and services 

• construction of the Beaty Branch and new Main Library 

• conducting surveys of user opinion 

• tracking and monitoring social networking trends 

• promoting authoritative websites 

• extended hours at the Main Library and Beaty Branch 

• the introduction of several new technologies (e.g., self-checkout and many more) 
and program opportunities made possible by new facility development 

• new branding (logo and tagline), use of social media, and the development of a 
communications and marketing plan 

These aforementioned developments – along with rapid changes in technology and 
library services – have had a significant impact on the Milton Public Library and service 
delivery. Having completed the principal recommendations of the previous Library 
Master Plan, the time has come to chart a new course for the Milton Public Library, with 
a focus on the next three to five years.  
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2. Study Inputs 
This section identifies key inputs to the Master Plan process, including profiles for both 
the Town of Milton and Milton Public Library, a benchmarking exercising against 
comparator libraries, trends and best practices in public library service delivery, and 
findings of the community engagement process. 

2.1 Community Profile  

The following has been adapted from the Town of Milton Community Profile (2013), 
unless otherwise noted, with reference to the Milton Public Library where applicable. 

Population 

Milton has experienced very strong population growth in the previous 11 years and the 
Town will continue to grow and change into the future. Between the 2001 and 2011 
census, the population grew from 31,471 to 84,362, for a net increase of 52,891 
residents, making it one of the fastest growing communities in all of North America. The 
latest estimate of Milton’s population was 95,879 residents (2013).  

Local population forecasts are established by the Region of Halton’s “Best Planning 
Estimates of Population, Occupied Dwelling Units, and Employment, 2011-2031”, and 
are consistent at a regional level with the Province of Ontario’s “Places to Grow: A 
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe”. The Town of Milton’s population is 
forecasted to grow to 124,645 by 2016 and 228,084 by 2031.  

Forecasted Population and Employment Growth – Town of Milton 
Year Population Employment 
2011 88,438 44,452 
2016 124,645 62,553 
2021 161,750 81,106 
2026 195,735 96,631 
2031 228,084 114,330 

Source: Halton Region Best Planning Estimates, 2011 

It should be noted that the Town has experienced a recent slowdown in growth caused 
by delays in the allocation of servicing; this is anticipated to be a short-term issue, with 
growth accelerating again in 2015 and 2016 (the availability of servicing capacity 
beyond 2017 is currently unknown). 
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Age 

In terms of both absolute and proportionate growth between 2001 and 2011, Milton has 
seen the greatest increases in the 0-9, 25-34, and 35-49 year old age groups. With 
rapid population growth, Milton continues to draw a considerable number of young 
families to the area, with many settling in newer areas of the Town.  

 

Ethnic Origin, Immigration, and Mother Tongue 

Like many other rapidly growing areas in the western Greater Toronto Area, Milton’s 
ethnic origin is increasingly shifting from its more traditional Eurocentric roots to a more 
globally diverse community composition. Building upon past trends and looking to the 
future, a more ethnically and linguistically diverse population is anticipated in Milton.  

Since 2006, the immigrant population in Milton has grown to 24,700 people in 2011 
(representing 30% of the population); this is an increase of approximately 89% (or 
11,630 residents) in the five year period. Generally speaking, those born outside of 
Canada are rapidly emerging as a notable share of the population in Milton (at a faster 
rate than across the rest of the province). Specifically, immigrants from Pakistan, India, 
and the Philippines accounted for an increasing share of Milton’s immigrant population 
in 2011. 

Similar to the ethnic origin and immigration figures, an increase in residents with 
knowledge of non-official mother tongue languages has also been witnessed. In 2011, 
the most dominant non-official language spoken in Milton was Urdu (widely spoken in 
Pakistan and India), which was spoken by 3,620 residents (4.3% of Town residents). 
The Town’s 2013 Community Profile suggests that new considerations need to be made 
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in communicating with the residents of the Town about services and programs 
available. The lack of awareness of many programs – illustrated in the community 
survey – may be complicated further by language barriers. 

 

Income & Employment 

Milton is a comparatively affluent community, with an average household income 
estimated at $118,203 in 2011. Over half (54%) of private households earn over 
$80,000 per year and nearly four in ten (38%) households earn over $100,000 per year. 
Despite higher than average income levels, there are many lower income households in 
Milton that benefit greatly from free and accessible public library services. Between 
2006 and 2009, the Town of Milton experienced the greatest increase in low income 
families within the Region; 13.5% of all families who moved to the Town during this time 
period were classified as low income3. 

Milton’s four largest industries – manufacturing, retail trade, wholesale trade, and health 
care and social assistance – have all seen considerable growth since 2001, which 
suggests that Milton is home to a diverse labour force with a wide range of expertise 
and skill sets. In particular, data on occupational composition identifies high 
concentrations of business and management-related occupations in Milton, suggesting 
that there are a significant number of workers who have higher-order business or 
management skills. It is interesting to note that the “art, culture, recreation, and sport” 
occupational classifications also increased substantially in recent years; this includes 
technical occupations, such as library, public archive, and museum technicians, 
photographers, graphic art technicians, creative designers, and others who contribute to 
the culture of the community. Into the future, more affluent new residents with highly 
                                            

3 Community Development Halton. Community Lens. Bulletin #82. November 2012. 
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skilled occupations are also anticipated, translating into high expectations for library 
service.  

Commuting 

A large proportion of Milton’s employed labour force (56% of those with a usual place of 
work in 2012) commute to jobs outside of Milton, with the large majority of these 
commuting beyond Halton Region. As a result, many residents spend a large part of 
their time outside Milton and may not be as engaged in their community during the 
week, or may use the Town’s services on evenings or weekends. 

Educational Attainment 

A large proportion of Milton’s population has a college diploma, indicating a strong 
presence of those with technical and ‘hands-on’ practical experience and education. 
Contrary to general trends across Ontario – which suggest educational attainment 
levels are rising across the province – there was a large increase in the high school 
group and no diploma group between 2006 and 2012, paired with only moderate growth 
of those with university-level or higher educational attainment. The Town’s 2013 
Community Profile suggests that Milton needs to ensure that educational programs are 
available and accessible to all of their residents, including new residents. 

 

2.2 Milton Public Library Profile & Benchmarking Exercise 

Milton Public Library Profile 

The Milton Public Library currently operates out of two locations (see map below), both 
of which have been built within the past five years. The Main Library serves the entire 
Town and is designed to be expanded as part of a future phase. The Beaty Branch 
serves suburban residents to the east and south. A third service point (Sherwood, to be 
developed jointly with a community centre in the Town’s west end) is currently in the 
planning stage with opening anticipated for 2016. In addition, MPL maintains 
Web/Virtual Services, a Rural Library Service, and a Homebound Service. As of 2013, 
there were 50,502 active MPL cardholders, representing 53% of the community. 

The following table illustrates key metrics relating to MPL facilities and services from 
2013.  
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Service Snapshot – Milton Public Library Facilities (2013) 
Subject Main Library Beaty Branch Total 
Collection Size  149,403 64,560 234,822 

(incl. 20,859 
eBooks and 

eAudiobooks) 
Annual Circulation  746,555 233,010 1,063,801 

(incl. 68,880 
eBooks and  

15,356 eMusic) 
Uses of Online 
Resources  

-- -- 128,712 

In-Library Visits  304,722 102,855 407,577 
Virtual Visits  -- -- 372,298 
Internet 
Workstation 
Sessions  

76,657 24,583 101,240 

WiFi Sessions  14,606 7,354 21,960 
Programs Held 
Annually  

1,474 841 2,315 

Annual Program 
Attendance  

24,992 12,653 37,645 

Questions 
Answered  

83,432 17,392 100,824 

Address 1010 Main Street 
East 

945 Fourth Line -- 

Year Constructed 2011 2009 -- 
Size (Sq Ft) 30,000 (two levels) 11,300 (one level) 41,300 
Meeting/Activity 
Room Space 

group and silent 
study rooms, 

children’s program 
room, computer lab, 

lounge areas 

group study room, 
silent study room, 
program room and 

lounge 

-- 

Key Facility 
Characteristics 

Co-located with 
Milton Centre for 
the Arts and MPL 
Administration/ 

Technical Services 

Stand-alone 
Building 

 

Public Computers  36 23 59 
Public Seating 134 68 202 
Staff, FTE  35.68 8.67 44.35 
Weekly Hours of 
Operation  

57 summer / 61 
winter 

47 -- 

Source: Milton Public Library, 2014  
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The following charts (extracted from MPL’s 2013 Annual Report), illustrate the Library’s 
tremendous growth in circulation (73%), library visits (100%), and programming (298%) 
since 2009. 

 

 

 

Library Benchmarking 

Recognizing that this represents a snapshot in time and that the Town is still very much 
in a growth stage, the Milton Public Library is generally performing well in relation to 
many provincial guidelines, particularly collections and staffing. Where the Library is 
lagging behind is most noticeable in overall space (MPL’s blended rate is 0.43 
sf/capita). The hours at the Main Library are also slightly below comparable flagship 
facilities in other larger urban communities. 
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Comparison of Service Levels at Milton Public Library Facilities (2013) 

Subject 
MPL Main Library 
Current Ratios (2013) 

MPL Beaty Branch 
Current Ratios (2013) 

Catchment Area 
(estimated population) 

76,000  
(excluding Beaty area) 

16,860 

Size  0.4 sf per capita 0.7 sf per capita 
Collections  2.0 items per capita 3.8 items per capita 
Staff (FTE)  1 per 8,686 1 per 16,860 
Hours (per week)  57-61 hours 47 hours 
Internet Workstations  1 per 2,111 people 1 per 733 people 

For additional context, comparisons have been made to several other library systems in 
Ontario, including Ajax, Brampton, Brantford, Burlington, Cambridge, Markham, 
Mississauga, Newmarket, Oakville, Pickering, Richmond Hill, and Vaughan. These 
benchmarking libraries were selected because: 

• they are commuter communities that have been subjected to rapid growth and 
development; 

• their population is of similar size to Milton’s, either now or in the next ten years;  

• their library branch profile is similar to Milton’s, either now or in the next ten 
years; and/or 

• they are a leading-edge library system that the Milton Public Library may wish to 
emulate. 

Library System Benchmarking – Table 1 

Library 
System Population 

Total Sqft 
per capita 

Internet 
Workstations 

per 1,000 

Total Staff 
(FTE) 

per 1,000 
Mississauga 741,000 0.53 0.39 0.45 
Brampton 540,145 0.23 0.53 0.21 
Markham 317,453 0.40 0.48 0.47 
Vaughan 288,301 0.42 0.44 0.51 
Richmond Hill 197,500 0.44 0.50 0.42 
Oakville 182,500 0.52 0.74 0.66 
Burlington 175,779 0.59 0.64 0.67 
Cambridge 132,900 0.54 0.43 0.47 
Ajax 109,600 0.45 0.35 0.36 
Brantford 93,650 0.75 0.59 0.59 
Pickering 88,721 0.50 0.92 0.73 
Newmarket 79,978 0.44 0.35 0.40 
AVERAGE n/a 0.45 0.49 0.48 
Milton* 95,879 0.43 0.62 0.46 
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Library System Benchmarking – Table 2 

Library 
System 

# of Library 
Programs 
per 1,000 

Program 
Attendance 
per capita 

In-person 
Visits 

per capita 
E-visits 

per capita 
Mississauga 8.7 0.19 6.1 11.9 
Brampton 4.0 0.09 3.7 4.9 
Markham 16.6 0.33 7.1 7.9 
Vaughan 11.3 0.34 4.1 3.5 
Richmond Hill 13.1 0.25 5.7 5.6 
Oakville 16.2 0.37 6.2 5.6 
Burlington 12.2 0.28 5.5 8.7 
Cambridge 10.4 0.31 6.3 4.1 
Ajax 11.5 0.25 3.9 4.1 
Brantford 9.9 0.19 5.9 3.6 
Pickering 13.3 0.37 7.9 4.9 
Newmarket 15.4 0.19 2.3 2.1 
AVERAGE 10.5 0.23 5.4 7.0 
Milton* 20.0 0.30 3.9 3.3 

Library System Benchmarking – Table 3 

Library 
System 

Holdings 
(Items) 

per capita 

Annual 
Circulation 
per capita Turnover Rate 

Mississauga 1.73 9.9 5.7 
Brampton 1.26 11.2 8.9 
Markham 1.99 14.1 7.1 
Vaughan 1.87 10.0 5.3 
Richmond Hill 2.71 13.1 4.8 
Oakville 2.14 11.6 5.4 
Burlington 2.21 11.9 5.4 
Cambridge 1.98 9.4 4.8 
Ajax 2.30 7.6 3.3 
Brantford 5.49 10.2 1.9 
Pickering 2.99 13.2 4.4 
Newmarket 3.22 5.7 1.8 
AVERAGE 2.04 10.9 5.4 
Milton* 2.47 10.6 4.3 
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Library System Benchmarking – Table 4 

Library 
System 

Municipal 
Revenue 
per capita 

Materials 
Expenditures 

per capita 

Total 
Expenditures 

per capita 
Mississauga $32.72 $3.28 $44.53 
Brampton $24.13 $5.29 $30.48 
Markham $35.82 $5.31 $36.48 
Vaughan $43.67 n/a $44.33 
Richmond Hill $45.95 $6.32 $55.80 
Oakville $47.92 $4.66 $59.72 
Burlington $50.65 $5.60 $47.28 
Cambridge $35.02 $4.34 $39.30 
Ajax $33.72 $3.91 $36.33 
Brantford $42.03 $5.93 $48.11 
Pickering $52.53 $4.86 $56.64 
Newmarket $34.32 $3.84 $37.91 
AVERAGE $36.52 $4.65 $42.69 
Milton* $36.77 $2.94 $37.93 

* 2013 Milton population estimate used 
Sources: 2010 OPL – Pickering; 2012 CULC – Mississauga, Brampton, Oakville, 
Vaughan, Markham, Cambridge, Burlington, Richmond Hill; 2012 personal 
correspondence – Ajax, Brantford, Newmarket, Milton 

A review of the most recent statistics for Milton Public Library and the other libraries 
indicates that, on a per capita basis, MPL ranks: 

• 1st out of 13 in number of programs (MPL = 20.0/1000; Avg. = 10.5/1000) 
• 4th out of 13 in internet workstations (MPL = 0.62/1000; Avg. = 0.49/1000) 
• 5th out of 13 in holdings (MPL = 2.47/cap; Avg. = 2.04/cap) 
• 6th out of 13 in program attendance (MPL = 0.30/cap; Avg. = 0.23/cap) 
• 7th out of 13 in municipal revenue (MPL = $36.77/cap; Avg. = $36.52/cap) 
• 7th out of 13 in circulation (MPL = 10.6/cap; Avg. = 10.9/cap) 
• 8th out of 13 in staffing (MPL = 0.46 FTE/1000; Avg. = 0.48 FTE/1000) 
• 9th out of 13 in operating budget (MPL = $37.93/cap; Avg. = $42.69/cap) 
• 10th out of 13 in turnover rate (MPL = 4.3; Avg. = 5.4); the turnover rate is the 

number of times on average that each volume circulates  
• 10th out of 13 in floor space (MPL = 0.43sf/cap; Avg. = 0.45sf/cap) 
• 10th out of 13 in in-person visits (MPL = 3.9/cap; Avg. = 5.4/cap) 
• 12th out of 13 in e-visits (MPL = 3.3/cap; Avg. = 7.0/cap) 
• 12th out of 12 in material expenditures (MPL = $2.94/cap; Avg. = $4.65/cap) 
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On a per capita basis, MPL ranks above average in offering programs, program 
attendance, and Internet workstations. MPL ranks close to the median in floor space, 
staffing, holdings, circulation, turnover rate, and municipal revenue. MPL ranks well 
below average in its material expenditures, visits, e-visits, and operating budget. 

Milton’s new library facilities have provided the opportunity to design spaces with 
technology and programming in mind and the benchmarking exercise illustrates that 
MPL excels in these areas. MPL has recently instituted a new replacement process for 
materials, but is limited in space for new collections – attention should be paid to 
ensuring that proper resourcing for materials is provided as new facility space is made 
available. The lower than average visit figures are also likely a result of the Library’s 
recent expansion and the Town’s overall growth – as new residents become more 
established in the community, it is anticipated that visitation will rise. Despite below 
average visits and materials expenditures, circulation remains strong, an indication that 
the Library’s collection is relevant and community-responsive. 
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2.3 Trends & Best Practices 

The Plan will have a three to five year planning horizon with a twenty year outlook. In 
addition to significant and ongoing community growth and changing local demographics, 
there are significant external influences on the Milton Public Library. These include 
service development that responds to 21st century literacies and managing service 
expectations in a rapidly digital world. How quickly the Milton Public Library adapts to 
these new realities is a question that will be examined through this study. After decades 
of slower change, technology has thrust libraries into a new era – one where they are 
balancing service delivery through traditional and virtual means. Exactly where the 
Milton Public Library aims to be on this continuum is of vital importance for both its 
short- and long-term future. 

This is a period of rapid technology innovation, especially for mobile and wireless 
devices – the need is no longer limited to books, but rather “content”. It is far easier to 
access information in today’s day and age than at any other point in history; tomorrow it 
will be even easier. However, various studies and survey data indicate that circulation 
and library usage is on the rise and that virtual services and digital information are not a 
threat to traditional library services, but rather a complement – people now have more 
reasons to visit a public library than in the past! Furthermore, the design of library 
spaces holds significant promise: flexibility, visibility, and accessibility are central tenets 
in creating spaces that are welcoming, spacious, and can serve as community hubs and 
gathering spaces. 

Milton’s public libraries are likely to look largely the same in five years’ time, albeit with 
one or more additional service points. The Library’s strength will continue to be its 
collections – both print and digital. In many library systems, books and printed material 
are accounting for a smaller proportion of circulation, while eBooks and DVDs are on 
the rise (in turn resulting in a decrease to fine revenue due to the automatic “return” of 
digital material). Formats are in a constant state of flux, making this a challenging time 
for collection development. Compounding this is the fact that the onset of new 
technologies such as tablets and mobile devices (which support eBooks and streaming 
capabilities) has coincided with a period of fiscal restraint within many municipalities. 
This has challenged the ability of many libraries to grow their electronic resources and 
digital collections while continuing to maintain their more traditional resources that 
remain very popular with a broad range of residents. 

Strategies to guide and manage this transition need to be identified and set in motion. 
This may include (but may not be limited to): 

• tools and initiatives focused on creativity and maker/hacker mindsets;  

• opportunities to enhance the user experience, including discovery centres and 
value-added services; 

• plans for branch renewal to create greater internal flexibility or digital connectivity 
or collaboration;  
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• the creation of both quiet spaces (for individual and small group study) and noisy 
spaces (for gathering and collaboration); 

• an enhanced web presence and online tools; 

• new engagement and marketing strategies; and/or 

• improved partnerships with a wider range of interests.  

Many of Milton’s new residents have migrated from larger cities and they bring with 
them high expectations for library service and innovation (e.g., new media). Over the 
longer-term, it is anticipated that library customers will move further away from a 
consumption mindset to one of active creation and collaboration. This model holds 
significant promise for attracting younger generations to the library – teens and young 
adults are more technologically savvy and transliterate and will be attracted by the 
convergence of ideas in spaces such as makerspaces.  

A detailed review of public library trends, best practices, and information sources can be 
found in Appendix A. This review includes additional information on:  

• The Importance of Libraries 

• Usage 

• Facilities: 
o Libraries as Community Hubs 
o Design Considerations 
o Space Requirements 
o Alternative Facility Delivery Models  

• Technology  

• Digital and Print Collections 

• Programming 

• Support to the Education Sector 

• Staffing 

• Engagement, Communications, and Marketing 

• Funding / Spending 

• Partnerships  
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2.4 Community Engagement 

Public and stakeholder engagement is a key component of the master planning process 
as it provides insight into issues, perceived needs, and possible opportunities. To date, 
consultation has taken the following forms: 

• Community Survey – random sample telephone survey of Milton residents 
undertaken under separate contract (by a different consulting team), in 
combination with the Community Services Department; 

• Public Questionnaire – available on the Library’s website and in library during 
October and November 2013, as well as through a booth at the Milton Fall Fair; 

• Community Input Event & Group Workshops – public input sessions held in 
combination with the Community Services Master Plan in October 2013; and 

• Staff & Library Board Engagement – held at various points throughout the 
planning process. 

Each consultation method was designed to achieve a different result, reach a specific 
group, and/or present information to a variety of stakeholders.  

Community Profile Results  

The following has been adapted from the Town of Milton Community Profile (2013), with 
reference to the Milton Public Library where applicable. In summer 2013, the Town 
commissioned a public opinion survey of its residents to assist with assessing public 
satisfaction and identify priorities for improvement. Questions were posed to a cross-
section of Milton residents, including library users and non-users, long-time residents 
and newcomers. The margin of error for a sample size of 600 was 4.0%, 19 times out of 
20.  

Satisfaction with Library Services 

Of the eleven factors reviewed in the community profile, residents were most satisfied 
with library services in the Town of Milton (86% satisfaction). The survey found 
considerable support for integration of newcomers to the Town and programs that 
reflect the needs of new immigrants and other cultures, something that the Library may 
be able to assist with. 

Those who have made use of Milton Public Library Services in the past year were most 
satisfied with the: 

• customer service provided (92% satisfaction); 

• fiction selection (87%); 

• non-fiction selection (87%); and 

• library locations (87%). 
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Lower levels of satisfaction were identified for the following areas (note: questions were 
asked to all survey respondents, even if they had little to no knowledge of current 
program offerings and resources): 

• programs for seniors (35% satisfaction), new Canadians (36%), teens (40%), and 
adults (57%); and 

• the selection of downloadable music and eBooks (55%); note: the Library 
introduced eMusic in 2013. 

Suburban residents in particular were noted as requesting additional programs and 
activities for children, perhaps reflective of the young families who have moved into 
newer areas of the Town. 

 
An analysis of satisfaction and importance reveals the following priority listing for areas 
of improvement for the Milton Public Library (from highest to lowest priority) – clearly 
programming offers substantial opportunities for further consideration: 

1. Programs for new Canadians  
2. Programs for teens  
3. Programs for seniors  
4. Programs for adults  
5. Books on CD  
6. Music on CD  
7. Downloadable music and eBooks  
8. Programs for children  
9. DVD collections 
10. Wireless access 
11. Online and web-based resources  
12. Research material  
13. Library hours 
14. Fiction materials  
15. Library locations  
16. Study/meeting/program spaces  
17. Non-fiction materials  
18. Customer service  
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Figure 1: How satisfied are you with each of the following aspects of Milton 
Public Library’s services? 

 
Source: Town of Milton Community Profile, 2013 

Despite the library benchmarking exercise that indicates a high degree of programming 
at MPL, the 2013 Community Profile suggests that more detailed work is required to 
determine what program content should be offered to appeal to these residents, and 
where these programs should be delivered.   
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Suggestions for Improving Public Library Services 

Residents were asked what they may be looking for in a public library that is missing 
today. The majority (64%) said nothing or had no suggestion. Of those with actionable 
suggestions, the leading ones were alternative hours of operation (9%), facility specific 
requests (4%), and more locations (4%).  

New residents in particular felt that there needed to be more computers and/or better 
access to computers at library locations. Longer-term residents (10+ years living in 
Milton) desired more locations/books, shorter wait times for holds, and expansion 
opportunities for the library.  

Urban residents (more so than suburban and rural residents) felt that there was a need 
for more library locations. The Town’s 2013 Community Profile suggests that this may 
partly be a reflection of the community’s perception that the newer suburban areas of 
the community are receiving newer facilities (e.g., Beaty Branch Library), while older 
urban areas of the community are dealing with the movement of the main library branch 
from its Bruce Street location to the new Main Street location. Interestingly, suburban 
residents were also more likely to recommend more locations, as well as more 
computers/better access to computers, larger collections of books, and more children’s 
programming as means of improving services. 
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Usage of Milton Public Library Services 

Figure 2: Have you used any of the following Milton Public Library Services in the 
past 12 months? 

 
Source: Town of Milton Community Profile, 2013 

When residents were asked about their usage of Milton Public Library services over the 
past 12 months, the most frequently used services were self-check-out stations (42%) 
and extensive non-fiction and fiction book, DVD and CD collections (42%). 40% 
indicated they have used none of the listed services. Roughly one-quarter indicated 
they have made use of the computers, email notifications, and the interactive library 
catalogue (27%, 26%, and 26% respectively). 

Residents outlined gaps related to downloadable music (MPL introduced eMusic in 
2013) and eBook content. The Town’s 2013 Community Profile suggests that 
satisfaction in these areas is likely to rise as the library continues to explore this area.  

Comparatively new residents in Milton (those who have lived in the Town for five years 
or less) are more likely to have used the library to access computers and WiFi services. 
Those who have lived in the Town for five to ten years are significantly more likely to 
have used self-checkout stations at the library than their longer term counterparts.  
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For library services, a feeling that one is “part of the community” appears to strongly 
correlate to library service usage, with this group being significantly more likely to make 
use of nearly all services (except the interactive library catalogue, study rooms, and 
downloadable eMusic) than those who do not feel part of the community. 

Library Information Sources 

The majority of residents surveyed indicated they primarily use the Library Website to 
get information about Milton Public Library events, services, collections, and programs 
(38%). Library Staff and the Canadian Champion were other leading sources mentioned 
by residents (14%, 13% respectively). 

Comparatively new residents in Milton (those who have lived in the Town for five years 
or less) are more likely to obtain information about the library from its website. Longer-
term residents (10+ years living in Milton) along with urban residents (more so than 
suburban and rural residents) were more likely to rely on the Canadian Champion 
newspaper for information about the library. On-site signage is significantly more 
effective for suburban residents as a means of distributing information about the library 
than it is for other subsets of the population. 

Preferred Mode of Communication 

The preferred modes of communications for Municipal and Public Library 
communications was the Canadian Champion Newspaper (33%), followed by E-
newsletters / blasts (20%, with residents preferring E-newsletters / email – 12%), 
websites (17%, with the Town of Milton website being the preferred website – 11%), 
and via social media (10%, with Facebook taking the lead – 7%). 
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Public Questionnaire Results 

A brief open-ended questionnaire was made available on the Library’s website and in 
both library branches during October and November 2013; 70 responses were received. 
This questionnaire was also administered to 231 individuals at the Milton Fall Fair in 
September 2013, including residents and non-residents. In total, 301 questionnaires 
were completed by a wide variety of children, teens, adults, and older adults. Although 
the results are not intended to be statistically significant, this represents an excellent 
response rate and one that provides a great depth of perspective as to what the Milton 
Public Library means to local residents – in people’s own words! 

Under the banner “Have Your Say!”, the questionnaire asked the following three open-
ended questions: 

1. What do you value most about the Milton Public Library? (most mentions) 
• Books (89) 
• Programs (51) 
• Movies / TV Shows / Videos (41) 
• Variety (36) 
• Access (28) 
• Computers (20) 
• Staff (19) 
• Online Resources (14)  
• Children's Area (13) 
• Study Space (12) 
• Research (12) 
• Free (12) 
• New Facilities (11) 
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Sample Quotations: 
“It's a community hub where residents can meet many needs: reading, meeting place, 
digital needs, events, etc. It gives opportunities for all members of the community to 
join, enjoy and be a part of a community.” 
“I value the sense of community and involvement.” 
“The Milton Public Library ... is a very useful and a very beneficial place for all students.” 
“As a family we often bring our kids to the drop in story time sessions, which has helped 
our kids grow a love of reading.” 
“Most importantly I value the group of great people that work in the library, who happen 
to be the most helpful, friendly and enthusiastic group people I have had the pleasure of 
dealing with.” 

2. What can the Library do to make a difference in your life? (most mentions) 
• Extended Hours (46) 
• More Programs (45) 
• Continue what they're doing (23) 
• More Books (23) 
• More Branches (20) 
• More eBooks (20) 
• Resource for Students (19) 
• Greater Online Presence (18) 
• Community Hub (18) 
• More Digital Resources (14) 
• Offer Programs at Different Times (12) 
• Cafe (10) 
• More Small Group Study Space (10) 
• More Variety (10) 
• Focus on Literacy (10) 

Sample Quotations: 
“Helps me learn. It also helps me become my dream...a doctor.” 
“It can help you find tools/books you need for school or anything and by that brings 
success ... They help you get ready for the future.” 
“Continue carrying the new release movies and offering the free story time sessions.” 
“Offering more courses/classes for adults and book clubs. Offer more of the kids 
classes on the weekends for moms who are working.”  
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3. Complete this sentence: In the future, my Library will...  
“... inspire people to achieve their own dreams.” 
“... have 10,000,000 books!” 
“... encourage people to communicate face to face and put down their smart 
phones.” 
“... have all the new books, all the classics and will be like a second home to 
people.” 
“... try to be a place for every person and will try to be a place in which every 
person feels that they have a place.” 
“... be my main resource for information on any topic I can think of.” 
“... be a place where my children will go to study and do research, where they 
can feel safe and always welcome.” 
“... allow me to have access to the world.” 
“... be a place where we can learn and grow, enjoy and have fun.” 

A more complete summary of the public questionnaire results can be found in Appendix 
B. 

Community Input Event & Group Workshop Results 

In combination with the Community Services Master Plan, a Community Input Event 
was held on October 22, 2013 at the Milton Sports Centre to gather thoughts, opinions, 
and ideas related to parks, recreation, culture, and library services and facilities. 
Approximately 54 residents participated in the event, which was advertised through 
posters, websites, and local media. Based on the depth of input from this event, it is 
clear that the Milton’s Public Library is highly valued. 

In addition, smaller invitation-only workshops were held in October 2013 with 
representatives from the arts and cultural sector, as well as youth services. Input from 
these various events is summarized below (in general order of mention, from most to 
least). 

1. There is a desire for extended hours of operation, especially at the Main Library 
(evenings and weekends throughout the year). 

2. Partnerships with post-secondary institutions should be explored, such as 
courses/seminars and other resources. 

3. Partnerships with the cultural sector should be explored, such as mentoring 
opportunities or simply serving as a community hub for cultural activities. 

4. Continued branch development should be a priority, particularly in west Milton; 
support was received for including libraries within multi-purpose facilities. 

5. Library service to the downtown area was requested (particularly for seniors 
living near the former main library; note: this matter was addressed through 
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previous studies); options included branch development or a mobile library that 
may also provide service to rural areas. 

6. Youth want a place within the library to hang out, as well as study rooms, 
homework areas, computer lab, video game tournaments, music streaming, and 
programs targeted at older teens. 

7. Improved parking at the Main Library is desired. 
8. There is demand for more eBooks (with longer loan periods), as well as lending 

non-traditional materials such as e-readers and local art. 
9. Improved communications and marketing are desired. 
10. Continued diversification in services, resources, programs, and rooms rentals; 

there is a recognition that the Library is not just for books, but rather that it is a 
centre for information, gathering, and collaboration. 

Staff and Library Board Engagement Results 

Workshops and input sessions were held with the Milton Public Library Board and 
various Library staff throughout the process in order to identify key strengths, 
weaknesses, threats, and opportunities to be considered through the master planning 
process. In addition, the Library’s strategic framework – its vision, mission, and values – 
were also tested and discussed at several of these sessions. This input has been 
valuable to identifying contextual information and areas for further consideration. 
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3. Strategic Framework 
By definition, strategic planning is a systematic process of envisioning a desired future, 
and translating this vision into broadly defined goals or objectives and a sequence of 
steps to achieve them. It is undertaken as a way of articulating needs and measuring 
success and is particularly vital in sectors undergoing transformative change, such as 
today’s public libraries. 

Strategic planning is useful for the short-term, but inherently focussed on the long-term. 
It assesses organizational capabilities and establishes a path forward, with a prescribed 
vision of the future in mind. The proposed action plans are intended to help the 
organization come closer to achieving its vision, although intervening factors may cause 
the organization to adjust its vision as time goes by. 

Having a strategic framework can be especially useful when having to make choices 
regarding resource allocation, responding to emerging issues, or supporting new 
initiatives. Strategic planning helps to position an organization for success by 
documenting issues and opportunities, articulating its purpose and goals for all to see, 
and creating transparent and measureable actions for moving forward. 

3.1 Current Context 

Figure 3: Destiny Milton 2 – Vision and Goals 

 

At its highest level, the 2014 Library Master Plan will be guided by Destiny Milton 2 
(adopted by Town Council in 2008 and supported by the Library Board), which serves 
as the broad vision for Milton, setting priorities for Milton's quality of life and service 
delivery. The vision and goals for the Town are shown in the following graphic: 
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This 2014 Library Master Plan also considers the strategic framework captured in the 
2008 Library Master Plan, which serves as a point of departure for this analysis. 

Current MPL Vision Statement 
None, although the Library has been making frequent use of the following tagline: 
“Be inspired...” 

Current MPL Mission Statement 
The Milton Public Library is committed to nourishing growing minds, promoting the 
love of reading and providing a gateway that connects people, ideas and 
information. 

Current MPL Values Statement 
None 

Current MPL Roles 
Primary Library Roles: 
1a.  Popular Materials Library – The Library features current, high demand, high 

interest materials in a variety of formats for persons of all ages, abilities, and 
cultural heritages.  

1b.  Life-long Learning Centre – The Library supports a sustained program of formal 
and informal learning for individuals of all ages, abilities, and cultural heritages. 
A special emphasis is placed on encouraging young children to develop an 
interest in reading and learning. The Library also serves as a major resource of 
local history collections and services.  

1c.  Virtual Portal – The Library provides a means by which patrons can access 
information from a wide variety of electronic sources, including databases and 
the Internet.  

1d  Service-Oriented Library – The Library actively provides timely, accurate, and 
useful information and on-site resources for community residents in their pursuit 
of personal and job-related interests.  

Secondary Library Roles: 
2a  Broker / Link to other Resources – Through partnerships with other agencies 

and organizations, the Library is a clearinghouse for current information on 
community services, issues, and events.  

2b  Community Gathering Place – The Library is a central focus for community 
activities, meetings, and programs.  
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3.2 Proposed Strategic Framework 

Using Destiny Milton 2 as a guiding document, the strategic framework proposed for the 
2014 Milton Public Library Master Plan consists of the following: 

• Vision Statement: A Vision Statement describes a compelling, conceptual 
image of the desired future for the Milton Public Library as a whole.  

• Mission Statement: A Mission Statement captures why the Milton Public Library 
exists and the needs that it fulfills.  

• Values Statement: A Values Statement outlines the Milton Public Library’s 
values, which guide corporate behaviour and policies.  

• Goals: Goals are desired end results. 

• Objectives: Objectives are targets for accomplishing goals. 

• Action Plans: Action plans are the specific steps that will be taken to achieve the 
goals and objectives. 

The Milton Public Library’s current strategic framework consists of a Mission Statement 
and Roles; action plans are contained within the 2008 Master Plan. The proposed 
framework is a departure – it adds a Vision Statement, Values Statement, Goals, and 
Objectives, while removing Roles.  

These new elements are intended to provide the Library with meaningful direction on a 
broader range of subjects, while keeping an eye on the longview. While many of the 
Library’s current Roles may still be relevant, they were based on a 1980s American 
Library Association report that was prepared before the digital era, and the time has 
come to rethink their place; it is felt that the overall intent of the Roles can be 
adequately addressed through the Mission Statement and Goals. 

The specifics of the proposed strategic framework are presented below, with the 
exception of the recommended objectives and action plans, which have been provided 
as part of the Sections 4 to 7 of this Plan. 

Note: MPL’s current tagline, “Be Inspired”, is an outcome of a branding exercise that 
coincided with the opening of the new Main Library. A tagline is a short phrase that 
communicates the highest priority message about the brand identity in an evocative 
manner. “Be inspired” continues to present a valuable opportunity for MPL to 
communicate this promise to the community and fits well with the proposed Strategic 
Framework.  
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MPL Vision Statement 
To inspire through discovery, collaboration, and creation. 

MPL Mission Statement 
The Milton Public Library empowers the community to: Read. Learn. Create. Connect. 

MPL Values Statement 
The Milton Public Library values: 
1) Intellectual Freedom: Supporting the principles of free thought, belief, and 

expression. 
2) Accessibility: Providing free and equitable access. 
3) Lifelong Learning: Promoting literacy, discovery, and creativity.  
4) Inclusivity: Empowering Milton’s diverse community. 
5) Exceptional Public Service: Ensuring responsive customer service. 
6) Accountability: Prioritizing transparency and fiscal responsibility in decision-making.  
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MPL Goals 
We will activate our Vision Statement by focussing on four goals: 
1) To expand our physical resources to respond to the needs of the evolving 

community. 
Strengthen the Library’s role as a vibrant and accessible community hub through the 
responsible provision of facilities, collections, and supporting resources. 
Key Topics (Section 4): 
• Collections 
• Facilities 
• Access & Hours of Operation 

2) To facilitate the creation of ideas and experiences for people of all ages and 
backgrounds.  
Encourage innovative programs, services, and technologies that strengthen literacy 
and learning. 
Key Topics (Section 5): 
• Technology 
• Programming 

3) To connect the community and encourage collaboration. 
Enhance community awareness, capacity-building, and alignment with partners. 
Key Topics (Section 6): 
• Communications & Marketing 
• Collaboration & Partnerships 

4) To deliver outstanding library service to the community. 
Foster a culture of service excellence through effective leadership, staff support, and 
fiscal responsibility. 
Key Topics (Section 7): 
• Staffing 
• Advocacy & Governance 
• Funding 

Each of these goals is explored in more detail on the following sections, along with the 
associated objectives and goals. 
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4. Goal 1: Responsive Physical Resources 
To respond to Goal 1 (“To expand our physical resources to respond to the needs of the 
evolving community”), this section contains an assessment of MPL’s collection, 
facilities, and access/hours of operation. 

4.1 Collections 

MPL’s collection promotes the love of reading and inspires in so many ways. But at its 
core, the purpose of the collection is to deliver content, whether the format is physical or 
digital. The demand for print collections, most notably children’s and adult non-fiction, is 
strong in Milton. Other trends suggest growing interest in large print formats to serve an 
aging population, declining use of print reference due to the growth of digital resources, 
and continued demand (at least in the short-term) for DVDs.  

However, the most significant trend is the introduction of digital formats across a range 
of platforms, which is transforming how some people access library resources. Audio, 
video, books, magazines, reference, databases, etc. can all now be accessed digitally, 
often from the comfort of one’s own home. As a result, libraries are being required to 
provide singular items in multiple formats, a trend that is expected to continue for the 
foreseeable future. 

At MPL, books and printed material are still the dominant component of borrowing, but 
this share is slowly being eroded by eBooks and digital resources (eMusic and eVideo 
were introduced in 2013). In 2013, eBooks and eAudiobooks accounted for 6% of 
MPL’s total circulation, compared to print books at 59%, DVDs at 24%, and CDs at 4% 
(all other formats accounted for the remaining 7%). These percentages are in-line with 
comparable library systems.  

The 2013 Community Profile identified the need to improve and expand MPL’s selection 
of electronic and downloadable content, including eAudiobooks and eMusic (only 55% 
of survey respondents expressed satisfaction in this area). The selection of 
downloadable content is both a product of affordability and availability as many eBooks 
cost more than printed materials and some publishers are not currently making them 
available to public libraries. In addition, the licensing fees for eMusic and other digital 
content can be considerable. MPL, like most libraries, is increasing its commitment to 
the purchase of electronic resources such as eBooks year over year. 

The convenience factor of digital content is a distinct advantage that is likely to 
strengthen its market share for the foreseeable future, but trend watchers do not predict 
eBooks to be the downfall of the printed word. The adoption of eBooks in Canada 
generally lags behind the United States, where a survey of the top 100 American 
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libraries4 found that they spent approximately 5% of their materials budgets on eBooks 
in 2011. This survey indicated that spending on eBooks in the United States was 
projected to increase by 5% per year, but would increase by nearly 50% if eBook 
content became more available to libraries. Much of this increase was anticipated to 
come at the expense of spending on print materials, which would decline. Between 
2011 and 2012, eBook lending increased by 54% amongst the American libraries 
surveyed.  

MPL’s circulation exceeded 1 million items for the first time in 2012 – circulation has 
outpaced population growth in the Town for several years now, although data for 2013 
suggests that circulation growth levels may be beginning to stabilize on a per capita 
basis, including eBook borrowing. MPL must continue to maximize its collections budget 
in order to expand its digital collection and maintain a responsive physical collection. 

Another area of collections that requires attention is the Library’s multilingual resources, 
which are growing at a much slower rate than the Town’s newcomer population. As of 
2011, 30% of Milton residents were foreign-born, an increase of approximately 89% (or 
11,630 residents) since 2006. Currently, foreign language materials (which include 
DVDs in South Asian languages and print materials in Urdu and Spanish) only account 
for 0.4% of MPL’s total collection (print and digital), while French language materials 
account for 1.8%. In particular, immigrants from Pakistan, India, and the Philippines are 
accounting for an increasing share of Milton’s newcomer population. In 2011, the most 
dominant non-official language spoken in Milton was Urdu (4% of residents); in total, 
46% of Milton residents speak a language other than English or French at home, the 
highest percentage in Halton Region. The extension of French immersion curriculums 
locally also point to the popularity of French.  

The range of items within MPL’s multilingual collection needs broadening in order to 
effectively meet the needs of the community. It is the Library’s responsibility to provide 
an equitable level of service to all members of the community regardless of background. 
However, there are many variables involved in delivering library services to a diverse 
community. Knowledge of various cultures is essential – some may be eager to read in 
English, while others may place an emphasis on their linguistic heritage and wish to 
pass this onto their children. In reviewing needs for multilingual resources, MPL 
connects with community partners that provide newcomer services and also collect data 
on the languages read at home by new patrons (popular languages include Urdu, 
French, Spanish, Arabic, and Hindi). 

It is recommended that MPL’s Collection Development Policy and Weeding guidelines 
be updated to better provide direction for new and emerging areas of demand, such as 
multilingual collections. These types of guidelines are common in large public library 
systems within diverse communities and may seek to incorporate equitable standards 

                                            

4 Online Computer Library Center. The Big Shift: Public Library Strategies for Access to 
Information in Any Format. 2012. 
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for establishing a new language collection, as well as strategies for acquisitions (e.g., 
direct buys, ARPs, etc.). As an initial step, introducing DVDs, periodicals, or 
newspapers may help to gauge interest in a new language collection. Examples of 
guidelines for multilingual collection development include: 

• Vaughan Public Libraries require a minimum population of 2,000 residents based 
on language data from the Census, supplemented by direct input from the local 
community 

• The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions recommends 
“that, as a general principle, book collections provided for each multicultural 
group should be provided at least at the same per capita level as for the general 
population. However, it should be recognised that for small groups it may be 
necessary to have a higher per capita provision than that generally applied, in 
order to provide an effective and more equitable service. A viable target to which 
smaller libraries may aim is the provision of 1.5 to 2.5 books per capita per 
multicultural group.”5 

With a ratio of 2.47 items per capita (print and digital), MPL’s collection levels are 
generally performing well in relation to provincial guidelines and comparator systems. 
MPL’s circulation levels remain strong, an indication that the Library’s collection is 
relevant and community-responsive. The 2008 Master Plan established a collections 
target of 3.0 items per capita and this remains a viable goal at this time. The Library’s 
recent implementation of a new collection management system (collectionHQ) will 
assist in making decisions regarding what items need to be added, de-selected, or 
shifted to another branch. Currently, MPL employs an annual 5% replacement rate for 
its collection. While this is a reasonable target for long-term budget purposes, the 
Library’s new collection management system and growing digital collection will allow 
MPL to move away from a stringent target in favour of one that is evidence-based. 

With a material expenditure of $2.94 per capita, MPL ranks last amongst the library 
comparator group – the benchmark average was nearly 60% greater at $4.65/capita. 
These figures are very similar to what was reported in the 2008 Library Master Plan 
when a target of $4.68 per capita was recommended for MPL (this was the benchmark 
average at the time). The Library’s resourcing for new materials needs to respond better 
to growing demands for new formats, multilingual resources, and the rising costs of 
material purchases. However, MPL’s funding is based on a fixed capital budget 
allocation indexed to growth, meaning that there is little opportunity to affect change in 
this area. Due to existing space constraints, the Library will only be able to make 
substantial increases to its collection through the expansion of digital resources, branch 
development/expansion, and strategic de-selection. A more robust multilingual 
collection should be contemplated for the proposed Sherwood library branch. 

                                            

5 International Federation of Library Associations. Multicultural Communities: Guidelines 
for Library Services, 3rd Edition. 2009. 
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It also bears noting that MPL is working with HALINET (a partnership of information 
providers and educators in Halton Region) on the investigation, selection, and 
implementation of a new Integrated Library System. Today’s systems have enhanced 
functionality that streamlines acquisitions and cataloguing and that allows for improved 
tracking and collection management that benefits both the library and its users. 

Objectives / Action Plans 

1a. Review and update the Collection Strategy to respond to emerging trends and 
needs. 

1. Continue to track loans of eBooks and other digital resources, as well as funding 
patterns of other leading libraries, in order to establish spending targets for 
electronic formats. 

2. Continue to target a collection size of 3.0 items per capita. 

3. To respond to growing demands, the Library’s annual materials budget should be 
used to fund in-demand resources including (but not limited to): 

 • expanded multilingual collections 

 • new formats, such as eBooks and streaming video and audio 

 • large print formats to serve an aging population 

 • popular materials in multiple formats (print, digital, audio/video, etc.) 

 • lifelong learning resources 

4. Develop a collections plan for the Sherwood Branch and future libraries. 

5. Refine and update the Collection Development Policy in order to better respond 
to new and emerging areas of demand, incorporating benchmarking standards. 

6. Utilise evidence-based data from the Library’s collectionHQ software and the 
new ILS that tracks and effectively analyzes collection usage to assess relevance 
to the community. 

4.2 Facilities 

Milton is currently served by two physical public library facilities, both of which were built 
within the past five years and which embody key design principles for modern public 
libraries (including specific LEED Silver standards and technology to support patron 
self-service options): 

• Main Library (30,000 gsf; located in the established urban area; opened mid-
2011) is located in the Milton Centre for the Arts on one of the gateway 
approaches to Milton. It features an abundance of natural light, along with warm, 
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welcoming, and fully accessible space available for a multitude of uses. 
Compared to its previous building, the new Main Library provides considerably 
expanded space for larger, broader, and deeper collections, additional resources 
and programs, expanded seating (including Program, Silent Study and Group 
rooms, and a Laptop Lounge), larger children’s and teen areas, more 
workstations and electrical outlets for laptop power, full accessibility, other 
needed technology features, and much more parking with better links to public 
transit. With its construction, the Administration and Technical 
Services/Computer Services staff were once again brought under the same roof 
as Main Library staff. 

• Beaty Branch (11,300 gsf; located in the Bristol Survey; opened late-2009) is a 
one-storey, fully accessible building that supports the services offered by the 
Main Library. Large windows allow natural light to fill the entire Library. The 
Children’s Area offers a bright and appealing space for playing and enjoying 
books and is equipped with computers offering access to the Internet and early 
literacy programs. The Program, Group, and Silent Study rooms are in demand 
daily, as are the public Internet workstations. In the nearly five years that the 
Branch has been open, the collection has grown to capacity and beyond. With a 
new high school in close proximity to the branch, the Teen Area of the library is 
challenged for space. Further, the initial pre-school cohort in the neighbourhood 
is aging, placing high demand on Children’s Space. 

 

MPL’s existing and future facilities should continue to place an emphasis on the ‘library 
as place’ concept, which values space as a service in its own right – a hub for 
discovery, learning, and experience – not just for accommodating collections or 
services. This requires the provision of spaces for socializing, small group collaboration, 
exhibits, programming, workshops and presentations, etc. that enable libraries to serve 
as community hubs. Outdoor seating, reading gardens, large meeting/program rooms, 
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discovery centres, puppet theatres, portable shelving (stacks on wheels), late-night 
access for students during exam times, and a wider variety of seating are just a few of 
the features being integrated into new facilities. These features are intended to enhance 
comfort and convenience by creating both a welcoming place and “wow factor” for 
existing and potential users alike. 

Like any public service, MPL’s objective is to provide facilities and services in the 
appropriate locations at the right time to meet the needs of present and future residents. 
In a planned growth community like Milton, this task is enabled through the Town’s 
residential phasing, which consists of the established urban area, Bristol Survey (Phase 
1), Sherwood Survey (Phase 2), and Boyne Survey (Phase 3). The current focus of 
future library planning is on the Sherwood and Boyne Surveys, as well as expanding 
existing services in areas of identified need. The future development of the Milton 
Education Village – a comprehensively planned university campus to be developed in 
partnership with Laurier University – may also offer opportunities for library services 
focused on creativity, innovation, and post-secondary interests. 

Public libraries are inclusive institutions that are created equally for everyone in the 
community. They are not intended just to serve specific neighbourhoods, rather they are 
distributed equitably to improve access to all residents in the most cost effective manner 
possible. Duplication of service is not cost effective and the Town tries to avoid this 
through long-term planning that emphasizes fair and equitable distribution. In the end, 
tough choices need to be made about how best to offer services, which requires a 
balance between meeting resident expectations and financial sustainability.  

MPL’s current level of space provision lags behind industry standards (but is generally 
keeping pace with comparator systems) and there is a need to extend facility 
development into the Town’s new neighbourhoods. Furthermore, the Library’s current 
facilities – most notably the Main Library – have growing space constraints and are 
unable to accommodate additional collections, proper separations, age-specific space 
(specifically for children and teens), or study/seating space that would strengthen the 
Library’s role as a community meeting place. More library space is required in both the 
short and long-term to accommodate local needs. 

Per capita targets are also used to determine system-wide library facility needs. The 
2008 Master Plan recommended a Town-wide target of 0.6 square feet of library space 
per capita. With an estimated population of 95,879 (2013), the Library is currently 
providing 0.43 square feet of space per capita. Facility development is the responsibility 
of the Town – with direction provided by the Library Board – and will be dependent on 
financial resources and partnership opportunities. Given future opportunities for shared 
facility development and the need to strive for fiscal sustainability, a slightly reduced 
target of 0.55 square feet of library space per capita is recommended for the current 
master planning period. 

The following table applies the recommended space provision target to the Town’s 
population forecasts to reveal space requirements over time. At present, Milton requires 
an additional 11,324 square feet to meet the 0.55 sf/capita target. With continued 
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population growth, this shortfall is expected to climb to 47,663 square feet by 2021 and 
84,146 square feet by 2031. 

Forecasted Library Space Requirements  

Year Population 

Library Space 
Needs (based on 

0.55sf/capita) 

Additional Space 
Required (41,300sf 

at present) 
current 95,879 52,624 11,324 

2016 124,645 68,555 27,255 
2021 161,750 88,963 47,663 
2026 195,735 107,654 66,354 
2031 228,084 125,446 84,146 

In light of the growth in the population of Milton, the multi-stage expansion process that 
began in 2009 with the Library’s first branch needs to continue. However, the Town has 
not allocated sufficient funding to fully achieve this target at the current time and will 
likely have to work towards it gradually and incrementally. The timing of projects 
identified in the previous Master Plan has been delayed due to a recent and short-term 
slowdown in growth and subsequent funding challenges. Part of the reason for the 
Town building the new Main Library when they did was the award of a provincial and 
federal government grant. Fortunately, these recent library building projects should 
improve the Town’s Development Charge service levels into the future. 

The 2008 Library Master Plan recommended that, in addition to the Beaty Branch and 
new Main Library, MPL construct two new branches: (1) Sherwood Survey (in or around 
2014; 15,000sf); and (2) Boyne Survey (in or around 2019; 15,000sf). It was 
recommended that opportunities be explored to co-locate these libraries with other 
municipal and public uses, such as leisure facilities or schools. The 2008 Plan also 
recommended that the new Main Library be built to a size of 40,000sf (it was built to 
30,000sf) and that it be expanded in the longer-term (an additional 23,000sf, for a total 
of 63,000sf; this is not likely achievable given site restrictions).  

This Master Plan recommends the following adjustments to the timing and sizing of 
library facility development, subject to the timing of residential growth and funding 
availability: 

1. Sherwood Library: The design and development of the Library’s second branch 
(Sherwood) is a high priority for the Milton Public Library. At present, design of 
the Sherwood Branch is anticipated to be initiated in 2014, with 2016 being a 
move-in date. A target of 20,000 square feet can be justified based on population 
growth in this area, which is proposed for a location that will also improve 
accessibility for rural residents in north and west Milton. Co-location with a 
community centre is anticipated. 

2. Main Library Expansion: The Main Library is undersized for a flagship facility in 
a fast-growing community. A modest expansion of 15,000 square feet was 
contemplated when the facility was built and the Library should seek to provide 
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no less than this amount during the next phase of development, which could 
occur as early as 2018 (the Town’s long-term capital forecast does not currently 
extend beyond 2017 due to the uncertainty around growth allocations). Due to 
the current and future shortfall of space at the Main Library, additional space 
should be sought through future branch development. 

3. Boyne Library: The Library’s third branch (Boyne) may be initiated in 2020 with 
move-in for 2022, depending on residential growth in this community. A minimum 
of 20,000 square feet of library space should be targeted. Co-location with other 
public uses (e.g., community centre and schools) is contemplated. 

4. Future Library Development: There will be a need for future library 
development beyond what is contemplated through the aforementioned projects, 
either to serve existing communities (through expansion or new locations within 
intensification areas), unserviced portions of the community, or future residential 
development beyond the current urban areas. To meet the provision target, 
approximately 30,000 additional square feet will be required at one or more 
locations. Based on current forecasts, timing of space provision delivery would 
be in the 2027 to 2031 range. The next Master Plan Update should examine 
possible locations and strategies for this space allocation. 

Figure 4: Recommended Space Provision Strategy 
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The following map illustrates the location of the Town’s two existing library facilities, as 
well as possible locations for both the proposed Sherwood and Boyne Libraries. Service 
radii of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 kilometres have been applied to the locations to show 
conceptual coverage, with the larger facilities having the wider radii due to their greater 
range of services. The map shows that the proposed Sherwood and Boyne facilities will 
lead to an effective distribution of library facilities in urban Milton. It should be noted that 
the Town’s decision to move the Sherwood branch further north to its currently 
proposed location creates a small gap area along the Ontario Street corridor south of 
Derry Road; this gap is part of the reason for recommending a larger branch in the 
Boyne community. 

Figure 5: Current and Proposed Library Facility Distribution 

 

MPL’s current facility model contains a Main Library (which houses core 
collections/resources and centralized services, and is intended to serve the entire 
Town) and a Neighbourhood Branch (Beaty Library, which serves a more localized 
portion of the Town and offers fewer hours and services), supplemented by rural library 
and homebound services. Future branch development should consider opportunities to 
expand this model to include Area Branches, which support several neighbourhoods 
and, thus, are larger and offer extended hours and services). 
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At 11,300 square feet, MPL’s Beaty Branch is somewhat undersized to accommodate 
the full range of needs consistent with an Area Branch, although its location at the 
present edge of the built-up area has contributed to its lagging usage profile; branch 
performance should improve as additional growth occurs in this community. Future area 
branches should be designed on a larger floor plan; in high growth communities, many 
area branches are being built in the range of 15,000 square feet (e.g., Richmond Hill) to 
20,000 square feet (e.g., Markham) to 35,000 square feet (e.g., Brampton). 

The community consultation events found support for continued branch development, 
particularly in west Milton, and for including libraries within multi-purpose facilities. 
Despite being addressed through previous studies, library service to the downtown area 
was also requested (particularly for seniors living near the former main library). The re-
establishment of traditional library service near the former Bruce Street location is not 
supported due to its proximity to the new Main Library. Longer-term options for 
alternative library service (e.g., express libraries) within areas of urban intensification 
may be considered based on a comprehensive assessment of needs, options, and 
costs. In order to address the needs associated with urban intensification, a re-
examination of the Library’s service delivery model is recommended (post-2016). 

Barrier-free accessibility requirements are also placing pressure on many library 
facilities, as more space is needed to accommodate accessible washrooms, shorter 
stacks, wider aisles, enhanced seating, etc. Furthermore, as the number of older adults 
increases, MPL will need to address their needs through building design that prioritizes 
similar features. Depending on the overall size of the facility, an additional 5% to 10% of 
floor space may be required to meet the Facility Accessibility Design Standards adopted 
by the Town. 
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Objectives / Action Plans 

1b. Continue implementation of the library facility development strategy. 

7. The Library’s next major capital project should be to develop a new branch in the 
Sherwood area, jointly with the proposed community centre. With a target of 
2016 for opening, this library branch should be approximately 20,000 square feet 
in size, with opportunities to access shared space within the community centre. 

8. Expansion of the Main Library is recommended in order to serve an ultimate 
build-out population of 228,000. The site can accommodate approximately an 
additional 15,000 square feet on two levels, which would increase the floor space 
to a total of 45,000 square feet, although a larger footprint would be preferred. 
Recommended timing of expansion is 2018. 

9. The Library should work with the Town to confirm the location for its third branch 
– a minimum of 20,000 square feet of library space would be required to serve 
future residents of the Boyne Survey. Timing of this project will be dependent 
upon residential growth in this community and is not currently anticipated until 
approximately 2022. The Library should seek to secure land in the short-term to 
ensure a proper location and potential co-location with other public uses, such as 
the proposed community centre and schools. 

10. The Library should continue to work with the Town to monitor projected 
residential growth patterns to enable future planning, including long-term facility 
development and/or expansion in unserviced portions of the community or future 
residential development beyond the current urban areas. 

1c. Ensure that library facilities respond to changing needs and function as true 
community hubs. 

11. Evaluate the use of space and collections at the Beaty Branch to respond to 
changing neighbourhood needs, with particular attention on the impacts that will 
result from growth in the teen population. 

12. The Library should develop a facility model to address the needs associated with 
urban intensification (post-2016), along with neighbourhood and area branches. 

13. Through its future capital projects, the Library should continue to examine 
opportunities to improve the user experience and create true multi-use 
community hubs through the development of shared spaces with recreation, 
civic, educational, or appropriate private sector entities. LEED compliant, fully 
accessible, and updated designs should also continue to be sought. Designs 
should also embody the “library as place” concept, which values designs that are 
inspiring, flexible, and functional. Sufficient space must be provided for individual 
and group study, community gatherings, programs, merchandizing, age-specific 
collections, technology features, etc. 
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4.3 Access & Hours of Operation 

Access to the Milton Public Library is provided through its physical branches, rural 
library service, and homebound service. In addition, the Library’s website and its many 
resources are available to all residents with an internet connection; this includes an 
expanding collection of eBooks, eAudiobooks, eMusic, and eVideo. The Library’s 
website and online tools are discussed in more detail under Goals 2 and 3. 

Operating hours for library facilities are a common topic of interest within most 
communities. Changing lifestyle patterns are leading to demands for greater access and 
extended hours, while calls for fiscal restraint mean that libraries need to be cautious 
about extending hours beyond their ability to staff them. In response to these trends, 
some public libraries are staying open longer to serve students during exam times, 
while limiting staff only to those necessary for building security. This may be a 
consideration for Milton once Laurier University becomes established. 

As a result of recommendations stemming from the 2008 Master Plan, along with the 
support of Council, MPL hours improved in both 2012 and 2013. In 2012, the hours at 
the Beaty Branch were extended to 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday; 
Monday daytime hours of operation were also initiated at this location. In 2013, 
adjustments were approved at Council to extend hours at the Main Library through 9:30 
a.m. openings Monday to Saturday. Despite these improvements, however, the Main 
Library hours (currently 57 to 61 hours per week) are still below comparable flagship 
facilities in other larger urban communities, which are often open around 70 hours per 
week to serve a varied base of users. The 2008 Master Plan was supportive of Monday 
openings at the Main Library and further recommended that the facility be open 67 to 70 
hours per week by 2016.  

There continues to be public interest in extending hours at the Main Library to include 
Sundays during the summer, as well as Friday evenings. In fact, a desire for extended 
hours was the leading request identified through the Community Input Event, focus 
groups, and Master Plan questionnaire. Through a top-of-mind question, 9% of 
respondents to the Town’s 2013 Community Survey specifically identified “alternate 
hours of operation” as one way to improve library services. The Community Survey 
report recommended that the Library conduct a survey of library users to assess the 
need for modifications to hours of operation at library branches. The Town’s growing 
population and varied needs strongly suggest that additional hours are required at the 
Main Library; a minimum target of 65 hours per week is recommended, subject to 
further study. 

The Beaty Branch is open 47 hours per week, which is within the range typically seen in 
neighbourhood branches in similar communities. No changes are recommended; 
however, usage patterns should continue to be monitored and hours adjusted should 
demands change within this evolving area of the Town. Hours for future area branches, 
such as the proposed Sherwood Branch, should be open a minimum of 53 hours per 
week, with consideration to aligning hours to peak times with co-located uses such as 
community centres. 
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The Milton Public Library offers rural and homebound services to enhance access for 
those who cannot readily access its physical branches. The rural library service uses 
the postal system to mail items selected by users through the Library’s online catalogue 
(print materials only). Approximately 7% of the Town’s residents live within rural areas 
and this proportion is declining as new growth is predominantly directed to Milton’s 
urban areas; however, not all rural areas have reliable internet access, which is a 
requirement for this service. The location of the proposed Sherwood branch will improve 
accessibility to Milton’s rural residents, particularly those living to the west and north.  

Through the use of volunteers and caregivers, the Library’s homebound service uses 
personalized selection profiles to select materials and deliver them to residents who 
cannot physically visit the Library due to age, illness, or disability. Trends across North 
America indicate that both the number of older adults and persons with disabilities are 
on the rise, suggesting the potential for greater demand for this service over time. A 
review of the Library’s rural and homebound services is recommended to better 
understand needs, potential partners and operating models, and financial targets. 

Objectives / Action Plans 

1d. Enhance access to library facilities and services for all residents. 

14. Establish a minimum target of 65 open hours per week at the Main Library, with 
extended hours being the subject of a survey of library users (e.g., Friday 
evenings, Sundays during the summer, earlier in the morning, etc.). 

15. To the degree possible, align operating hours of the future Sherwood Branch and 
community centre. Area branches should be open a minimum of 53 hours per 
week. 

16. Review the Library’s rural and homebound services to better understand needs, 
potential partners and operating models, and financial targets.  
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5. Goal 2: Ideas and Experiences 
To respond to Goal 2 (“To facilitate the creation of ideas and experiences for people of 
all ages and backgrounds”), this section contains an assessment of MPL’s technologies 
and programs. 

5.1 Technology  

This is a period of rapid technology innovation. Public libraries are constantly searching 
for the balance between traditional resources and new digital resources, which enable 
them to meet the needs of their users in new and exciting ways. However, adoption of 
new technologies has wide ranging impacts, from staffing to space to financial. As a 
result, most libraries choose not to be leading edge, but rather “change-ready”, a 
characteristic that allows them to implement proven technologies that are a good fit with 
their mandate and that integrate well with other services. Likewise, MPL should 
continue to monitor and assess opportunities to incorporate new digital tools and 
adaptive technologies being adopted by the industry. 

The emergence and dominance of mobile technologies and personal devices introduces 
exciting opportunities to increase accessibility, convenience, and seamlessness for MPL 
and its users. Mobile applications, Web 2.0 technologies, creativity software, tablets, 
enhanced IT infrastructure, etc. all offer significant promise for the MPL to become more 
mobile‐friendly and improve its customer service. Milton Public Library has benefited 
from sharing an Integrated Library System (ILS) with the Oakville and Halton Hills Public 
Libraries for many years. This partnership is continuing with the selection of a new 
system in late 2014 or early 2015. A number of outcomes will be achieved through 
including many of these exciting new services. 

With both of its facilities having been built within the past five years, Milton Public 
Library has been fortunate to be able to design its facilities and services with modern 
technologies in mind. Both MPL facilities have RFID and self-checkout, which accounts 
for approximately 50% of MPL’s circulation at present, freeing up staff for other 
functions. Visits to the Library’s website and use of online resources are also growing 
much faster than population growth, suggesting that there is considerable interest in 
convenience and 24/7 access. Additional self-serve options (e.g., printing) may also be 
considered. 

The 2013 Community Survey found that 27% of library users have used the Library’s 
public computers / internet workstations within the past twelve months and that 23% 
have accessed the Library’s WiFi. MPL has nearly 60 public internet terminals between 
its two locations, which positions it well in comparison to other systems. The 2008 
Library Master Plan recommended a target of 0.7 public internet workstations per 1,000 
residents, increasing to 0.85/1,000 residents by 2016; MPL is currently providing these 
at 0.62/1000. However, patrons are increasingly accessing the internet wirelessly with 
their own devices, a trend that suggests that this target is outdated. In planning for its 
future branches, MPL should provide space for a blend of personal and public 
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workstations, with the latter generally being provided at or slightly below current 
standards (0.5 to 0.6 public workstations per 1,000 residents). Less affluent population 
groups will still look to the Library to provide desktop computer stations and printers. 
MPL should review alternative strategies for the provision of public computing and may 
consider piloting the lending of lending laptops or tablets as one possible way of 
containing the growth (or reducing the number) of computer workstations.  

One of the latest trends is the addition of makerspaces within libraries. 3D printers, self-
publishing centres, media stations, hackerspaces, fab labs, and discovery zones are all 
variants of makerspaces. Aimed at idea generation, creativity, learning, and digital 
literacy, makerspaces are made possible through the convergence of skills, 
technologies, and resources. Makerspaces can also provide opportunities for users to 
test new and changing technologies – a digital “petting zoo”. While these spaces are not 
exclusively used by youth, they have the added benefit of attracting young families and 
adults and will likely increase library use overall.  

Makerspaces are transformative spaces, requiring new programs, new partnerships, a 
new image for the library, as well as new staff roles and competencies. These types of 
uses would be a logical fit within the library branches, including the Main Library given 
its central location and connection to the Centre for the Arts. MPL should monitor the 
implementation of makerspaces in other library systems and introduce a model that 
responds to local needs. 
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Objectives / Action Plans 

2a. Nourish productivity and creativity through the thoughtful adoption of interactive 
technologies and digital tools.  

17. Provide space for a blend of personal and public workstations in all branches. 

18. Review alternative strategies for the provision of public computing with the intent 
of being “change-ready”. 

19. Examine options for providing additional self-serve options (e.g., printing) and a 
media station (e.g., Mac computer with creativity software).  

20. Given the transformative nature of makerspaces, monitor them as they evolve 
and are implemented in other libraries. Establish a multi-year plan to implement 
makerspace concepts at MPL with consideration to partnerships, staffing, staff 
training, and programming. 

21. Implement a new Integrated Library System (ILS) including the hardware 
installation, configuration of system parameters, migration of data, and training of 
staff and the public. 

5.2 Programming 

The Milton Public Library has a tradition of providing quality programming that enhances 
its collections and supports lifelong learning. Programs are essential to the Library – 
they animate Library resources and introduce people to what the Library has to offer.  

Programming is a noted strength of the Milton Public Library – amongst the comparator 
group of libraries, MPL ranks first in program offerings and third in attendance on a per 
capita basis. MPL offers a wide variety of high quality programs for children, teens, 
adults, and the multi-cultural and business communities. Many programs are offered in 
cooperation with organizations such as the Region of Halton and Halton Multicultural 
Council. Programs are a key component of service provision for specific demographics 
and also help define the Library’s brand identity.  

Given current demographic trends, devoting considerable resources to children’s and 
multi-cultural collections makes sense. Over time, the emphasis on teen collections 
should also be enhanced, as should programs and activities that promote social 
cohesion amongst Milton’s diverse communities. Trends also suggest growing interest 
in programs that support participatory and collaborative learning, technology training 
and digital literacy, workplace-readiness, civic literacy, inter-generational programming, 
and opportunities for skill development within our increasingly knowledge-based 
economy.  

In 2013, the Library accommodated 37,645 program visits, with two-thirds of these 
occurring at the Main Library. 83% of the Library’s program attendance is comprised of 
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pre-school and school-aged children, an age group that nearly doubled in size between 
2006 and 2011. In the past year, total program attendance increased by 32%. A full 
range of learning-based programs for children should continue to be offered by MPL as 
it grows. 

Program Attendance Stats (2013) 
Program Area Main Library Beaty Branch Total % of Total 
Children’s 19,522 11,664 31,186 83% 
Teen 1,710 320 2,030 5% 
Adult 3,760 669 4,429 12% 
Total 24,992 12,653 37,645 100% 

Source: Milton Public Library, 2014 

The Town’s 2013 Community Survey found very good levels of satisfaction for all 
Library services, but did identify interest in expanded program offerings for selected 
populations. The Survey also found that suburban residents were more likely to request 
additional library programs and activities for children, perhaps reflective of the young 
families that have moved into newer areas of the Town. It is also interesting to note that 
when patrons were asked through the Master Plan questionnaire what the Library can 
do to make a difference in their life, more programs was the second leading response, 
just behind extended hours. The delivery of programs is clearly something that MPL 
does well, which has led to community interest in additional programming. As 
recommended in the 2008 Plan, continued tracking of trends and demographic shifts 
will assist the Library in developing short and long-term responses to changing program 
needs for varying library patron groups.  

Public libraries typically have complete autonomy for program planning, involving 
municipalities on an ad hoc or semi-regular basis when coordination is required to avoid 
duplication. In Milton, some concern has been expressed over possible duplication and 
cross-marketing of library and municipal program offerings, such as a Lego program for 
children and self-esteem activities for female youth. The scope of programming offered 
by the Milton Public Library is generally consistent with that provided by most medium-
sized public library systems; however, in a community the size of Milton, there are 
bound to be occasional similarities between programs offered by different providers. It is 
anticipated that both the Milton Public Library and Community Services Department will 
continue to directly deliver programming to area residents, consistent with their 
respective mandates. 

With the Town now fully involved in direct arts and cultural programming through the 
Milton Centre of the Arts – an area that traditionally has had crossover with the Library 
and its role as a centre for life-long learning – there is a growing need for improved 
communication regarding program offerings and promotion. To avoid possible 
duplication of resources and maximize participation, there is a need to clarify the 
mandates, priorities, and respective program offerings of the Library and Community 
Services Department. This requires meaningful coordination and a clear determination 
of program scope for both parties. Further, the matter of program pricing relative to cost 
recovery targets requires additional discussion between the Town and Library. It is 
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recommended that the Library strengthen synergies with the Community Services 
Department to eliminate duplication of programs and enhance cross-promotion of 
programs, the efficient use of public spaces, and collaboration on community-driven 
priorities. 

As the Town and Library work toward planning a combined community centre and 
library in the Sherwood community, an acceptable joint programming model should be 
developed for this location. Opportunities for the Library to make better use of program 
space at the Milton Centre for the Arts may also be examined. 

Objectives / Action Plans 

2c. Offer programs that build on the Library’s strengths and activate its vision. 

22. Continue to deliver learning-based programming to support community needs 
and to highlight collection resources, with a focus on programming for children, 
teens, seniors, newcomers, and the business community. 

23. Review and update the Library’s programming strategy. Continue to tailor branch 
library programming to neighbourhood demographics and evaluate outcome 
models to test success of programming. 

2d. Coordinate programming with other providers to maximize resources and 
community participation. 

24. Work with the Community Services Department to establish and/or agree upon: 

 • the mandate of each party relative to programming and service delivery; 

 • shared principles; 

 • areas of existing or potential program duplication; 

 • methods to eliminate program duplication; 

 • program areas where common policies and procedures are advisable 
(e.g., user fees, facility allocation and scheduling, revenue generation, 
cost recovery, etc.); and 

 • a program model for Sherwood Community Centre & Library. 

25. Consider program development in conjunction with non-municipal partners, such 
as the business, health, and education sectors. 

26. Enhance partnerships, outreach, and program opportunities for vulnerable 
populations within Milton, such as newcomers, low income residents, at-risk 
individuals, and families.  
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6. Goal 3: Community Connections and Collaboration 
To respond to Goal 3 (“To connect the community and encourage collaboration”), this 
section contains an assessment of MPL’s communications/marketing and 
collaboration/partnerships. 

6.1 Communications & Marketing  

MPL is a forward thinking library that has recognized the importance of marketing by 
hiring a Marketing and Communications Coordinator. The Library already does a good 
job of promoting programs and using social media (e.g., Facebook, Flickr, Twitter) and 
has completed a brand improvement initiative within the past few years. In 2013, MPL 
developed a Marketing and Communications Plan to provide guidelines for all internal 
and external communication with key stakeholders; this document is currently being 
refined for enhanced community engagement. 

The Town’s 2013 Community Survey indicated that the Library’s website is a popular 
medium for accessing information about MPL events, services, collections, and 
programs. Usage of online service points has experienced tremendous growth, with 
over 370,000 visits to MPL’s website this past year. Despite this success, it is important 
to note that the ways that residents access their information are quite varied. The lack of 
a daily newspaper was frequently mentioned as a constraint to getting word out, 
although interest in print media is quickly giving way to digital media, particularly 
amongst younger generations. 

There is room for the Library to do more in terms of community engagement and 
partnerships, outreach, and marketing. Through the implementation of its Marketing and 
Communications Plan, MPL must continue to enhance the public perception and 
reputation of the Library to ensure that residents and the local business community view 
it as an essential contributor to their lives and community. 53% of Milton residents are 
library cardholders and the goal should be to increase this year over year. 

The Library must also continue to enhance communication with all residents. The 
Town’s 2013 Community Profile recommended that the Library develop 
communications strategies that stress marketing of available programs and services, as 
well as two-way dissemination and collection of information between the organizations 
and the citizens of Milton. It was suggested that communication strategies may differ 
based on area (e.g., rural, urban, suburban) and demographics (e.g., language, age, 
vulnerable populations, etc.). Miltonians access information in a variety of different ways 
and there is a need to identify the preferred medium for each market.  
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Objectives / Action Plans 

3a. Strengthen awareness and participation through effective communications and 
marketing. 

27. Review the MPL Marketing & Communications Strategic Plan on a yearly basis 
(as noted in the plan) to reflect new opportunities and challenges. 

28. Continue to gather the opinions and viewpoints of patrons and the broader library 
community through satisfaction surveys and trend tracking (in particular metrics 
that demonstrate a change in community perceptions and behaviours from a 
marketing/communications perspective). 

29. Undertake an ongoing website content review and development strategy with the 
goal of representing all MPL services to the community and enhancing online 
functionality. 

30. Develop a crisis and emergency communications plan as an adjunct to the 
Marketing and Communication Strategic Plan. 

31. Continue to use media relations – both publicity and advertising – to promote 
MPL communications (achievements, events/activities, and key messages). 

32. Continue to foster two-way, open, accurate, and timely communication among 
staff, as well as key partners such as the Town and broader library community. 

33. Facilitate and support communication/marketing initiatives and partnerships in 
collaboration with the Town and other partners (including HALINET, outreach 
and co-marketing of community events, etc.). 

34. Continue to engage the community through social media efforts and keep 
informed of current and future social media trends. 

35. Continue to guide the ongoing implementation of the Library’s re-branding 
strategy (including use of the MPL logo, look and feel, and “Be Inspired” tagline). 

36. Investigate the feasibility of providing some MPL communications in multiple 
languages and formats, with consideration to demand, costs, and partnership 
opportunities.  
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6.2 Collaboration & Partnerships 

Public libraries are vital to community building. At their core, they are civic integrators 
that connect communities, facilitate partnerships, and welcome users of all ages and 
backgrounds. In a community like Milton, the Library has an especially important role to 
play in creating social connections amongst both long-time residents and newcomers to 
the Town, including vulnerable populations. MPL understands the need for collaboration 
in activating its mandate and recognizes that creative relationships are increasingly 
important to delivering quality and fiscally responsible services to taxpayers. 

Partnerships are an integral element of MPL’s short and long-term planning. For 
example, in order to best meet community demand and benefit from economies of 
scale, there is potential to work with the Town on joint facility planning and service 
delivery (e.g., proposed Sherwood Community Centre & Library). Future partnerships 
for the joint delivery of space may involve co-location with the Town, schools, and other 
organizations, but partnerships for service and program delivery are equally important. 
MPL already benefits from a number of partnerships of this type. In fact, the Library has 
established partnerships with nearly forty different organizations, including 
collaborations with the Region of Halton, HALINET, Halton Multicultural Council, United 
Way of Milton, Milton Chamber of Commerce, Halton Region Small Business Centre, 
Milton Transit, Halton Catholic District School Board, and many more. Also, as part of 
“Information Milton”, MPL is responsible for maintaining and updating an online 
database of community, social, health, recreation, and government services available to 
local and regional residents.  

Mounting fiscal pressures are also causing libraries to look for strategic partners that 
can help them fully deliver on their mandates. MPL should continue to pursue 
partnerships with community groups and organizations where there is a logical and 
needed fit with the Library’s goals and directions. Innovative ways to measure the 
impact and benefit of these community partnerships and collaborations are needed. 

The community has expressed interest in partnerships between the Library, post-
secondary institutions, and the cultural sector (e.g., courses/seminars, mentoring 
opportunities, etc.). The Main Library’s co-location with the Milton Centre for the Arts, 
along with the Library’s emphasis on lifelong learning and creativity, provides the 
impetus for collaboration relative to this sector. With the eventual development of a 
Laurier University campus in the Town, there is also natural interest in expanding library 
relationships with the post-secondary education sector. Although the timing of the Milton 
Education Village is not currently known, it is likely outside the three to five year horizon 
of this Master Plan. 

Lastly, should MPL embark on creating a makerspace component within the expanded 
Main Library as recommended, collaborative programming partnerships should be 
considered with volunteer experts, technology companies, and educational and other 
community partners. Staff will continue to plan and may lead some programs, but they 
will also need to tap into the expertise of community partners of all types.  
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Objectives / Action Plans 

3b. Explore partnerships that enhance public benefits and maximize resources. 

37. Maintain existing partnerships, while seeking out new partnership opportunities 
that support MPL goals and those of partner agencies on an ongoing basis. 

38. Establish and test metrics to quantify the impact and benefit / return on 
investment of community partnerships and collaborations involving the Milton 
Public Library. 

3c. Engage the community in all that the Library does. 

39. Seek opportunities to connect and engage residents in different places and 
contexts; this may require the expansion of outreach activities and the pursuit of 
non-traditional partners. 
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7. Goal 4: Outstanding Library Service Delivery 
To respond to Goal 4 (“To deliver outstanding library service to the community”), this 
section contains an assessment of MPL’s staffing, advocacy/governance, and funding. 
A process for monitoring and updating the Plan is also examined. 

7.1 Staffing  

MPL is known for its high quality customer service, with 92% of Community Survey 
respondents expressing their satisfaction. However, the Town’s rapid growth has placed 
considerable pressure on Library staff to not only keep pace with growing needs, but 
also to expand and enhance services that are commonplace within an increasingly 
sophisticated library system.  

Technology is creating new staff roles and altering others. Automation and self-serve 
technologies are freeing up staff for other duties. Any review of staffing needs should 
examine the potential for technology to enable staff and contain future costs. For 
example, the rapid progression of technologies (e.g., tablets) is allowing libraries to 
remove their reference desks (or combining them with circulation desks) in favour of 
roving staff, which is a more proactive approach to customer assistance. 

Staff must also have the skills and training to confidently respond to customer requests 
for information and technical assistance. Training (and re-training) is critical as 
technologies change and user assistance becomes more complex. Quality service is 
the Library’s competitive advantage over other sources of information and must be 
MPL’s ultimate priority. 

The Library’s staff structure should be reviewed to determine its readiness to adapt to 
changing information technologies and user expectations. There is also a need to re-
examine the organizational structure in light of MPL’s expanding multi-branch system. 
Additional staff will be needed to keep pace with the Town’s growth, with new positions 
added to fill emerging gaps and operate new branches. The Library’s staffing levels 
(0.46 FTE per 1,000 residents) are comparable to the average of the benchmarked 
systems, but below the target recommended in the 2008 Master Plan (0.6 FTE per 
1,000 residents).  

The Milton Public Library is planning to undertake a Human Resources Review in 2014. 
This review should identify staff skill sets associated with the changing face of public 
libraries and consider opportunities to refresh the reference model and enable staff to 
improve connections with the community, as recommended earlier in this Plan. In 
addition, gaps in staffing have been noted through the internal consultation phase, with 
management and IT being two specific areas requiring examination. Staff retention and 
succession planning must also be addressed. 

Further, a working environment supportive of innovation will require a more specialized 
workforce, innovative thinkers, and risk-takers. Libraries are increasingly hiring 
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employees with varied educations and backgrounds in addition to library skills in fields 
such as information technology, marketing, business systems, social work, etc. Some 
libraries are also having success engaging newcomers and vulnerable populations 
through a community-based librarianship model; however, MPL’s current staffing levels 
are not sufficient to support such an approach in Milton at the present time. 

Objectives / Action Plans 

4a. Cultivate a progressive and customer-focused staff team. 

40. Given the rapid pace of change, continued staff development, training, and team 
building should continue to be a priority, with a focus on new technologies, 
leadership, customer service, collection maintenance, and new ILS 
implementation. 

41. Undertake a Human Resources Review in 2014, ensuring that it aligns to the 
strategies presented in this Master Plan. Special consideration should be given 
to staff skill sets (modern competencies), specialty positions, information 
technology needs and opportunities, roving reference and user-centred services, 
community partnerships, and staffing for future branches. 

42. Consider options for a new staffing model at shared facilities (e.g., common 
customer service desk), such as the proposed Sherwood Community Centre & 
Library.  

43. Develop competencies of each role in the Library. 

44. Establish an updated Performance, Planning, and Review procedure based on a 
competency model. 

45. Evaluate and make improvements to system-wide administrative processes, 
such as records management.  
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7.2 Advocacy & Governance 

Library Boards are independent governing boards responsible for overseeing planning, 
setting priorities, approving policy, providing financial oversight, and generating 
community support, among other functions. The current Milton Public Library Board has 
accomplished many tasks, including overseeing the development of the new Main 
Library and several internal policies and procedures. For example, in 2007, the Milton 
Public Library Board developed a self-evaluation tool to be used in an annual 
assessment of the work of the Board. The evaluation process consists of Board 
members individually completing the tool prior to discussion at a subsequent Board 
meeting. In 2009, an electronic format was developed to automate the Board Self-
Evaluation process. The evaluation questions were formatted in a spreadsheet for 
distribution to the Board members. The tool has proven to engender good discussion 
about the operation of the Board. Since it has proven to be thought-provoking it has now 
been formalized in Board Policy. 

Strong leadership and effective governance are the cornerstones of any successful 
organization and it is important that the Library Board understands its roles and has the 
management tools and practices to properly execute its responsibilities. The Library 
Board’s orientation materials, policy manual, and related materials should be reviewed 
and updated on a regular basis. 

The Library Board also has a strong role in advocating for the MPL. This can be 
achieved by ensuring that library functions are well understood and are positioned as 
essential community services. Close and collaborative working relationships are also 
required with the Town and community partners. The Town is the Library’s principal 
source of funding and the Library has the potential to contribute to several important 
shared service objectives. The formation of a community-based “Friends of the Library” 
group may also assist with various projects and initiatives, such as fundraising. 
Successful advocacy requires a planned long-term approach to develop support and it 
is recommended that the Library develop a multi-faceted Advocacy Plan to provide 
guidance in this area. MPL has many compelling success stories that need to be told. 
The Library’s contribution to the community is impressive, but requires the continued 
support and participation of many. 

Objectives / Action Plans 

4b. Promote the enduring values of the Milton Public Library through proactive and 
dynamic leadership. 

46. Implement a Board-led, staff-assisted advocacy program. 

47. Create a “Friends of the Library” group to assist with fundraising projects and 
related initiatives. 
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48. Continue to review and update the Library Board orientation materials, policy 
manual, and related materials (e.g., Board self-evaluation, Board education 
process, etc.) on a regular basis. 

7.3 Funding 

Like all public libraries today, the Milton Public Library is heavily dependent upon its 
local municipality for annual funding. In 2013, MPL received approximately $3.8 million 
from the Town, an amount that represented 94% of all Library revenues. Provincial 
public library operating grants have been fixed since the mid 1990s. At the time, the 
amounts were generally based on current population size, with no provision 
established for rapidly growing municipalities like Milton. Inequities exist today, where 
library systems that have experienced extensive growth receive far less provincial 
funding than many comparably-sized library systems. The Milton Public Library Board 
and staff have continued to be engaged in lobbying efforts to try and effect change. 

In Milton, growth-related capital funding is provided largely through Development 
Charges and planned via multi-year capital projections. 

Free and equitable access is the foundation of public libraries; libraries cannot charge 
for admission, use of materials, borrowing, or information services. At the discretion of 
the Board, fees may be charged for additional services, such as overdue materials, 
non-resident library use, certain administrative services, room rentals, program 
materials, and performance fees. As a result, cost recovery philosophies being 
employed by many municipal departments are not easily applied to libraries.  

There is considerable interest in maintaining a fiscally responsible budget, although 
several factors place upward pressure on library budgets including higher material 
costs, new technologies, rising overhead, collective agreements, specialized staffing 
requirements, increased patron expectations, and the gradual reduction in fine 
revenue. Over the past 6 or 7 years, MPL’s budget has expanded to reflect the 
expansion of the MPL system to include Beaty Branch, the expanded and relocated 
Main Library, and the growth of digital collections. 

On a per capita basis, Milton Public Library provides very comparable value for the 
dollar to other library systems (support costs only about 10 cents per resident per day, 
the same figure reported in 1997) and the economic spin-off is considerable. As 
identified in the trends review, it has been estimated that Toronto Public Library (TPL) 
creates over $1 billion in total annual economic impact and that for every dollar invested 
in the public library, local residents receive $5.63 in direct and indirect benefits. For 
those who use TPL services, it has been estimated that the total direct benefit is as 
much as $502 per library member. These figures indicate a very strong return on 
investment for library service. MPL, along with other members of the broader library 
community, will be using the templates and formulas used in the TPL study to explore 
similar local return on investment considerations. 
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With the Library’s annual expenditures now exceeding $4 million, revenue generating 
opportunities to substantially offset operating costs simply do not exist. However, 
several small-scale revenue generating ideas were suggested as part of the planning 
process (e.g., café, room rentals, advertising, etc.), as were opportunities to seek 
corporate sponsorships, donations, and leveraging of shared resources (such as 
through buying consortiums). MPL examines opportunities as they arise and should 
continue to do so in the design of new facilities, programs, and services, as well as 
through the continued leveraging of resource-sharing partnerships 

Objectives / Action Plans 

4c. Maintain fiscal accountability through the responsible use of funding and pursuit of 
proven revenue streams. 

49. Advocate for the Library by making the best use of resources and demonstrating 
the value and outcomes of this investment. 

50. Continue to pursue opportunities to increase non-municipal revenue streams. 

51. Pursue large and small group room rental opportunities as part of current and 
future library facility development/expansion projects. 

52. Explore return on investment metrics and indicators using the templates and 
formulas used in the recent Toronto Public Library economic impact study. 
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7.4 Monitoring the Master Plan  

Given the pace of change in the community and public library sector, there is a need to 
regularly monitor and track the progress of Master Plan implementation and its 
effectiveness in meeting the needs of Miltonians. The Milton Public Library should 
regularly review and assess, and periodically revise the recommendations of the 2014 
Library Master Plan in order to ensure that they remain reflective of local conditions and 
responsive to changing needs. This will require monitoring of usage patterns, tracking 
user satisfaction, identification of new outcome-based measures to define library 
impact, ongoing dialogue with community partners, annual reporting on implementation 
and short-term work plans, and undertaking a detailed five-year update to the Plan. 
Through these mechanisms – or as a result of other internal or external factors – 
adjustment of resource allocations and priorities identified in this Plan may be required. 

Several actions within this Master Plan have referred to the use of outcome-based 
metrics that focus on how the Library activates its vision of inspiring through discovery, 
collaboration, and creating. For many years, libraries have relied upon traditional output 
measures (e.g., circulation, visits, programs, etc.) to quantify service levels and plan for 
the future. While these metrics still have a place, in times of fiscal restraint in particular, 
there is a growing need for libraries to demonstrate their value not only to individuals but 
also to society in general, in essence answering the question of “why libraries matter”. 
As a result, many public libraries are currently in the process of developing outcome-
based performance measures that strive to better communicate their impact on users 
and value within the community.  

Outcome-based evaluation is a user-centered approach that considers impacts on 
behaviors, attitudes, knowledge, skills, condition, etc. From leading research sources, 
possible examples may include: 

• improved literacy levels and/or school grades 

• making social connections / meeting new people 

• learning new things 

• economic-based outcomes, such as direct/indirect benefits 

• reading more often  

• activating people to be more involved in the democratic process 

Another example is the Vaughan Public Libraries, which have implemented new 
measures that capture inputs, outputs, and outcomes; examples include (note: each 
measure has a number of more detailed sub-components): 

• library uses per full-time equivalent (FTE) staff 

• citizens engaged and participated in community led planning per FTE  

• enhanced early literacy development  
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• educated and provided access to customers on the transformational power of 
technology  

• increased the role of the library as a vibrant community hub  

Demonstrating the value of outcomes is a difficult task and one that is still in its infancy 
within the library sector. Additional examples from leading library systems can be 
expected in the coming years. In developing its own measures, MPL should consider 
the perspectives of its stakeholders and identify metrics that are compelling within the 
local context. 

An annual review of the Plan requires a commitment from all individuals involved in the 
delivery of public library services, including staff, Library Board members, and Town 
Council. An appropriate time for reviewing the Plan is prior to the annual budget 
process. The following steps may be used to conduct an annual review of the Plan: 

• conduct a review of the past year (e.g., action plans implemented, capital 
projects undertaken, success/failure of new and existing initiatives, changes in 
usage levels, etc.); test the success of the Master Plan goals and action plans; 

• identify issues anticipated to impact the coming year (e.g., anticipated financial 
and operational constraints, political pressures, etc.); 

• summarize Master Plan action plans to be pursued in the short-term; 

• assist the Library Board in the prioritization of short-term projects, with 
consideration given to factors such as financial resources, community input, 
partnership/funding potential, etc.; 

• pursue budget requests/revisions as necessary; and 

• enhance awareness about the status of recent projects and future priority 
projects amongst staff, key partners, and the general public. 

Objectives / Action Plans 

4d. Actively monitor the Master Plan’s progress and measure its outcomes. 

53. Identify and implement meaningful outcome-based metrics that move beyond the 
traditional input/output measures by focusing on how the Library activates its 
vision of inspiring through discovery, collaboration, and creating. 

54. Continue to implement the current system for the regular implementation, 
monitoring, and review of the Master Plan.  

55. Undertake a complete review and update of the Master Plan in three to five 
years’ time (2017 to 2019).   
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8. Implementation 
Throughout the body of this Master Plan, objectives and action plans have been 
identified at the end of each subsection or topic area. By approving this Plan, the Library 
is not bound to implementing every action plan; rather, this Plan provides guidance on a 
variety of priorities and sets a general course for meeting the needs as they are 
presently defined. It is expected that the Library Board and Town will make decisions on 
individual projects and funding sources annually through the operating and capital 
budget process. 

The timing of the projects proposed in this Master Plan recognizes the need for phased 
implementation as some action plans are based upon what is needed and not 
necessarily what is financially achievable at the present time. As such, the timing 
proposed for some action plans may not align with funding capacities as time goes by. 
As part of the annual budget process, this Plan will be reviewed to identify areas where 
the availability of resources may affect the timing of implementation.  

Determining priorities is an exercise that should be revisited each year prior to the 
Library’s capital and operating budget development exercise. In addition to funding 
availability, factors that might change priorities year to year may include: 

• capital lifecycle and considerations of safety; 

• legislation and mandated requirements; 

• changes to service standards; 

• public input and community interests; 

• emerging trends and changes in usage; 

• participation of partners; and 

• socio-demographic changes and growth forecasts. 

One of the key drivers of this Master Plan is to provide scope, direction, and planning to 
make the best use of MPL resources in the short, medium, and long term. Although the 
Milton Public Library and Town of Milton may be challenged in providing the appropriate 
financial resources to meet the Master Plan’s recommendations, there is an obligation 
to make every reasonable effort to implement these strategies through appropriate and 
acceptable means. Full implementation of this Plan will require the use of development 
charges, grants, alternative funding sources, and the establishment of various 
partnerships and collaborations with community organizations, schools, agencies, and 
other partners.   
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Priority 

Within the tables that follow, the priority of action plans are organized into the following 
categories: 

High Priority: Initiatives that are vital to maintaining core resources and services to 
core markets, as well as responding to growth. Critical to achieving the Library’s 
vision and/or mission. 
Medium Priority: Initiatives that enhance and/or improve existing resources, 
services, or activities. Directly linked to achieving the Library’s vision and/or 
mission. 
Lower Priority: Initiatives with merit that suggest a new service direction. Not to be 
undertaken at the expense of current resources or services. Directly linked to 
achieving the Library’s vision and/or mission. 

Note: Attention to medium and lower priority recommendations is required when high 
priority actions have been initiated/completed or when suitable partners have been 
identified for funding. 

Timing 

The Master Plan recognizes the need for a phased implementation of the action plans. 
Timing has been divided into the following timeframes: 

Short-term:  2014 to 2015 
Medium-term: 2015 to 2016 
Long-term: 2018 and beyond 
Ongoing: 2014 to 2018 and beyond 

Alignment with Destiny Milton 2 

The alignment between each action plan and the goals of Destiny Milton 2 is also 
identified in the following implementation tables. Destiny Milton 2 contains the following 
goals, each of which has corresponding directions and initiatives that provide greater 
detail: 

1. A responsible, cost effective, and accountable local government; 
2. Well managed growth, well planned spaces; 
3. A safe, livable, and healthy community; 
4. A robust, diverse, and sustainable economy; 
5. A thriving natural environment.  
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Implementation Plan 

Goal #1: To expand our physical resources to respond to the needs of 
the evolving community. 

Objective 1a (Collections): Review and update the Collection Strategy to respond 
to emerging trends and needs. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources  
(to follow) 

1. Continue to track loans of eBooks 
and other digital resources, as well as 
funding patterns of other leading 
libraries, in order to establish 
spending targets for electronic 
formats. 

1 Ongoing Medium  

2. Continue to target a collection size of 
3.0 items per capita. 

2 Long Medium  

3. To respond to growing demands, the 
Library’s annual materials budget 
should be used to fund in-demand 
resources including (but not limited 
to): 

• expanded multilingual collections 
• new formats, such as eBooks and 

streaming video and audio 
• large print formats to serve an 

aging population 
• popular materials in multiple 

formats (print, digital, audio/video, 
etc.) 

• lifelong learning resources 

1,2 Ongoing High  

4. Develop a collections plan for the 
Sherwood Branch and future libraries. 

2 Short High  

5. Refine and update the Collection 
Development Policy in order to better 
respond to new and emerging areas 
of demand, incorporating 
benchmarking standards. 

2 Short Medium  
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Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources  
(to follow) 

6. Utilise evidence-based data from the 
Library’s collectionHQ software and 
the new ILS that tracks and 
effectively analyzes collection usage 
to assess relevance to the 
community. 

1,2 Ongoing Medium 
to High 

 

Objective 1b (Facilities): Continue implementation of the library facility 
development strategy. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources  
(to follow) 

7. The Library’s next major capital 
project should be to develop a new 
branch in the Sherwood area, jointly 
with the proposed community centre. 
With a target of 2016 for opening, this 
library branch should be 
approximately 20,000 square feet in 
size, with opportunities to access 
shared space within the community 
centre. 

2 Short High  

8. Expansion of the Main Library is 
recommended in order to serve an 
ultimate build-out population of 
228,000. The site can accommodate 
approximately an additional 15,000 
square feet on two levels, which 
would increase the floor space to a 
total of 45,000 square feet, although 
a larger footprint would be preferred. 
Recommended timing of expansion is 
2018. 

2 Medium High  
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Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources  
(to follow) 

9. The Library should work with the 
Town to confirm the location for its 
third branch – a minimum of 20,000 
square feet of library space would be 
required to serve future residents of 
the Boyne Survey. Timing of this 
project will be dependent upon 
residential growth in this community 
and is not currently anticipated until 
approximately 2022. The Library 
should seek to secure land in the 
short-term to ensure a proper location 
and potential co-location with other 
public uses, such as the proposed 
community centre and schools. 

2 Short High  

10. The Library should continue to work 
with the Town to monitor projected 
residential growth patterns to enable 
future planning, including long-term 
facility development and/or expansion 
in unserviced portions of the 
community or future residential 
development beyond the current 
urban areas. 

2 Ongoing High  
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Objective 1c (Facilities): Ensure that library facilities respond to changing needs 
and function as true community hubs. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources  
(to follow) 

11. Evaluate the use of space and 
collections at the Beaty Branch to 
respond to changing neighbourhood 
needs, with particular attention on the 
impacts that will result from growth in 
the teen population. 

1,2 Ongoing Medium  

12. The Library should develop a facility 
model to address the needs 
associated with urban intensification 
(post-2016), along with 
neighbourhood and area branches. 

2 Medium High  

13. Through its future capital projects, the 
Library should continue to examine 
opportunities to improve the user 
experience and create true multi-use 
community hubs through the 
development of shared spaces with 
recreation, civic, educational, or 
appropriate private sector entities. 
LEED compliant, fully accessible, and 
updated designs should also continue 
to be sought. Designs should also 
embody the “library as place” 
concept, which values designs that 
are inspiring, flexible, and functional. 
Sufficient space must be provided for 
individual and group study, 
community gatherings, 
merchandizing, programs, age-
specific collections, technology 
features, etc. 

2 Ongoing High  
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Objective 1d (Access & Hours of Operation): Enhance access to library facilities 
and services for all residents. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources  
(to follow) 

14. Establish a minimum target of 65 
open hours per week at the Main 
Library, with extended hours being 
the subject of a survey of library 
users (e.g., Friday evenings, Sundays 
during the summer, earlier in the 
morning, etc.). 

1,3 Medium 
to Long 

Medium  

15. To the degree possible, align 
operating hours of the future 
Sherwood Branch and community 
centre. Area branches should be 
open a minimum of 53 hours per 
week. 

1,3 Medium Medium  

16. Review the Library’s rural and 
homebound services to better 
understand needs, potential partners 
and operating models, and financial 
targets. 

1,3 Ongoing Medium  

Goal #2: To facilitate the creation of ideas and experiences for people 
of all ages and backgrounds. 

Objective 2a (Technology): Nourish productivity and creativity through the 
thoughtful adoption of interactive technologies and digital tools. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

17. Provide space for a blend of personal 
and public workstations in future 
branches. 

2 Ongoing Medium 
to High 

 

18. Review alternative strategies for the 
provision of public computing with the 
intent of being “change-ready”. 

1,3 Short Medium  
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Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

19. Examine options for providing 
additional self-serve options (e.g., 
printing) and a media station (e.g., 
Mac computer with creativity 
software). 

1,3 Medium Low  

20. Given the transformative nature of 
makerspaces, monitor them as they 
evolve and are implemented in other 
libraries. Establish a multi-year plan 
to implement makerspace concepts 
at MPL with consideration to 
partnerships, staffing, staff training, 
and programming.  

3 Short to 
Medium 

Medium 
to Low 

 

21. Implement a new Integrated Library 
System (ILS) including the hardware 
installation, configuration of system 
parameters, migration of data, and 
training of staff and the public. 

1 Short High  

Objective 2b (Programming): Offer programs that build on the Library’s strengths 
and activate its vision. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

22. Continue to deliver learning-based 
programming to support community 
needs and to highlight collection 
resources, with a focus on 
programming for children, teens, 
seniors, newcomers, and the business 
community. 

3 Ongoing High  

23. Review and update the Library’s 
programming strategy. Continue to 
tailor branch library programming to 
neighbourhood demographics and 
evaluate outcome models to test 
success of programming. 

3 Ongoing High  
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Objective 2c (Programming): Coordinate programming with other providers to 
maximize resources and community participation. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

24. Work with the Community Services 
Department to establish and/or agree 
upon: 

• the mandate of each party relative 
to programming and service 
delivery; 

• shared principles; 
• areas of existing or potential 

program duplication; 
• methods to eliminate program 

duplication; 
• program areas where common 

policies and procedures are 
advisable (e.g., user fees, facility 
allocation and scheduling, 
revenue generation, cost 
recovery, etc.); and 

• a program model for Sherwood 
Community Centre & Library. 

1 Short Medium  

25. Consider program development in 
conjunction with non-municipal 
partners, such as the business, 
health, and education sectors. 

1,3 Medium Medium  

26. Enhance partnerships, outreach, and 
program opportunities for vulnerable 
populations within Milton, such as 
newcomers, low income residents, at-
risk individuals, and families. 

3 Ongoing Medium 
to High 
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Goal #3: To connect the community and encourage collaboration. 

Objective 3a (Communications & Marketing): Strengthen awareness and 
participation through effective communications and marketing. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

27. Review the MPL Marketing & 
Communications Strategic Plan on a 
yearly basis (as noted in the plan) to 
reflect new opportunities and 
challenges. 

1 Ongoing Medium  

28. Continue to gather the opinions and 
viewpoints of patrons and the broader 
library community through satisfaction 
surveys and trend tracking (in 
particular metrics that demonstrate a 
change in community perceptions 
and behaviours from a 
marketing/communications 
perspective). 

1 Short Medium  

29. Undertake an ongoing website 
content review and development 
strategy with the goal of representing 
all MPL services to the community 
and enhancing online functionality. 

1 Short Medium  

30. Develop a crisis and emergency 
communications plan as an adjunct to 
the Marketing and Communication 
Strategic Plan. 

1 Short Medium  

31. Continue to use media relations – 
both publicity and advertising – to 
promote MPL communications 
(achievements, events/activities, and 
key messages). 

1 Ongoing Medium  

32. Continue to foster two-way, open, 
accurate, and timely communication 
among staff, as well as key partners 
such as the Town and broader library 
community. 

1 Ongoing Medium  
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Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

33. Facilitate and support 
communication/marketing initiatives 
and partnerships in collaboration with 
the Town and other partners 
(including HALINET, outreach and 
co-marketing of community events, 
etc.). 

1 Short Medium  

34. Continue to engage the community 
through social media efforts and keep 
informed of current and future social 
media trends. 

1 Ongoing Medium  

35. Continue to guide the ongoing 
implementation of the Library’s re-
branding strategy (including use of 
the MPL logo, look and feel, and “Be 
Inspired” tagline). 

1 Ongoing Medium  

36. Investigate the feasibility of providing 
some MPL communications in 
multiple languages and formats, with 
consideration to demand, costs, and 
partnership opportunities. 

1 Medium Medium  

Objective 3b (Collaboration & Partnerships): Explore partnerships that enhance 
public benefits and maximize resources. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

37. Maintain existing partnerships, while 
seeking out new partnership 
opportunities that support MPL goals 
and those of partner agencies on an 
ongoing basis. 

1,3 Ongoing Medium  

38. Establish and test metrics to quantify 
the impact and benefit / return on 
investment of community 
partnerships and collaborations 
involving the Milton Public Library. 

1 Ongoing Medium 
to High 
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Objective 3c (Collaboration & Partnerships): Engage the community in all that the 
Library does. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

39. Seek opportunities to connect and 
engage residents in different places 
and contexts; this may require the 
expansion of outreach activities and 
the pursuit of non-traditional partners. 

1,3,4 Ongoing Medium  

Goal #4: To deliver outstanding library service to the community. 

Objective 4a (Staffing): Cultivate a progressive and customer-focused staff team. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

40. Given the rapid pace of change, 
continued staff development, training, 
and team building should continue to 
be a priority, with a focus on new 
technologies, leadership, customer 
service, collection maintenance, and 
new ILS implementation. 

1,4 Ongoing High  

41. Undertake a Human Resources 
Review in 2014, ensuring that it 
aligns to the strategies presented in 
this Master Plan. Special 
consideration should be given to staff 
skill sets (modern competencies), 
specialty positions, information 
technology needs and opportunities, 
roving reference and user-centred 
services, community partnerships, 
and staffing for future branches. 

1,4 Short High  

42. Consider options for a new staffing 
model at shared facilities (e.g., 
common customer service desk), 
such as the proposed Sherwood 
Community Centre & Library. 

1,4 Short High  

43. Develop competencies of each role in 
the Library. 

1,4 Ongoing Medium  
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Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

44. Establish an updated Performance, 
Planning, and Review procedure 
based on a competency model. 

1 Ongoing High  

45. Evaluate and make improvements to 
system-wide administrative 
processes, such as records 
management. 

1 Ongoing Medium  

Objective 4b (Advocacy & Governance): Promote the enduring values of the 
Milton Public Library through proactive and dynamic leadership. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

46. Implement a Board-led, staff-assisted 
advocacy program. 

1 Ongoing High  

47. Create a “Friends of the Library” 
group to assist with fundraising 
projects and related initiatives. 

1 Short Low  

48. Continue to review and update the 
Library Board orientation materials, 
policy manual, and related materials 
(e.g., Board self-evaluation, Board 
education process, etc.) on a regular 
basis. 

1 Ongoing High  

Objective 4c (Funding): Maintain fiscal accountability through the responsible 
use of funding and pursuit of proven revenue streams. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

49. Advocate for the Library by making 
the best use of resources and 
demonstrating the value and 
outcomes of this investment. 

1 Ongoing High  

50. Continue to pursue opportunities to 
increase non-municipal revenue 
streams. 

1 Ongoing High  
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Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

51. Pursue large and small group room 
rental opportunities as part of current 
and future library facility 
development/expansion projects. 

1 Ongoing Low  

52. Explore return on investment metrics 
and indicators using the templates 
and formulas used in the recent 
Toronto Public Library economic 
impact study. 

1 Ongoing High  

Objective 4d (Monitoring the Master Plan): Actively monitor the Master Plan’s 
progress and measure its outcomes. 

Action Plans DM2 
Goal 

Timing Priority Resources 
(to follow) 

53. Identify and implement meaningful 
outcome-based metrics that move 
beyond the traditional input/output 
measures by focusing on how the 
Library activates its vision of inspiring 
through discovery, collaboration, and 
creating. 

1 Ongoing Medium  

54. Continue to implement the current 
system for the regular 
implementation, monitoring, and 
review of the Master Plan. 

1 Ongoing Medium  

55. Undertake a complete review and 
update of the Master Plan in three to 
five years’ time (2017 to 2019). 

1 Medium 
to Long 

Medium 
to High 
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Appendix A 
Trends & Best Practice Review  

It is important that the Milton Public Library begin to position itself for change and to 
influence and take advantage of its evolving environment. This appendix identifies a 
number of the latest trends, best practices, and thinking in the public library sector in 
order to create an appreciation of the many societal and technological changes that are 
impacting library services. 

The Importance of Libraries 

While the rapid pace of technological change dominates the discussion around the 
future of public libraries, equally important are societal trends emphasizing creativity, 
experience, collaboration, community connectivity, and lifelong learning. While there is 
uncertainty about the precise services and formats that the library of the future will 
provide, the future of the library as an accessible and universal institution is as full of 
promise and opportunity as ever. 

Although financial challenges are ever-present, there is excitement surrounding the 
many opportunities presented to today’s public libraries. The movement from 
consumption (i.e., passive observation) to creation and collaboration (e.g., active 
participation) is a leading philosophy that many libraries are trying to promote and 
nurture. This trend fits well with younger generations and those who may be artistically-
inclined and one that is becoming more prevalent in Northern Europe at the present 
time. As is discussed later, this convergence of information, creativity, and technology 
are leading to the emergence of new public experiences. 

A recent study6 undertaken by the Toronto Public Library estimates that the library 
creates over $1 billion in total annual economic impact and that for every dollar invested 
in the public library, local residents receive $5.63 in direct and indirect benefits. For 
those who use library services, the total direct benefit is as much as $502 per library 
member. These figures indicate a very strong return on investment for library service. 

Furthermore, during this latest economic downturn, libraries have become more 
valuable to their communities. Free Internet and computer access, supporting literacy, 
and providing information support to the less fortunate are some of the Library’s most 
important roles.  

“We now realize that knowledge and creativity add economic value. We 
understand that future jobs will place less value on a strong back and more value 

                                            

6 Martin Prosperity Institute. So Much More: The Economic Impact of the Toronto Public 
Library on the City of Toronto. December 2013. 
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on a strong mind. Libraries give us the chance to maintain a literate, creative 
society.” 

- Ken Roberts. Facing The Future – A Vision Document for British 
Columbia’s Public Libraries. 2012. 

Nevertheless, the range of potential library “competitors” is widening as new 
technologies are introduced, making it all the more critical for libraries to be strategic 
when it comes to their service mix, target markets, and competitive advantages. 
Historically, students, young families, well educated seniors, and people for whom 
English is a second language have been some of the library’s core users. While these 
may continue to be key markets for libraries, the next few years will provide an excellent 
opportunity for some libraries to reinforce their value to their community. Where there 
was once considerable trepidation around the rise of technology within the library 
sector, there is now optimism for the future. One competitive advantage that the Library 
continues to hold is the human touch. 

Usage 

Despite rapid changes in technology and information sharing, public libraries are as 
relevant as ever and continue to be highly valued by people of all ages. Borrowing 
materials, getting information, and reading/studying continue to be the main reasons for 
visiting the library. Various studies and survey data indicate that, on the whole, 
circulation and library usage are on the rise and that virtual services and digital 
information are not a threat to traditional library services, but rather a complement – 
people now have more reasons to visit a public library than in the past! 

“The number of items circulated per capita had also increased a substantial 16% 
over the past decade, while per capita in-person visits have remained stable.”  

- Canadian Urban Libraries Council. An Analysis of Public Library Trends. 2011. 

Part of this increase in circulation can be traced to more efficient circulation practices 
(e.g., quick reads), a growing emphasis on popular materials, eBooks, demographic 
shifts, and new partnerships. People also want more hours, more content, more 
computers, and more books. The availability of online resources means that customers 
can access material at their local branch or from home, which has broadened the 
library’s reach. On the other hand, the growth of personal devices and self-service 
technologies has had some negative impact on the usage of traditional services such as 
reference and reader’s advisory. Expediency and convenience are key, particularly 
amongst the technologically savvy younger generations that are less willing to tolerate 
delays when seeking information. 
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Speaking of younger generations, they remain very active users of public libraries, 
despite the many multi-media options accessible to them. Recent research7 indicates 
that: “Americans under age 30 are just as likely as older adults to visit the library, and 
once there they borrow print books and browse the shelves at similar rates...Younger 
patrons are also significantly more likely than those ages 30 and older to use the library 
as a study or ‘hang out’ space.” 

Facilities 

Libraries as Community Hubs 

A large part of the evolving role of public libraries is how its facilities are designed and 
used. Many systems are beginning to view physical space not just as a place to 
accommodate services, but rather as a service in its own right. 

In keeping with the movement from consumption to creation and collaboration, there is 
growing demand for the “library as place” – an extension of the community that goes 
well beyond just a repository for books (e.g., community hubs and gathering spaces). 
As noted by library advocate David Lankes, “our collection is our community”, which 
underscores the value of public interaction. 

Design Considerations 

Facility designs that promote the exchange of information, innovation, and creativity are 
in demand. This may manifest itself in many ways, but the core principles are spaces 
that are flexible, spacious, accessible, and welcoming. Some examples that are being 
incorporated into new or redeveloped libraries include portable shelving (stacks on 
wheels), outdoor spaces and gardens (thinking “beyond the walls”), large lobbies where 
people can gather and interact, late-night access for students during exam times, ample 
natural light, and a wider variety of seating. Libraries are being thoughtfully designed 
with not only function but also aesthetics in mind – they are a source of civic pride. 
Visibility is a must and having workspaces near windows shows that the library is being 
used. 

The need to accommodate both group (noisy) and individual (quiet) study/work space is 
also on the rise – this may mean that libraries need to become larger (and have 
improved noise attenuation) in order to accommodate a variety of “zones” or separate 
spaces. Social research shows that people like to be with others, even when working 
alone. As densities rise and technology has an isolating affect on some, the need for 
public space will become even more critical. 

Barrier-free accessibility requirements are also placing pressure on many library 
facilities, as more space is needed to accommodate accessible washrooms, shorter 
                                            

7 Kathryn Zickuhr, Lee Rainie and Kristen Purcell. Younger Americans’ Library Habits 
and Expectations. Pew Research Center. 2013. 
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stacks, wider aisles, etc. Depending on the overall size of the facility, an additional 5% 
to 10% of floor space may be required to meet the Facility Accessibility Design 
Standards adopted by the Town. 

While this is not a new concept to this community, it is important to note that public 
libraries are increasingly being combined with other civic uses as their value as civic 
anchors and cultural integrators is being recognized. Often, libraries have the spaces 
and supporting amenities to serve as (or to supplement) event venues that may 
accommodate a variety of performances, lectures, meetings, and festivals. 

Space Requirements 

As formats gradually migrate from physical to digital -- It is not about books, but rather 
“content” – less physical space may be needed for collections (reference material is a 
notable example). This is freeing up more floor area for improved merchandizing, 
gathering space, collaboration, exchange of ideas, accessibility requirements, etc. 

The amount of space required by a public library depends on the unique needs of the 
individual community. The assessment of local needs may be assisted by documents 
such as the Ontario Public Library Guidelines (Federation of Ontario Public Libraries, 
2012) and Guidelines for Rural/Urban Public Library Systems (Administrators of Rural 
and Urban Public Libraries of Ontario – ARUPLO, 2012), which provide several 
measures to assist libraries in future planning in areas such as staffing, space, 
collection size, collection use, and hours. Where once a metric of 0.6 square feet per 
capita was used for undertaking a high-level assessment of system-wide library space 
needs, this measure has been increased to 1.0 square feet per capita in the latest 
ARUPLO guidelines. Unfortunately, these traditional benchmarks do not convey quality, 
convenience, or user satisfaction. Regular public engagement is vital to identifying local 
measures of success. 

Alternative Facility Delivery Models  

The consolidation of smaller libraries into fewer larger, centralized, and modern facilities 
that can accommodate a mixture of both quiet and noisy spaces, along with 
conventional and cutting-edge services, continues to be a trend throughout North 
America. But, public demand for convenient and locally accessible facilities remains. 
One option is to integrate library branches into neighbourhood destinations, such as 
recreation centres. An emerging alternative is to offer self-serve options such as kiosks 
and library vending machines that allow libraries to more thoroughly embed themselves 
in their communities, often at non-traditional sites (e.g., transit hubs, airports, retail 
centres, etc.). Library vending machines are automated and allow customers to insert 
their library card, make a selection, and receive material (and even place holds and 
return materials). These machines are unstaffed and passively monitored by those in 
the vicinity. This technology can be costly, both in its initial purchase and ongoing 
operation, and is subject to service disruption due to repairs. They work best in high 
traffic areas where people are ‘on the go’; high levels of usage are the best way to 
justify the expense.  
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In Ontario, some libraries along the GO Transit system have had discussions exploring 
opportunities for locating express library kiosks within or adjacent to GO Stations. There 
are some interesting and attractive models to consider. In California, the Contra Costa 
County Library project (“Library-a-Go-Go”) allows the local library to provide service 
more in line with residents’ expressed needs and preferences for faster, one-stop 
service at locations and during hours that are most convenient to them. Located in the 
fastest growing region in the Bay Area, Contra Costa County Library faces the 
challenge of delivering service to its communities without additional funds and without 
reducing services to the other community libraries. A freestanding, automated book-
dispensing machine (Bokomaten) allows library members to borrow and return books 
and media using a library card. Twice a week an outreach librarian is available on-site 
to sign up new members, answer questions, and assist with machine access. 

Incorporating technology within current facilities also allows the library services to 
change and meet community demand; this allows libraries to completely rethink library 
services. One of the most progressive library concepts is found in Europe in Delft. The 
DOK Library Concept Center has created an environment that draws on existing 
information and formats, enhances it, and creates new information products and 
services through full collaboration and state of the art technology. The concept 
completely has revolutionized space, services, collections and staffing.  

Of growing interest is the progress of what is referred to as the Paperless Library. An 
all-digital library, called BiblioTech located in Bexar County (Texas), is comprised of 
more than 10,000 e-titles along with e-readers available for loan. Staff focus more of 
their time on assisting users in manipulating devices and accessing the information they 
need. Although early days for this library, no doubt it will be well studied for 
consideration as a future model for library service.  

Alternative delivery models are numerous and most incorporate a mixture of newer 
concepts and older versions of strategies that have worked in the past. Over the last 
few decades, as libraries have built facilities throughout their communities, bookmobiles 
were often retired or reduced these services. However, a number of libraries have 
retained bookmobile fleets including Toronto, Edmonton, Hamilton, and Ottawa, to 
name a few. The latter was one of the first to offer WiFi and accommodate digital 
services. Some libraries are rethinking the use of bookmobiles in their communities.  

Technology 

The public appears willing to embrace wider uses of technology at public libraries; 
however, the range of needs varies dramatically between the digital “natives” and 
“fugitives”. The digital natives – those who have grown up with technology and have a 
high comfort level with it – are seeking more customization and interactivity. Their 
expectations are considerable as they value immediacy, 24/7 access, and new 
experiences. Fortunately, the “digital age divide” is becoming less distinct – access to 
the internet is now an expectation at all library locations (preferably through WiFi) and 
this expectation is shared not only by younger generations but older residents as well. 
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This is a period of rapid technology innovation, especially for wireless devices. While 
there was an increase in the introduction of single-use devices such as e-readers in the 
past couple of years, these are now falling out of favour with the rise of multi-functional 
devices such as tablets and smartphones. It should come as no surprise to expect the 
future of information to be internet-connected portable devices. As identified in 
Confronting the Future (Levien, 2011), “A potential library patron with a computer and 
an Internet connection, as well as an iPad, Kindle, or other e-reader, can already gain 
access to far more books, videos, and music than any public library can provide.” Apps-
based access to library programs and content are also rising in popularity alongside 
mobile devices.  

In keeping with this, there is an increasing trend toward a BYOD (“bring your own 
device”) culture. Tablet sales are expected to outpace laptop sales in 2013. The trend is 
toward fewer formal workstations in favour of spaces consisting of comfortable, casual 
seating in close proximity to charging stations or outlets for plugging in personal/mobile 
devices. Some public libraries even provide opportunities to test new electronic devices 
prior to purchasing (technology “petting zoos” or “sandboxes”). It is important that library 
offerings remain compatible with whichever devices dominate the market. 

While outlets and bandwidth are in high demand, there is concern that demand for 
public workstations will wane. This is not yet the case as Internet accessible 
workstations, download stations, and online resources (and support for how to use 
them) remain very popular, particularly amongst teens, seniors, and those from lower 
income households. 

Experimental space and creation/discovery zones such as gaming centres, media labs, 
fab labs, makerspaces, hackerspaces, and self-publishing centres (essentially places 
where “artists, makers and techies converge so that they can gather, create and 
improve”8) are in early stages of development in some library systems. Through these 
spaces, the community creates their own content using tools such as 3D printers, laser 
cutters, welding machines, etching tools, self-publishing machines, and other 
specialized equipment. These hold much promise in attracting younger Canadians to 
the library. 

Interesting models for makerspaces are emerging, including several in the United 
States that are integrated into existing libraries. For example, Edmonton Public Library 
recently announced that they are in the process of creating a makerspace by renovating 
an old audio room at downtown branch. The makerspace will include 3D printers, an 
Espresso Book machine, specialized high-end computers, digital conversion software, 
gaming area, sound recording equipment, green screen, and ceiling mounted projector 
and sound system. The Innisfil Public Library has also embraced a “hacker ethic” 
through its strategic plan and has implemented a number of innovations, including a 
digital media lab, idea lab, 3D printer, and the introduction of a “resident tinkerer”.  

                                            

8 http://www.unlab.ca 
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In terms of online access, while the majority of Canada’s residents have library cards, a 
much lower percentage is likely to use library websites. With the growing popularity of 
other online services and tools, library websites – as they are currently constructed – 
are challenged to provide meaningful content to a wide range of users. Online strategies 
need to be rethought, with the aim of not only supporting current users, but also 
reaching new ones. Opportunities also exist to exploit new technologies such as digital 
storage (“the cloud”), which allows for the storage of vast quantities of information and 
entertainment media and enables technologies such as video and music streaming. 

Digital and Print Collections 

The onset of new technologies such as eBooks has coincided with a period of fiscal 
restraint within many municipalities. This has challenged the ability of many libraries to 
grow their eBook collections while continuing to maintain their more traditional print and 
A/V collections which still hold a strong pull over the library’s traditional customer base. 
In most library systems, books and printed material are accounting for a smaller 
proportion of circulation, while eBooks and digital resources are on the rise.  

Although there is a growing tendency away from physical collections and toward digital 
access, broad trends indicate that many people, including youth, still prefer books and 
other physical items. Book publishing for children and youth is still strong. As a result, 
physical collections will continue to coexist with emerging digital formats for the 
foreseeable future.  

There are differing views on the proper balance between print and digital collections, 
partly because formats are in a constant state of flux; some formats are likely to 
disappear sooner than expected in this rapidly changing technological climate. Libraries 
must be willing to assume this risk in order to be innovative, relevant, and responsive to 
customer needs.  

A 2012 study estimated that 23% of all Americans ages 16 and older read eBooks (up 
from 16% from one year earlier), while 67% read printed books (down from 72% from 
one year earlier). The rise in eBook popularity is mirrored by the increase in tablet 
ownership. According to this study, the demographic most likely to read eBooks include 
those with higher degrees of educational attainment, those who live in higher earning 
households, and those who are between the ages of 30 and 49. 

For the general public, most eBooks are priced similarly to paperbacks (but currently 
cost libraries more), meaning that they hold little advantage in terms of price to the 
public, particularly when one considers the cost of purchasing (and eventually 
upgrading) a digital device. Printed books also hold other advantages over eBooks, 
such as the ability to flip back and forth (for endnotes, table of contents, etc.) and mark-
up (for books in personal collections). Printed books do not require a charged battery to 
read and their visible presence is a subtle reminder that they are there to be read – 
many library customers visit libraries largely for the joy of browsing. eBooks simply 
cannot replicate the feel, smell, and sound of a printed book. 
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Public libraries are also currently facing challenges both in terms of being able to 
purchase content from publishers (some are not making eBooks available to libraries), 
as well as making that content readily discoverable through their websites. Library 
organizations such as the American Library Association and the Canadian Urban 
Libraries Council (CULC) are actively pursuing solutions with publishers to negotiate 
equitable and fair access to the full range of information available. In a June 2012 CULC 
news release, 24 large public libraries representing the interests of 12.5 million citizens 
have confirmed their support for CULC’s lobby efforts. Continued advocacy is needed to 
promote new pricing and licensing models for eBooks, as well as public education 
during this time of transition. 

Despite these challenges, some may suggest that eBooks and other digital formats 
signal the beginning of the end for the printed word. However, the digital revolution may 
be more perception than reality, at least as it relates to eBooks. “BookNet Canada 
reports that the market share of eBooks reached 17.6 per cent in the first quarter of 
2012, but fell to 12.9 per cent in the last quarter of last year. It thinks eBooks may be 
‘plateauing’ at about 15 per cent of the market, a trend confirmed early this year.” 
(Cohen, 2013) While there is a need to continually assess print to electronic ratios in 
order to address changing needs, the true impact of eBooks will take some time to fully 
evaluate. 

While libraries are no longer competing with retail bookstores as they once were (or 
thought to be), they both face similar challenges with competition against online 
resources. The library’s primary advantages over other media sources are that they 
offer access to most of these resources at no cost, their holdings can be sampled 
before being selected, and they offer enhanced customer service. 

Programming 

Public libraries have a tradition of providing quality programming that enhances their 
collections and supports lifelong learning. Programs are essential to libraries – they 
animate library resources and introduce people to all that the library has to offer.  

Parts of the appeal of library programming are its affordability and reach to a wide range 
of ages and abilities. While introductory offerings tend to be offered at no to low cost, 
there is an increasing trend to seek recovery of some direct costs (e.g., costs for 
materials) from programs that offer value-added or more advanced curriculums; full cost 
recovery is not generally practiced. Care must be taken to ensure that programming 
retains a learning component consistent with the library’s mandate and that there is 
proper coordination and communication in cases where similar municipal cultural and 
recreational programming may exist.  

While programs that inspire customers to read must continue to be offered, they must 
also evolve to match the changing interests of our society. Some programs that have 
seen recent success are those relating to informational and digital literacy and access to 
(and use of) resources. Actively involving residents in designing and delivering 
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programs may assist in creating community-responsive opportunities that leverage local 
resources. 

When designing programs for children and youth, there is growing evidence that the 
younger generation thinks visually and learns through play. A report from the Southern 
Ontario Library Service in 2011 noted that “Computerized games have been identified 
as having a unique ability to engage learners’ attention. It is expected that schools will 
use game-based learning increasingly.” 

Most public libraries are enjoying a high demand and interest in courses and assistance 
in the use of all electronic devices, from mouse use to e-reader instruction to the latest 
handheld device. As well, experiences working with various libraries indicate that people 
of all ages require much more assistance in the use of the myriad of software, for 
everything from how to use email to complicated document creation with embedded 
graphics and audio clips. While a wonderful opportunity for libraries, the sheer range of 
products and services challenge library staff and their resources. Accordingly, some 
libraries are creating online public resources for the use and troubleshooting of various 
devices, troubleshooting sheets, digital “petting zoos”, and a full range of programs. 
Many Canadian libraries are implementing a variety of programs to aid the public. For a 
more personal intervention, Clarington Public Library negotiated a partnership with a 
local community agency which sent tech savvy people to the library for hands-on 
troubleshooting sessions. Through this partnership, the agency was able to raise its 
community profile while assisting the library in offering a valuable and important service. 
This library also provides iLearn and iPad courses at various locations.  
Support to the Education Sector 

Support for school libraries is generally in decline across Ontario, with some boards 
reducing or eliminating library space and/or staff. The number of public schools with 
teacher-librarians declined in Ontario from 80% to 56% between 1997 and 2011, and 
from 78% to 66% in high schools (Libraries in Ontario Schools People for Education, 
2011). Home-schooling and tutoring are also on the rise, further underscoring the need 
for educational resources within the public realm, with libraries being a possible provider 
particularly as it relates to early literacy.  

Distance education, massive open online courses (MOOCS), and lifelong learning (e.g., 
ElderCollege) are also increasing in popularity, creating opportunities for public libraries 
to provide space and/or supporting resources to students and residents engaged in 
active learning. 

There is also ample evidence that the way in which people learn and communicate is 
changing. As a result, there is a growing need for libraries to support blended learning 
and transliteracy (reading, writing, and interacting across a range of platforms – often 
personalized to the specific needs of the individual) through various means, including 
staff that are technologically savvy, space that is collaborative, resources that are 
convenient and connected, and partners that work together. 
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Staffing 

Library automation, self-service options, the Internet, and other technologies are 
changing the roles of many librarians and library staff. For example, more people are 
now doing research on their own and fewer people are seeking traditional assistance 
from reference librarians, although the number of questions relative to new technologies 
are on the rise. In some systems, staff have been “unchained” from the reference and 
circulation desk and can now work more flexibly to support users where they need help 
(e.g., roving staff equipped with tablets). In other systems, reference desks are being 
combined with circulations desks to provide a single point of contact and achieve 
efficiencies for both the library and its users. The amount of back of house space is also 
declining as library staff roles evolve and automation takes hold; opportunities to reclaim 
this as public space need to be assessed. 

As identified in Confronting the Future (Levien, 2011), “As library-accessible materials 
increasingly fall within the digital media world, the necessary competencies of librarians 
must follow suit…they will both be highly competent with digital media and tools and 
have a richer and more nuanced understanding of their users.” In some cases, re-
training may be required to support the advancement of staff, particularly in areas of 
technology and community engagement. In general, today’s library staff teams are more 
efficient, but they also deal with more complex issues that require enhanced 
qualifications and specializations.  

There is growing public demand for staff with “value-added” skills, with the result being 
more specialist positions within public libraries. A web search of recently posted 
positions finds public libraries seeking specialists within the following areas: media, 
open data, information management, systems, marketing, outreach, volunteer 
management, youth, and more. Many of these positions would require staff to work 
interactively with users and the community, drawing them away from their desks and 
onto the library floor and beyond. 

Rates of impending retirements of library staff also place pressure on library 
management to make rapid changes in human resource practices. In Ontario, many 
public libraries report that within the next five to ten years a large percentage of staff will 
be eligible for retirement. Many libraries now face gaps in talent to undertake new kinds 
of work and have fewer middle managers to lead this new workforce. Fortunately, 
younger staff’s ease in using technologies offers opportunities for most libraries. 
However their skills are in high demand by many other fields – competition is keen and 
libraries need to work harder at retaining these people and their ready-made skill sets. 

Technology skills are not the only important tools required in the future of public 
libraries. Marketing and outreach into the community has becomes a major trend for 
libraries. Special training and skill sets are required to deliver outreach services. Some 
libraries are moving to create new “community services” librarian positions, which are 
not restricted to individuals with a professional library degree, but rather require a 
combination of a social work background and marketing skills.  
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Engagement, Communications, and Marketing 

Despite their ubiquity and high levels of satisfaction, libraries suffer from an awareness 
problem. Our work across Ontario suggests that many peoples’ perceptions of library 
services have not changed substantially over the years (particularly adults who are not 
frequent users), despite the reality of the rapid transformation of many libraries. Even 
those who are frequent users of public libraries likely feel that they are not sufficiently 
aware of all that the library has to offer. There is an urgent need to correct these 
misperceptions and to demonstrate that libraries are more than repositories for books. 
In this regard, progressive marketing and social media have the potential to become 
core communication tools (many excellent examples of using social media and web 2.0 
technologies can be found in the Library 2.0 Toolkit published by the Government of 
Ontario). 

Interactive and well-tended websites serve as dynamic marketing tools and effective 
ways to communicate with the public and track ever-changing public interests. Instead 
of conducting occasional user satisfaction surveys, libraries are now concerned about 
capturing user satisfaction/comments on a daily basis. Upfront on their websites, users 
are encouraged to inform the library of their “experience” and satisfaction.  

Another area that holds promise is community engagement, which promotes proactive 
action rather than the reactive responses that are all too common. For example, 
community-based librarianship offers opportunities to engage people within their 
communities, building connections and relationships with target groups (including 
lapsed or non-users) by creating customized services for various organizations. It is 
also important to note that, every year, immigration accounts for a greater proportion of 
growth in Canada. To this point, libraries can serve as the portal through which 
newcomers receive access to inclusive information and referral systems to support their 
settlement and integration in Canada (e.g., settlement services, ESL courses, welcome 
tours, multilingual resources, etc.).  

Funding / Spending 

In most library systems, strong increases have been seen over the past decade in 
spending on electronic materials and audio-visual resources; however, collection 
budgets have not necessarily increased at the same pace, meaning that this has come 
at the detriment of print resources.  

However, other fiscal pressures are creating challenges for many systems and this 
shortfall is becoming the responsibility of municipalities, despite the Province being the 
administrator of the Public Libraries Act and its statutory grants. 

“Although spending on library materials has increased in the decade, pressure 
from higher overhead costs means that materials make up a smaller percentage 
of libraries’ expenses than in 2000, decreasing from 13% to 11% of total library 
expenses.”  
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“The increased revenue needs of libraries for the most part have been filled by 
the municipal level of government. Provincial funding has not kept pace with 
libraries’ needs over the past 10 years, and Federal funding makes up only a 
fraction of a percent of all revenue.” 

- Canadian Urban Libraries Council. An Analysis of Public Library Trends. 
2011. 

On the whole, municipal funding for public libraries is insufficient to address ongoing 
needs for facility expansion, renewal, accessibility, etc. A 2011 report prepared by the 
Federation of Ontario Public Libraries indicates that Ontario’s public library 
infrastructure is in crisis and needs immediate attention.  

“Half of all libraries across the province were built prior to 1976 and many are 
deteriorating, unable to keep pace with changing consumer needs, technological 
advances, and accessibility requirements...The estimated public library capital 
infrastructure obligation in Ontario is $1.4 billion [and growing].” 

- Federation of Ontario Public Libraries. Capital Needs Analysis. 2011. 

Partnerships 

Mounting fiscal pressures and the evolution of library services are requiring libraries to 
place more emphasis on conventional and non-traditional partnerships. Some 
partnerships may be related to outreach, creative spaces, and programming, while 
others involve co-location. Multi-use buildings that combine libraries and other civic 
uses (recreation and arts centres, municipal offices, schools, etc.) have been popular 
templates for years as they offer a “one stop shopping” convenience and economies of 
scale. Successful partnerships help to share risks and benefits, allowing the library to 
achieve strategic priorities in a more effective or efficient manner.  

Library research suggests numerous partnership opportunities with government, non-
profit, and post-secondary sectors, including (but certainly not limited to) the following: 

• In Canada, many library partnerships with other government entities have been 
successful. Federal and provincial governments have made it a public policy to 
develop joint facilities to increase the “one-stop shopping” advantage. Greater 
Sudbury, Ottawa, Windsor, and Vancouver are a few examples of various levels 
of government working in the same building.  

• Edmonton Public Library, working with the University of Alberta libraries, has 
embarked on several exciting partnerships. A branch of the public library has 
been located within the downtown campus of the University in order to provide a 
wide range of recreational and non-university library type materials. The 
partnership has also launched an initiative called the L-Pass (Library Pass). L 
Pass provides access to public library services such as online resources, 
interlibrary loans, books, and magazines to University of Alberta students.  
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• In Fort Worth Public Library (Texas), financial reductions resulted in alternative 
ways to deliver services including through joint venture partnerships. The most 
recent partnership is the creation of e-Skills, a re-purposed Meadowbrook Branch 
Library and Workforce Center. Responding to community needs and 
demographics, the library will offer a limited level of basic library services, with a 
focus on workforce development.  
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Appendix B 
Public Questionnaire Results 

1. If you use Milton Public Library, what do you value most about it?  
Response # % of Sample 
Books 89 30% 
Programs 51 17% 
Movies / TV Shows / Videos 41 14% 
Variety 36 12% 
Access 28 9% 
Computers 20 7% 
Staff 19 6% 
Online Resources 14 5% 
Children's Area 13 4% 
Study Space 12 4% 
Research 12 4% 
Free 12 4% 
New Facilities 11 4% 
eBooks 9 3% 
All Ages 7 2% 
Atmosphere 7 2% 
Community Hub 7 2% 
Audiobooks 7 2% 
Everything 6 2% 
Hours 6 2% 
Location 5 2% 
Video Games 4 1% 
Music 4 1% 
Self Checkout 3 1% 
Loan Periods 3 1% 
WiFi 2 1% 

TOTAL 428  

2. What can the Library do to make a difference in your life? Complete this 
sentence (think big!): “In the future, my Library will...”  
Response # % of Sample 
Extended Hours 46 15% 
More Programs 45 15% 
Continue what they're doing 23 8% 
More Books 23 8% 
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Response # % of Sample 
More Branches 20 7% 
More eBooks 20 7% 
Resource for Students 19 6% 
Greater Online Presence 18 6% 
Community Hub 18 6% 
More Digital Resources 14 5% 
Offer Programs at Different Times 12 4% 
Cafe 10 3% 
More Small Group Study Space 10 3% 
More Variety 10 3% 
Focus on Literacy 10 3% 
Computers 9 3% 
More Movies 9 3% 
Technology Workshops 9 3% 
High Tech 8 3% 
More Bestsellers 7 2% 
More Video Games 7 2% 
Lower Fines 7 2% 
More Marketing 7 2% 
Tablets and Laptops 6 2% 
More Interactive 6 2% 
Book Clubs 5 2% 
More Quiet Space 5 2% 
Arts and Cultural Events 5 2% 
More AudioBooks 5 2% 
Re-open Bruce Street Branch 5 2% 
More Parking 4 1% 
More Special Events 4 1% 
Social Service Connections 4 1% 
More Multi-Lingual Resources 4 1% 
Home Delivery 4 1% 
Child Care 4 1% 
Online Fee Payment / Registration 4 1% 
Offer Volunteer Opportunities and Training 3 1% 
Free Programs 3 1% 
Greater Accessibility 3 1% 
Longer Loan Periods 3 1% 
Green Technologies 3 1% 
Cost Efficient 2 1% 
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Response # % of Sample 
Longer Computer Limits 2 1% 
Improve WiFi 2 1% 
More Self-Serve Options 2 1% 
Community Information 1 0% 
Gaming Weeks 1 0% 
Instruments 1 0% 
Internet Filters 1 0% 
Fewer Branches 1 0% 
More Information on Programs 1 0% 
Readers' Advisory 1 0% 
Fundraising 1 0% 
Online Holds 1 0% 
Staff Assistance 1 0% 
More Music 1 0% 
Improve Book Drop 1 0% 
Drafting Table 1 0% 

TOTAL 462  

3. Questionnaire Source 
Response # % 
Milton Fall Fair 231 77% 
In-Library 52 17% 
Online 18 6% 

TOTAL 301 100% 

4. Are you a Milton resident?   
Response # % 
Yes 220 77% 
No 65 23% 

TOTAL 285 100% 
No Response 16  

5. Are you a... 
Response # % 
Child 14 5% 
Teen 32 11% 
Adult 209 74% 
Older Adult 27 10% 

TOTAL 282 100% 
No Response 19  
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	Executive Summary
	This is an exciting time for public libraries given the abundance of digital content and the intense need for quality service within our knowledge-based economy. Public libraries continue to focus on facilitating opportunities for reading and lifelong learning, although the ways in which these goals are achieved are evolving to respond to our changing environments. Users are expecting more out of their libraries and many libraries are responding through services that cultivate creativity and collaboration. The library of tomorrow holds considerable promise to open new doors through embracing emerging information technologies, improving the user experience, and providing exceptional service that connect users to quality information.
	The Milton Public Library is a vital local institution that responds to these trends in a number of ways. Most notably, the Milton Public Library:
	 provides equitable and free access to all residents, regardless of their financial status, age, and cultural background; 
	 offers a welcoming place that people can go to learn, socialize, collaborate, and seek respite from the stresses of everyday life;
	 provides quality service to the widest range of users, including readers, students, researchers, businesspersons, and many more;
	 connects and empowers the community; there is a strong correlation between library usage and a feeling that one is “part of the community”; and
	 is highly valued for its resources, programs, and staff; 92% of Milton residents are satisfied with the Library’s high quality customer service.
	“Most importantly I value the group of great people that work in the library, who happen to be the most helpful, friendly and enthusiastic group people I have had the pleasure of dealing with.” - resident
	This 2014 Library Master Plan was prepared as an update to the 2008 Plan. Library trends and community profiles were refreshed, while an extensive community, Board, and staff engagement program identified many new ideas and directions. The planning period for this Master Plan is expected to span the next five years, covering the construction of the proposed Sherwood Library & Community Centre and possible expansion of the Main Library. Using evidence-based and outcome-focused analyses, enhancements to programs, services, and policies have also been recommended to coincide with the Library’s growth.
	Milton is one of the fastest growing communities in all of North America and a high rate of growth is anticipated over the next two decades – an additional 132,000 residents are forecasted by 2031. Judging by recent trends, a significant portion of future growth is likely to consist of newcomers to Canada, as well as a mix of young families and older adults. Further, despite indicators suggesting that Milton is a relatively affluent community, there are also many lower income households who benefit greatly from free and accessible public library services. As the Town grows and matures, so too will its public library system.  
	/
	A new strategic framework was developed to guide the Milton Public Library for the next three to five years, along with 55 action plans for activating the Library’s vision and goals. The proposed strategic framework for the Milton Public Library is detailed below. Specific objectives and action plans for each goal are identified within the body of the Plan and summarized within Section 8: Implementation.
	MPL Vision Statement
	To inspire through discovery, collaboration, and creation.
	MPL Mission Statement
	The Milton Public Library empowers the community to: Read. Learn. Create. Connect.
	MPL Values Statement
	The Milton Public Library values:
	1) Intellectual Freedom: Supporting the principles of free thought, belief, and expression.
	2) Accessibility: Providing free and equitable access.
	3) Lifelong Learning: Promoting literacy, discovery, and creativity. 
	4) Inclusivity: Empowering Milton’s diverse community.
	5) Exceptional Public Service: Ensuring responsive customer service.
	6) Accountability: Prioritizing transparency and fiscal responsibility in decision-making. 
	MPL Goals
	We will activate our Vision Statement by focussing on four goals:
	1) To expand our physical resources to respond to the needs of the evolving community.Strengthen the Library’s role as a vibrant and accessible community hub through the responsible provision of facilities, collections, and supporting resources.
	Key Topics (Section 4):
	 Collections
	 Facilities
	 Access & Hours of Operation
	2) To facilitate the creation of ideas and experiences for people of all ages and backgrounds. Encourage innovative programs, services, and technologies that strengthen literacy and learning.
	Key Topics (Section 5):
	 Technology
	 Programming
	3) To connect the community and encourage collaboration.Enhance community awareness, capacity-building, and alignment with partners.
	Key Topics (Section 6):
	 Communications & Marketing
	 Collaboration & Partnerships
	4) To deliver outstanding library service to the community.Foster a culture of service excellence through effective leadership, staff support, and fiscal responsibility.
	Key Topics (Section 7):
	 Staffing
	 Advocacy & Governance
	 Funding
	1. Introduction
	Time and again, the Milton Public Library consistently receives very high levels of satisfaction and usage; the Library now circulates over 1 million items per year to the 53% of residents who are active cardholders. However, the Library is much more than just a repository for books – the Library’s two physical locations serve as true community hubs that connect users with information, offering invaluable services that facilitate creativity, support lifelong learning, and promote the love of reading. The Library continues to embrace digital resources and new technologies, while collaborations with others are leading to many exciting opportunities and enhanced service delivery.
	This 2014 Milton Public Library Master Plan identifies key pressures and opportunities influencing the Library and establishes future directions for library service delivery and facility provision. The intent of this Plan is to ensure that the Library continues to respond to the roles of modern libraries and the values of today’s users, while planning for the anticipated demands and requirements of future residents. With the Milton Public Library experiencing unprecedented and significant increases in usage (in-person visits have risen by over 50% since 2009), these objectives are especially critical in the fast-growing and diverse community of Milton.
	This Plan is supported by a firm understanding of the Milton Public Library’s (MPL) issues and opportunities, the stated needs of its users and stakeholders, and a view toward the trends and practices influencing library services now and into the near future. The Plan is also guided by Destiny Milton 2 (adopted by Town Council in 2008), which serves as the broad vision for Milton for the next ten years, setting priorities for Milton's quality of life and service delivery. 
	/
	The Master Plan is organized into the following sections:
	Section 2: Study Inputs 
	o Community Profile
	o MPL Profile & Benchmarking
	o Trends & Best Practices
	o Community and Staff Input
	Section 3: Strategic Framework 
	o Vision Statement
	o Mission Statement
	o Values Statement
	o Goals
	Sections 4 to 7: Action Plans 
	o Goal 1: Collection, Facilities, and Access/Hours
	o Goal 2: Technology and Programming
	o Goal 3: Communications/ Marketing and Collaboration/ Partnerships
	o Goal 4: Staffing, Advocacy/ Governance, and Funding
	Section 8: Implementation 
	o Timing / Priority
	The Library’s most recent Master Plan was created in 2008 and contained 35 action plans with short and long term implementation schedules needed to achieve MPL’s vision for the future. Since the 2008 Library Master Plan was prepared, a number of recommended actions have been completed, including (but not limited to):
	 the adoption of a new Mission Statement
	 the development of a new Collection Policy addressing a number of items, including the development of multicultural collections and services
	 construction of the Beaty Branch and new Main Library
	 conducting surveys of user opinion
	 tracking and monitoring social networking trends
	 promoting authoritative websites
	 extended hours at the Main Library and Beaty Branch
	 the introduction of several new technologies (e.g., self-checkout and many more) and program opportunities made possible by new facility development
	 new branding (logo and tagline), use of social media, and the development of a communications and marketing plan
	These aforementioned developments – along with rapid changes in technology and library services – have had a significant impact on the Milton Public Library and service delivery. Having completed the principal recommendations of the previous Library Master Plan, the time has come to chart a new course for the Milton Public Library, with a focus on the next three to five years.
	2. Study Inputs
	This section identifies key inputs to the Master Plan process, including profiles for both the Town of Milton and Milton Public Library, a benchmarking exercising against comparator libraries, trends and best practices in public library service delivery, and findings of the community engagement process.
	2.1 Community Profile 

	The following has been adapted from the Town of Milton Community Profile (2013), unless otherwise noted, with reference to the Milton Public Library where applicable.
	Population
	Milton has experienced very strong population growth in the previous 11 years and the Town will continue to grow and change into the future. Between the 2001 and 2011 census, the population grew from 31,471 to 84,362, for a net increase of 52,891 residents, making it one of the fastest growing communities in all of North America. The latest estimate of Milton’s population was 95,879 residents (2013). 
	Local population forecasts are established by the Region of Halton’s “Best Planning Estimates of Population, Occupied Dwelling Units, and Employment, 2011-2031”, and are consistent at a regional level with the Province of Ontario’s “Places to Grow: A Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe”. The Town of Milton’s population is forecasted to grow to 124,645 by 2016 and 228,084 by 2031. 
	Forecasted Population and Employment Growth – Town of Milton
	Source: Halton Region Best Planning Estimates, 2011
	It should be noted that the Town has experienced a recent slowdown in growth caused by delays in the allocation of servicing; this is anticipated to be a short-term issue, with growth accelerating again in 2015 and 2016 (the availability of servicing capacity beyond 2017 is currently unknown).
	Age
	In terms of both absolute and proportionate growth between 2001 and 2011, Milton has seen the greatest increases in the 0-9, 25-34, and 35-49 year old age groups. With rapid population growth, Milton continues to draw a considerable number of young families to the area, with many settling in newer areas of the Town. 
	/
	Ethnic Origin, Immigration, and Mother Tongue
	Like many other rapidly growing areas in the western Greater Toronto Area, Milton’s ethnic origin is increasingly shifting from its more traditional Eurocentric roots to a more globally diverse community composition. Building upon past trends and looking to the future, a more ethnically and linguistically diverse population is anticipated in Milton. 
	Since 2006, the immigrant population in Milton has grown to 24,700 people in 2011 (representing 30% of the population); this is an increase of approximately 89% (or 11,630 residents) in the five year period. Generally speaking, those born outside of Canada are rapidly emerging as a notable share of the population in Milton (at a faster rate than across the rest of the province). Specifically, immigrants from Pakistan, India, and the Philippines accounted for an increasing share of Milton’s immigrant population in 2011.
	Similar to the ethnic origin and immigration figures, an increase in residents with knowledge of non-official mother tongue languages has also been witnessed. In 2011, the most dominant non-official language spoken in Milton was Urdu (widely spoken in Pakistan and India), which was spoken by 3,620 residents (4.3% of Town residents). The Town’s 2013 Community Profile suggests that new considerations need to be made in communicating with the residents of the Town about services and programs available. The lack of awareness of many programs – illustrated in the community survey – may be complicated further by language barriers.
	/
	Income & Employment
	Milton is a comparatively affluent community, with an average household income estimated at $118,203 in 2011. Over half (54%) of private households earn over $80,000 per year and nearly four in ten (38%) households earn over $100,000 per year. Despite higher than average income levels, there are many lower income households in Milton that benefit greatly from free and accessible public library services. Between 2006 and 2009, the Town of Milton experienced the greatest increase in low income families within the Region; 13.5% of all families who moved to the Town during this time period were classified as low income.
	Milton’s four largest industries – manufacturing, retail trade, wholesale trade, and health care and social assistance – have all seen considerable growth since 2001, which suggests that Milton is home to a diverse labour force with a wide range of expertise and skill sets. In particular, data on occupational composition identifies high concentrations of business and management-related occupations in Milton, suggesting that there are a significant number of workers who have higher-order business or management skills. It is interesting to note that the “art, culture, recreation, and sport” occupational classifications also increased substantially in recent years; this includes technical occupations, such as library, public archive, and museum technicians, photographers, graphic art technicians, creative designers, and others who contribute to the culture of the community. Into the future, more affluent new residents with highly skilled occupations are also anticipated, translating into high expectations for library service. 
	Commuting
	A large proportion of Milton’s employed labour force (56% of those with a usual place of work in 2012) commute to jobs outside of Milton, with the large majority of these commuting beyond Halton Region. As a result, many residents spend a large part of their time outside Milton and may not be as engaged in their community during the week, or may use the Town’s services on evenings or weekends.
	Educational Attainment
	A large proportion of Milton’s population has a college diploma, indicating a strong presence of those with technical and ‘hands-on’ practical experience and education. Contrary to general trends across Ontario – which suggest educational attainment levels are rising across the province – there was a large increase in the high school group and no diploma group between 2006 and 2012, paired with only moderate growth of those with university-level or higher educational attainment. The Town’s 2013 Community Profile suggests that Milton needs to ensure that educational programs are available and accessible to all of their residents, including new residents.
	/
	2.2 Milton Public Library Profile & Benchmarking Exercise

	Milton Public Library Profile
	The Milton Public Library currently operates out of two locations (see map below), both of which have been built within the past five years. The Main Library serves the entire Town and is designed to be expanded as part of a future phase. The Beaty Branch serves suburban residents to the east and south. A third service point (Sherwood, to be developed jointly with a community centre in the Town’s west end) is currently in the planning stage with opening anticipated for 2016. In addition, MPL maintains Web/Virtual Services, a Rural Library Service, and a Homebound Service. As of 2013, there were 50,502 active MPL cardholders, representing 53% of the community.
	The following table illustrates key metrics relating to MPL facilities and services from 2013.
	Service Snapshot – Milton Public Library Facilities (2013)
	Source: Milton Public Library, 2014
	The following charts (extracted from MPL’s 2013 Annual Report), illustrate the Library’s tremendous growth in circulation (73%), library visits (100%), and programming (298%) since 2009.
	/
	/
	/
	Library Benchmarking
	Recognizing that this represents a snapshot in time and that the Town is still very much in a growth stage, the Milton Public Library is generally performing well in relation to many provincial guidelines, particularly collections and staffing. Where the Library is lagging behind is most noticeable in overall space (MPL’s blended rate is 0.43 sf/capita). The hours at the Main Library are also slightly below comparable flagship facilities in other larger urban communities.
	Comparison of Service Levels at Milton Public Library Facilities (2013)
	For additional context, comparisons have been made to several other library systems in Ontario, including Ajax, Brampton, Brantford, Burlington, Cambridge, Markham, Mississauga, Newmarket, Oakville, Pickering, Richmond Hill, and Vaughan. These benchmarking libraries were selected because:
	 they are commuter communities that have been subjected to rapid growth and development;
	 their population is of similar size to Milton’s, either now or in the next ten years; 
	 their library branch profile is similar to Milton’s, either now or in the next ten years; and/or
	 they are a leading-edge library system that the Milton Public Library may wish to emulate.
	Library System Benchmarking – Table 1
	Library System Benchmarking – Table 2
	Library System Benchmarking – Table 3
	Library System Benchmarking – Table 4
	* 2013 Milton population estimate used
	Sources: 2010 OPL – Pickering; 2012 CULC – Mississauga, Brampton, Oakville, Vaughan, Markham, Cambridge, Burlington, Richmond Hill; 2012 personal correspondence – Ajax, Brantford, Newmarket, Milton
	A review of the most recent statistics for Milton Public Library and the other libraries indicates that, on a per capita basis, MPL ranks:
	 1st out of 13 in number of programs (MPL = 20.0/1000; Avg. = 10.5/1000)
	 4th out of 13 in internet workstations (MPL = 0.62/1000; Avg. = 0.49/1000)
	 5th out of 13 in holdings (MPL = 2.47/cap; Avg. = 2.04/cap)
	 6th out of 13 in program attendance (MPL = 0.30/cap; Avg. = 0.23/cap)
	 7th out of 13 in municipal revenue (MPL = $36.77/cap; Avg. = $36.52/cap)
	 7th out of 13 in circulation (MPL = 10.6/cap; Avg. = 10.9/cap)
	 8th out of 13 in staffing (MPL = 0.46 FTE/1000; Avg. = 0.48 FTE/1000)
	 9th out of 13 in operating budget (MPL = $37.93/cap; Avg. = $42.69/cap)
	 10th out of 13 in turnover rate (MPL = 4.3; Avg. = 5.4); the turnover rate is the number of times on average that each volume circulates 
	 10th out of 13 in floor space (MPL = 0.43sf/cap; Avg. = 0.45sf/cap)
	 10th out of 13 in in-person visits (MPL = 3.9/cap; Avg. = 5.4/cap)
	 12th out of 13 in e-visits (MPL = 3.3/cap; Avg. = 7.0/cap)
	 12th out of 12 in material expenditures (MPL = $2.94/cap; Avg. = $4.65/cap)
	On a per capita basis, MPL ranks above average in offering programs, program attendance, and Internet workstations. MPL ranks close to the median in floor space, staffing, holdings, circulation, turnover rate, and municipal revenue. MPL ranks well below average in its material expenditures, visits, e-visits, and operating budget.
	Milton’s new library facilities have provided the opportunity to design spaces with technology and programming in mind and the benchmarking exercise illustrates that MPL excels in these areas. MPL has recently instituted a new replacement process for materials, but is limited in space for new collections – attention should be paid to ensuring that proper resourcing for materials is provided as new facility space is made available. The lower than average visit figures are also likely a result of the Library’s recent expansion and the Town’s overall growth – as new residents become more established in the community, it is anticipated that visitation will rise. Despite below average visits and materials expenditures, circulation remains strong, an indication that the Library’s collection is relevant and community-responsive.
	/
	2.3 Trends & Best Practices

	The Plan will have a three to five year planning horizon with a twenty year outlook. In addition to significant and ongoing community growth and changing local demographics, there are significant external influences on the Milton Public Library. These include service development that responds to 21st century literacies and managing service expectations in a rapidly digital world. How quickly the Milton Public Library adapts to these new realities is a question that will be examined through this study. After decades of slower change, technology has thrust libraries into a new era – one where they are balancing service delivery through traditional and virtual means. Exactly where the Milton Public Library aims to be on this continuum is of vital importance for both its short- and long-term future.
	This is a period of rapid technology innovation, especially for mobile and wireless devices – the need is no longer limited to books, but rather “content”. It is far easier to access information in today’s day and age than at any other point in history; tomorrow it will be even easier. However, various studies and survey data indicate that circulation and library usage is on the rise and that virtual services and digital information are not a threat to traditional library services, but rather a complement – people now have more reasons to visit a public library than in the past! Furthermore, the design of library spaces holds significant promise: flexibility, visibility, and accessibility are central tenets in creating spaces that are welcoming, spacious, and can serve as community hubs and gathering spaces.
	Milton’s public libraries are likely to look largely the same in five years’ time, albeit with one or more additional service points. The Library’s strength will continue to be its collections – both print and digital. In many library systems, books and printed material are accounting for a smaller proportion of circulation, while eBooks and DVDs are on the rise (in turn resulting in a decrease to fine revenue due to the automatic “return” of digital material). Formats are in a constant state of flux, making this a challenging time for collection development. Compounding this is the fact that the onset of new technologies such as tablets and mobile devices (which support eBooks and streaming capabilities) has coincided with a period of fiscal restraint within many municipalities. This has challenged the ability of many libraries to grow their electronic resources and digital collections while continuing to maintain their more traditional resources that remain very popular with a broad range of residents.
	Strategies to guide and manage this transition need to be identified and set in motion. This may include (but may not be limited to):
	 tools and initiatives focused on creativity and maker/hacker mindsets; 
	 opportunities to enhance the user experience, including discovery centres and value-added services;
	 plans for branch renewal to create greater internal flexibility or digital connectivity or collaboration; 
	 the creation of both quiet spaces (for individual and small group study) and noisy spaces (for gathering and collaboration);
	 an enhanced web presence and online tools;
	 new engagement and marketing strategies; and/or
	 improved partnerships with a wider range of interests. 
	Many of Milton’s new residents have migrated from larger cities and they bring with them high expectations for library service and innovation (e.g., new media). Over the longer-term, it is anticipated that library customers will move further away from a consumption mindset to one of active creation and collaboration. This model holds significant promise for attracting younger generations to the library – teens and young adults are more technologically savvy and transliterate and will be attracted by the convergence of ideas in spaces such as makerspaces. 
	A detailed review of public library trends, best practices, and information sources can be found in Appendix A. This review includes additional information on: 
	 The Importance of Libraries
	 Usage
	 Facilities:
	o Libraries as Community Hubs
	o Design Considerations
	o Space Requirements
	o Alternative Facility Delivery Models 
	 Technology 
	 Digital and Print Collections
	 Programming
	 Support to the Education Sector
	 Staffing
	 Engagement, Communications, and Marketing
	 Funding / Spending
	 Partnerships
	2.4 Community Engagement

	Public and stakeholder engagement is a key component of the master planning process as it provides insight into issues, perceived needs, and possible opportunities. To date, consultation has taken the following forms:
	 Community Survey – random sample telephone survey of Milton residents undertaken under separate contract (by a different consulting team), in combination with the Community Services Department;
	 Public Questionnaire – available on the Library’s website and in library during October and November 2013, as well as through a booth at the Milton Fall Fair;
	 Community Input Event & Group Workshops – public input sessions held in combination with the Community Services Master Plan in October 2013; and
	 Staff & Library Board Engagement – held at various points throughout the planning process.
	Each consultation method was designed to achieve a different result, reach a specific group, and/or present information to a variety of stakeholders. 
	Community Profile Results 
	The following has been adapted from the Town of Milton Community Profile (2013), with reference to the Milton Public Library where applicable. In summer 2013, the Town commissioned a public opinion survey of its residents to assist with assessing public satisfaction and identify priorities for improvement. Questions were posed to a cross-section of Milton residents, including library users and non-users, long-time residents and newcomers. The margin of error for a sample size of 600 was 4.0%, 19 times out of 20. 
	Satisfaction with Library Services
	Of the eleven factors reviewed in the community profile, residents were most satisfied with library services in the Town of Milton (86% satisfaction). The survey found considerable support for integration of newcomers to the Town and programs that reflect the needs of new immigrants and other cultures, something that the Library may be able to assist with.
	Those who have made use of Milton Public Library Services in the past year were most satisfied with the:
	 customer service provided (92% satisfaction);
	 fiction selection (87%);
	 non-fiction selection (87%); and
	 library locations (87%).
	Lower levels of satisfaction were identified for the following areas (note: questions were asked to all survey respondents, even if they had little to no knowledge of current program offerings and resources):
	 programs for seniors (35% satisfaction), new Canadians (36%), teens (40%), and adults (57%); and
	 the selection of downloadable music and eBooks (55%); note: the Library introduced eMusic in 2013.
	Suburban residents in particular were noted as requesting additional programs and activities for children, perhaps reflective of the young families who have moved into newer areas of the Town.
	/
	An analysis of satisfaction and importance reveals the following priority listing for areas of improvement for the Milton Public Library (from highest to lowest priority) – clearly programming offers substantial opportunities for further consideration:
	1. Programs for new Canadians 
	2. Programs for teens 
	3. Programs for seniors 
	4. Programs for adults 
	5. Books on CD 
	6. Music on CD 
	7. Downloadable music and eBooks 
	8. Programs for children 
	9. DVD collections
	10. Wireless access
	11. Online and web-based resources 
	12. Research material 
	13. Library hours
	14. Fiction materials 
	15. Library locations 
	16. Study/meeting/program spaces 
	17. Non-fiction materials 
	18. Customer service
	Figure 1: How satisfied are you with each of the following aspects of Milton Public Library’s services?
	/
	Source: Town of Milton Community Profile, 2013
	Despite the library benchmarking exercise that indicates a high degree of programming at MPL, the 2013 Community Profile suggests that more detailed work is required to determine what program content should be offered to appeal to these residents, and where these programs should be delivered. 
	Suggestions for Improving Public Library Services
	Residents were asked what they may be looking for in a public library that is missing today. The majority (64%) said nothing or had no suggestion. Of those with actionable suggestions, the leading ones were alternative hours of operation (9%), facility specific requests (4%), and more locations (4%). 
	New residents in particular felt that there needed to be more computers and/or better access to computers at library locations. Longer-term residents (10+ years living in Milton) desired more locations/books, shorter wait times for holds, and expansion opportunities for the library. 
	Urban residents (more so than suburban and rural residents) felt that there was a need for more library locations. The Town’s 2013 Community Profile suggests that this may partly be a reflection of the community’s perception that the newer suburban areas of the community are receiving newer facilities (e.g., Beaty Branch Library), while older urban areas of the community are dealing with the movement of the main library branch from its Bruce Street location to the new Main Street location. Interestingly, suburban residents were also more likely to recommend more locations, as well as more computers/better access to computers, larger collections of books, and more children’s programming as means of improving services.
	/
	Usage of Milton Public Library Services
	Figure 2: Have you used any of the following Milton Public Library Services in the past 12 months?
	/
	Source: Town of Milton Community Profile, 2013
	When residents were asked about their usage of Milton Public Library services over the past 12 months, the most frequently used services were self-check-out stations (42%) and extensive non-fiction and fiction book, DVD and CD collections (42%). 40% indicated they have used none of the listed services. Roughly one-quarter indicated they have made use of the computers, email notifications, and the interactive library catalogue (27%, 26%, and 26% respectively).
	Residents outlined gaps related to downloadable music (MPL introduced eMusic in 2013) and eBook content. The Town’s 2013 Community Profile suggests that satisfaction in these areas is likely to rise as the library continues to explore this area. 
	Comparatively new residents in Milton (those who have lived in the Town for five years or less) are more likely to have used the library to access computers and WiFi services. Those who have lived in the Town for five to ten years are significantly more likely to have used self-checkout stations at the library than their longer term counterparts. 
	For library services, a feeling that one is “part of the community” appears to strongly correlate to library service usage, with this group being significantly more likely to make use of nearly all services (except the interactive library catalogue, study rooms, and downloadable eMusic) than those who do not feel part of the community.
	Library Information Sources
	The majority of residents surveyed indicated they primarily use the Library Website to get information about Milton Public Library events, services, collections, and programs (38%). Library Staff and the Canadian Champion were other leading sources mentioned by residents (14%, 13% respectively).
	Comparatively new residents in Milton (those who have lived in the Town for five years or less) are more likely to obtain information about the library from its website. Longer-term residents (10+ years living in Milton) along with urban residents (more so than suburban and rural residents) were more likely to rely on the Canadian Champion newspaper for information about the library. On-site signage is significantly more effective for suburban residents as a means of distributing information about the library than it is for other subsets of the population.
	Preferred Mode of Communication
	The preferred modes of communications for Municipal and Public Library communications was the Canadian Champion Newspaper (33%), followed by E-newsletters / blasts (20%, with residents preferring E-newsletters / email – 12%), websites (17%, with the Town of Milton website being the preferred website – 11%), and via social media (10%, with Facebook taking the lead – 7%).
	/
	Public Questionnaire Results
	A brief open-ended questionnaire was made available on the Library’s website and in both library branches during October and November 2013; 70 responses were received. This questionnaire was also administered to 231 individuals at the Milton Fall Fair in September 2013, including residents and non-residents. In total, 301 questionnaires were completed by a wide variety of children, teens, adults, and older adults. Although the results are not intended to be statistically significant, this represents an excellent response rate and one that provides a great depth of perspective as to what the Milton Public Library means to local residents – in people’s own words!
	Under the banner “Have Your Say!”, the questionnaire asked the following three open-ended questions:
	1. What do you value most about the Milton Public Library? (most mentions)
	 Books (89)
	 Programs (51)
	 Movies / TV Shows / Videos (41)
	 Variety (36)
	 Access (28)
	 Computers (20)
	 Staff (19)
	 Online Resources (14) 
	 Children's Area (13)
	 Study Space (12)
	 Research (12)
	 Free (12)
	 New Facilities (11)
	/
	Sample Quotations:
	“It's a community hub where residents can meet many needs: reading, meeting place, digital needs, events, etc. It gives opportunities for all members of the community to join, enjoy and be a part of a community.”
	“I value the sense of community and involvement.”
	“The Milton Public Library ... is a very useful and a very beneficial place for all students.”
	“As a family we often bring our kids to the drop in story time sessions, which has helped our kids grow a love of reading.”
	“Most importantly I value the group of great people that work in the library, who happen to be the most helpful, friendly and enthusiastic group people I have had the pleasure of dealing with.”
	2. What can the Library do to make a difference in your life? (most mentions)
	 Extended Hours (46)
	 More Programs (45)
	 Continue what they're doing (23)
	 More Books (23)
	 More Branches (20)
	 More eBooks (20)
	 Resource for Students (19)
	 Greater Online Presence (18)
	 Community Hub (18)
	 More Digital Resources (14)
	 Offer Programs at Different Times (12)
	 Cafe (10)
	 More Small Group Study Space (10)
	 More Variety (10)
	 Focus on Literacy (10)
	Sample Quotations:
	“Helps me learn. It also helps me become my dream...a doctor.”
	“It can help you find tools/books you need for school or anything and by that brings success ... They help you get ready for the future.”
	“Continue carrying the new release movies and offering the free story time sessions.”
	“Offering more courses/classes for adults and book clubs. Offer more of the kids classes on the weekends for moms who are working.”
	3. Complete this sentence: In the future, my Library will... 
	“... inspire people to achieve their own dreams.”
	“... have 10,000,000 books!”
	“... encourage people to communicate face to face and put down their smart phones.”
	“... have all the new books, all the classics and will be like a second home to people.”
	“... try to be a place for every person and will try to be a place in which every person feels that they have a place.”
	“... be my main resource for information on any topic I can think of.”
	“... be a place where my children will go to study and do research, where they can feel safe and always welcome.”
	“... allow me to have access to the world.”
	“... be a place where we can learn and grow, enjoy and have fun.”
	A more complete summary of the public questionnaire results can be found in Appendix B.
	Community Input Event & Group Workshop Results
	In combination with the Community Services Master Plan, a Community Input Event was held on October 22, 2013 at the Milton Sports Centre to gather thoughts, opinions, and ideas related to parks, recreation, culture, and library services and facilities. Approximately 54 residents participated in the event, which was advertised through posters, websites, and local media. Based on the depth of input from this event, it is clear that the Milton’s Public Library is highly valued.
	In addition, smaller invitation-only workshops were held in October 2013 with representatives from the arts and cultural sector, as well as youth services. Input from these various events is summarized below (in general order of mention, from most to least).
	1. There is a desire for extended hours of operation, especially at the Main Library (evenings and weekends throughout the year).
	2. Partnerships with post-secondary institutions should be explored, such as courses/seminars and other resources.
	3. Partnerships with the cultural sector should be explored, such as mentoring opportunities or simply serving as a community hub for cultural activities.
	4. Continued branch development should be a priority, particularly in west Milton; support was received for including libraries within multi-purpose facilities.
	5. Library service to the downtown area was requested (particularly for seniors living near the former main library; note: this matter was addressed through previous studies); options included branch development or a mobile library that may also provide service to rural areas.
	6. Youth want a place within the library to hang out, as well as study rooms, homework areas, computer lab, video game tournaments, music streaming, and programs targeted at older teens.
	7. Improved parking at the Main Library is desired.
	8. There is demand for more eBooks (with longer loan periods), as well as lending non-traditional materials such as e-readers and local art.
	9. Improved communications and marketing are desired.
	10. Continued diversification in services, resources, programs, and rooms rentals; there is a recognition that the Library is not just for books, but rather that it is a centre for information, gathering, and collaboration.
	Staff and Library Board Engagement Results
	Workshops and input sessions were held with the Milton Public Library Board and various Library staff throughout the process in order to identify key strengths, weaknesses, threats, and opportunities to be considered through the master planning process. In addition, the Library’s strategic framework – its vision, mission, and values – were also tested and discussed at several of these sessions. This input has been valuable to identifying contextual information and areas for further consideration.
	/
	3. Strategic Framework
	By definition, strategic planning is a systematic process of envisioning a desired future, and translating this vision into broadly defined goals or objectives and a sequence of steps to achieve them. It is undertaken as a way of articulating needs and measuring success and is particularly vital in sectors undergoing transformative change, such as today’s public libraries.
	Strategic planning is useful for the short-term, but inherently focussed on the long-term. It assesses organizational capabilities and establishes a path forward, with a prescribed vision of the future in mind. The proposed action plans are intended to help the organization come closer to achieving its vision, although intervening factors may cause the organization to adjust its vision as time goes by.
	Having a strategic framework can be especially useful when having to make choices regarding resource allocation, responding to emerging issues, or supporting new initiatives. Strategic planning helps to position an organization for success by documenting issues and opportunities, articulating its purpose and goals for all to see, and creating transparent and measureable actions for moving forward.
	3.1 Current Context

	Figure 3: Destiny Milton 2 – Vision and Goals
	/
	At its highest level, the 2014 Library Master Plan will be guided by Destiny Milton 2 (adopted by Town Council in 2008 and supported by the Library Board), which serves as the broad vision for Milton, setting priorities for Milton's quality of life and service delivery. The vision and goals for the Town are shown in the following graphic:
	This 2014 Library Master Plan also considers the strategic framework captured in the 2008 Library Master Plan, which serves as a point of departure for this analysis.
	Current MPL Vision Statement
	None, although the Library has been making frequent use of the following tagline: “Be inspired...”
	Current MPL Mission Statement
	The Milton Public Library is committed to nourishing growing minds, promoting the love of reading and providing a gateway that connects people, ideas and information.
	Current MPL Values Statement
	None
	Current MPL Roles
	Primary Library Roles:
	1a.  Popular Materials Library – The Library features current, high demand, high interest materials in a variety of formats for persons of all ages, abilities, and cultural heritages. 
	1b.  Life-long Learning Centre – The Library supports a sustained program of formal and informal learning for individuals of all ages, abilities, and cultural heritages. A special emphasis is placed on encouraging young children to develop an interest in reading and learning. The Library also serves as a major resource of local history collections and services. 
	1c.  Virtual Portal – The Library provides a means by which patrons can access information from a wide variety of electronic sources, including databases and the Internet. 
	1d  Service-Oriented Library – The Library actively provides timely, accurate, and useful information and on-site resources for community residents in their pursuit of personal and job-related interests. 
	Secondary Library Roles:
	2a  Broker / Link to other Resources – Through partnerships with other agencies and organizations, the Library is a clearinghouse for current information on community services, issues, and events. 
	2b  Community Gathering Place – The Library is a central focus for community activities, meetings, and programs. 
	3.2 Proposed Strategic Framework

	Using Destiny Milton 2 as a guiding document, the strategic framework proposed for the 2014 Milton Public Library Master Plan consists of the following:
	 Vision Statement: A Vision Statement describes a compelling, conceptual image of the desired future for the Milton Public Library as a whole. 
	 Mission Statement: A Mission Statement captures why the Milton Public Library exists and the needs that it fulfills. 
	 Values Statement: A Values Statement outlines the Milton Public Library’s values, which guide corporate behaviour and policies. 
	 Goals: Goals are desired end results.
	 Objectives: Objectives are targets for accomplishing goals.
	 Action Plans: Action plans are the specific steps that will be taken to achieve the goals and objectives.
	The Milton Public Library’s current strategic framework consists of a Mission Statement and Roles; action plans are contained within the 2008 Master Plan. The proposed framework is a departure – it adds a Vision Statement, Values Statement, Goals, and Objectives, while removing Roles. 
	These new elements are intended to provide the Library with meaningful direction on a broader range of subjects, while keeping an eye on the longview. While many of the Library’s current Roles may still be relevant, they were based on a 1980s American Library Association report that was prepared before the digital era, and the time has come to rethink their place; it is felt that the overall intent of the Roles can be adequately addressed through the Mission Statement and Goals.
	The specifics of the proposed strategic framework are presented below, with the exception of the recommended objectives and action plans, which have been provided as part of the Sections 4 to 7 of this Plan.
	Note: MPL’s current tagline, “Be Inspired”, is an outcome of a branding exercise that coincided with the opening of the new Main Library. A tagline is a short phrase that communicates the highest priority message about the brand identity in an evocative manner. “Be inspired” continues to present a valuable opportunity for MPL to communicate this promise to the community and fits well with the proposed Strategic Framework.
	MPL Vision Statement
	To inspire through discovery, collaboration, and creation.
	MPL Mission Statement
	The Milton Public Library empowers the community to: Read. Learn. Create. Connect.
	MPL Values Statement
	The Milton Public Library values:
	1) Intellectual Freedom: Supporting the principles of free thought, belief, and expression.
	2) Accessibility: Providing free and equitable access.
	3) Lifelong Learning: Promoting literacy, discovery, and creativity. 
	4) Inclusivity: Empowering Milton’s diverse community.
	5) Exceptional Public Service: Ensuring responsive customer service.
	6) Accountability: Prioritizing transparency and fiscal responsibility in decision-making. 
	/
	MPL Goals
	We will activate our Vision Statement by focussing on four goals:
	1) To expand our physical resources to respond to the needs of the evolving community.Strengthen the Library’s role as a vibrant and accessible community hub through the responsible provision of facilities, collections, and supporting resources.
	Key Topics (Section 4):
	 Collections
	 Facilities
	 Access & Hours of Operation
	2) To facilitate the creation of ideas and experiences for people of all ages and backgrounds. Encourage innovative programs, services, and technologies that strengthen literacy and learning.
	Key Topics (Section 5):
	 Technology
	 Programming
	3) To connect the community and encourage collaboration.Enhance community awareness, capacity-building, and alignment with partners.
	Key Topics (Section 6):
	 Communications & Marketing
	 Collaboration & Partnerships
	4) To deliver outstanding library service to the community.Foster a culture of service excellence through effective leadership, staff support, and fiscal responsibility.
	Key Topics (Section 7):
	 Staffing
	 Advocacy & Governance
	 Funding
	Each of these goals is explored in more detail on the following sections, along with the associated objectives and goals.
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	4. Goal 1: Responsive Physical Resources
	To respond to Goal 1 (“To expand our physical resources to respond to the needs of the evolving community”), this section contains an assessment of MPL’s collection, facilities, and access/hours of operation.
	4.1 Collections

	MPL’s collection promotes the love of reading and inspires in so many ways. But at its core, the purpose of the collection is to deliver content, whether the format is physical or digital. The demand for print collections, most notably children’s and adult non-fiction, is strong in Milton. Other trends suggest growing interest in large print formats to serve an aging population, declining use of print reference due to the growth of digital resources, and continued demand (at least in the short-term) for DVDs. 
	However, the most significant trend is the introduction of digital formats across a range of platforms, which is transforming how some people access library resources. Audio, video, books, magazines, reference, databases, etc. can all now be accessed digitally, often from the comfort of one’s own home. As a result, libraries are being required to provide singular items in multiple formats, a trend that is expected to continue for the foreseeable future.
	At MPL, books and printed material are still the dominant component of borrowing, but this share is slowly being eroded by eBooks and digital resources (eMusic and eVideo were introduced in 2013). In 2013, eBooks and eAudiobooks accounted for 6% of MPL’s total circulation, compared to print books at 59%, DVDs at 24%, and CDs at 4% (all other formats accounted for the remaining 7%). These percentages are in-line with comparable library systems. 
	The 2013 Community Profile identified the need to improve and expand MPL’s selection of electronic and downloadable content, including eAudiobooks and eMusic (only 55% of survey respondents expressed satisfaction in this area). The selection of downloadable content is both a product of affordability and availability as many eBooks cost more than printed materials and some publishers are not currently making them available to public libraries. In addition, the licensing fees for eMusic and other digital content can be considerable. MPL, like most libraries, is increasing its commitment to the purchase of electronic resources such as eBooks year over year.
	The convenience factor of digital content is a distinct advantage that is likely to strengthen its market share for the foreseeable future, but trend watchers do not predict eBooks to be the downfall of the printed word. The adoption of eBooks in Canada generally lags behind the United States, where a survey of the top 100 American libraries found that they spent approximately 5% of their materials budgets on eBooks in 2011. This survey indicated that spending on eBooks in the United States was projected to increase by 5% per year, but would increase by nearly 50% if eBook content became more available to libraries. Much of this increase was anticipated to come at the expense of spending on print materials, which would decline. Between 2011 and 2012, eBook lending increased by 54% amongst the American libraries surveyed. 
	MPL’s circulation exceeded 1 million items for the first time in 2012 – circulation has outpaced population growth in the Town for several years now, although data for 2013 suggests that circulation growth levels may be beginning to stabilize on a per capita basis, including eBook borrowing. MPL must continue to maximize its collections budget in order to expand its digital collection and maintain a responsive physical collection.
	Another area of collections that requires attention is the Library’s multilingual resources, which are growing at a much slower rate than the Town’s newcomer population. As of 2011, 30% of Milton residents were foreign-born, an increase of approximately 89% (or 11,630 residents) since 2006. Currently, foreign language materials (which include DVDs in South Asian languages and print materials in Urdu and Spanish) only account for 0.4% of MPL’s total collection (print and digital), while French language materials account for 1.8%. In particular, immigrants from Pakistan, India, and the Philippines are accounting for an increasing share of Milton’s newcomer population. In 2011, the most dominant non-official language spoken in Milton was Urdu (4% of residents); in total, 46% of Milton residents speak a language other than English or French at home, the highest percentage in Halton Region. The extension of French immersion curriculums locally also point to the popularity of French. 
	The range of items within MPL’s multilingual collection needs broadening in order to effectively meet the needs of the community. It is the Library’s responsibility to provide an equitable level of service to all members of the community regardless of background. However, there are many variables involved in delivering library services to a diverse community. Knowledge of various cultures is essential – some may be eager to read in English, while others may place an emphasis on their linguistic heritage and wish to pass this onto their children. In reviewing needs for multilingual resources, MPL connects with community partners that provide newcomer services and also collect data on the languages read at home by new patrons (popular languages include Urdu, French, Spanish, Arabic, and Hindi).
	It is recommended that MPL’s Collection Development Policy and Weeding guidelines be updated to better provide direction for new and emerging areas of demand, such as multilingual collections. These types of guidelines are common in large public library systems within diverse communities and may seek to incorporate equitable standards for establishing a new language collection, as well as strategies for acquisitions (e.g., direct buys, ARPs, etc.). As an initial step, introducing DVDs, periodicals, or newspapers may help to gauge interest in a new language collection. Examples of guidelines for multilingual collection development include:
	 Vaughan Public Libraries require a minimum population of 2,000 residents based on language data from the Census, supplemented by direct input from the local community
	 The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions recommends “that, as a general principle, book collections provided for each multicultural group should be provided at least at the same per capita level as for the general population. However, it should be recognised that for small groups it may be necessary to have a higher per capita provision than that generally applied, in order to provide an effective and more equitable service. A viable target to which smaller libraries may aim is the provision of 1.5 to 2.5 books per capita per multicultural group.”
	With a ratio of 2.47 items per capita (print and digital), MPL’s collection levels are generally performing well in relation to provincial guidelines and comparator systems. MPL’s circulation levels remain strong, an indication that the Library’s collection is relevant and community-responsive. The 2008 Master Plan established a collections target of 3.0 items per capita and this remains a viable goal at this time. The Library’s recent implementation of a new collection management system (collectionHQ) will assist in making decisions regarding what items need to be added, de-selected, or shifted to another branch. Currently, MPL employs an annual 5% replacement rate for its collection. While this is a reasonable target for long-term budget purposes, the Library’s new collection management system and growing digital collection will allow MPL to move away from a stringent target in favour of one that is evidence-based.
	With a material expenditure of $2.94 per capita, MPL ranks last amongst the library comparator group – the benchmark average was nearly 60% greater at $4.65/capita. These figures are very similar to what was reported in the 2008 Library Master Plan when a target of $4.68 per capita was recommended for MPL (this was the benchmark average at the time). The Library’s resourcing for new materials needs to respond better to growing demands for new formats, multilingual resources, and the rising costs of material purchases. However, MPL’s funding is based on a fixed capital budget allocation indexed to growth, meaning that there is little opportunity to affect change in this area. Due to existing space constraints, the Library will only be able to make substantial increases to its collection through the expansion of digital resources, branch development/expansion, and strategic de-selection. A more robust multilingual collection should be contemplated for the proposed Sherwood library branch.
	It also bears noting that MPL is working with HALINET (a partnership of information providers and educators in Halton Region) on the investigation, selection, and implementation of a new Integrated Library System. Today’s systems have enhanced functionality that streamlines acquisitions and cataloguing and that allows for improved tracking and collection management that benefits both the library and its users.
	Objectives / Action Plans
	1a. Review and update the Collection Strategy to respond to emerging trends and needs.
	1. Continue to track loans of eBooks and other digital resources, as well as funding patterns of other leading libraries, in order to establish spending targets for electronic formats.
	2. Continue to target a collection size of 3.0 items per capita.
	3. To respond to growing demands, the Library’s annual materials budget should be used to fund in-demand resources including (but not limited to):
	( expanded multilingual collections
	( new formats, such as eBooks and streaming video and audio
	( large print formats to serve an aging population
	( popular materials in multiple formats (print, digital, audio/video, etc.)
	( lifelong learning resources
	4. Develop a collections plan for the Sherwood Branch and future libraries.
	5. Refine and update the Collection Development Policy in order to better respond to new and emerging areas of demand, incorporating benchmarking standards.
	6. Utilise evidence-based data from the Library’s collectionHQ software and the new ILS that tracks and effectively analyzes collection usage to assess relevance to the community.
	4.2 Facilities

	Milton is currently served by two physical public library facilities, both of which were built within the past five years and which embody key design principles for modern public libraries (including specific LEED Silver standards and technology to support patron self-service options):
	 Main Library (30,000 gsf; located in the established urban area; opened mid-2011) is located in the Milton Centre for the Arts on one of the gateway approaches to Milton. It features an abundance of natural light, along with warm, welcoming, and fully accessible space available for a multitude of uses. Compared to its previous building, the new Main Library provides considerably expanded space for larger, broader, and deeper collections, additional resources and programs, expanded seating (including Program, Silent Study and Group rooms, and a Laptop Lounge), larger children’s and teen areas, more workstations and electrical outlets for laptop power, full accessibility, other needed technology features, and much more parking with better links to public transit. With its construction, the Administration and Technical Services/Computer Services staff were once again brought under the same roof as Main Library staff.
	 Beaty Branch (11,300 gsf; located in the Bristol Survey; opened late-2009) is a one-storey, fully accessible building that supports the services offered by the Main Library. Large windows allow natural light to fill the entire Library. The Children’s Area offers a bright and appealing space for playing and enjoying books and is equipped with computers offering access to the Internet and early literacy programs. The Program, Group, and Silent Study rooms are in demand daily, as are the public Internet workstations. In the nearly five years that the Branch has been open, the collection has grown to capacity and beyond. With a new high school in close proximity to the branch, the Teen Area of the library is challenged for space. Further, the initial pre-school cohort in the neighbourhood is aging, placing high demand on Children’s Space.
	/
	MPL’s existing and future facilities should continue to place an emphasis on the ‘library as place’ concept, which values space as a service in its own right – a hub for discovery, learning, and experience – not just for accommodating collections or services. This requires the provision of spaces for socializing, small group collaboration, exhibits, programming, workshops and presentations, etc. that enable libraries to serve as community hubs. Outdoor seating, reading gardens, large meeting/program rooms, discovery centres, puppet theatres, portable shelving (stacks on wheels), late-night access for students during exam times, and a wider variety of seating are just a few of the features being integrated into new facilities. These features are intended to enhance comfort and convenience by creating both a welcoming place and “wow factor” for existing and potential users alike.
	Like any public service, MPL’s objective is to provide facilities and services in the appropriate locations at the right time to meet the needs of present and future residents. In a planned growth community like Milton, this task is enabled through the Town’s residential phasing, which consists of the established urban area, Bristol Survey (Phase 1), Sherwood Survey (Phase 2), and Boyne Survey (Phase 3). The current focus of future library planning is on the Sherwood and Boyne Surveys, as well as expanding existing services in areas of identified need. The future development of the Milton Education Village – a comprehensively planned university campus to be developed in partnership with Laurier University – may also offer opportunities for library services focused on creativity, innovation, and post-secondary interests.
	Public libraries are inclusive institutions that are created equally for everyone in the community. They are not intended just to serve specific neighbourhoods, rather they are distributed equitably to improve access to all residents in the most cost effective manner possible. Duplication of service is not cost effective and the Town tries to avoid this through long-term planning that emphasizes fair and equitable distribution. In the end, tough choices need to be made about how best to offer services, which requires a balance between meeting resident expectations and financial sustainability. 
	MPL’s current level of space provision lags behind industry standards (but is generally keeping pace with comparator systems) and there is a need to extend facility development into the Town’s new neighbourhoods. Furthermore, the Library’s current facilities – most notably the Main Library – have growing space constraints and are unable to accommodate additional collections, proper separations, age-specific space (specifically for children and teens), or study/seating space that would strengthen the Library’s role as a community meeting place. More library space is required in both the short and long-term to accommodate local needs.
	Per capita targets are also used to determine system-wide library facility needs. The 2008 Master Plan recommended a Town-wide target of 0.6 square feet of library space per capita. With an estimated population of 95,879 (2013), the Library is currently providing 0.43 square feet of space per capita. Facility development is the responsibility of the Town – with direction provided by the Library Board – and will be dependent on financial resources and partnership opportunities. Given future opportunities for shared facility development and the need to strive for fiscal sustainability, a slightly reduced target of 0.55 square feet of library space per capita is recommended for the current master planning period.
	The following table applies the recommended space provision target to the Town’s population forecasts to reveal space requirements over time. At present, Milton requires an additional 11,324 square feet to meet the 0.55 sf/capita target. With continued population growth, this shortfall is expected to climb to 47,663 square feet by 2021 and 84,146 square feet by 2031.
	Forecasted Library Space Requirements 
	In light of the growth in the population of Milton, the multi-stage expansion process that began in 2009 with the Library’s first branch needs to continue. However, the Town has not allocated sufficient funding to fully achieve this target at the current time and will likely have to work towards it gradually and incrementally. The timing of projects identified in the previous Master Plan has been delayed due to a recent and short-term slowdown in growth and subsequent funding challenges. Part of the reason for the Town building the new Main Library when they did was the award of a provincial and federal government grant. Fortunately, these recent library building projects should improve the Town’s Development Charge service levels into the future.
	The 2008 Library Master Plan recommended that, in addition to the Beaty Branch and new Main Library, MPL construct two new branches: (1) Sherwood Survey (in or around 2014; 15,000sf); and (2) Boyne Survey (in or around 2019; 15,000sf). It was recommended that opportunities be explored to co-locate these libraries with other municipal and public uses, such as leisure facilities or schools. The 2008 Plan also recommended that the new Main Library be built to a size of 40,000sf (it was built to 30,000sf) and that it be expanded in the longer-term (an additional 23,000sf, for a total of 63,000sf; this is not likely achievable given site restrictions). 
	This Master Plan recommends the following adjustments to the timing and sizing of library facility development, subject to the timing of residential growth and funding availability:
	1. Sherwood Library: The design and development of the Library’s second branch (Sherwood) is a high priority for the Milton Public Library. At present, design of the Sherwood Branch is anticipated to be initiated in 2014, with 2016 being a move-in date. A target of 20,000 square feet can be justified based on population growth in this area, which is proposed for a location that will also improve accessibility for rural residents in north and west Milton. Co-location with a community centre is anticipated.
	2. Main Library Expansion: The Main Library is undersized for a flagship facility in a fast-growing community. A modest expansion of 15,000 square feet was contemplated when the facility was built and the Library should seek to provide no less than this amount during the next phase of development, which could occur as early as 2018 (the Town’s long-term capital forecast does not currently extend beyond 2017 due to the uncertainty around growth allocations). Due to the current and future shortfall of space at the Main Library, additional space should be sought through future branch development.
	3. Boyne Library: The Library’s third branch (Boyne) may be initiated in 2020 with move-in for 2022, depending on residential growth in this community. A minimum of 20,000 square feet of library space should be targeted. Co-location with other public uses (e.g., community centre and schools) is contemplated.
	4. Future Library Development: There will be a need for future library development beyond what is contemplated through the aforementioned projects, either to serve existing communities (through expansion or new locations within intensification areas), unserviced portions of the community, or future residential development beyond the current urban areas. To meet the provision target, approximately 30,000 additional square feet will be required at one or more locations. Based on current forecasts, timing of space provision delivery would be in the 2027 to 2031 range. The next Master Plan Update should examine possible locations and strategies for this space allocation.
	Figure 4: Recommended Space Provision Strategy
	/
	The following map illustrates the location of the Town’s two existing library facilities, as well as possible locations for both the proposed Sherwood and Boyne Libraries. Service radii of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 kilometres have been applied to the locations to show conceptual coverage, with the larger facilities having the wider radii due to their greater range of services. The map shows that the proposed Sherwood and Boyne facilities will lead to an effective distribution of library facilities in urban Milton. It should be noted that the Town’s decision to move the Sherwood branch further north to its currently proposed location creates a small gap area along the Ontario Street corridor south of Derry Road; this gap is part of the reason for recommending a larger branch in the Boyne community.
	Figure 5: Current and Proposed Library Facility Distribution
	/
	MPL’s current facility model contains a Main Library (which houses core collections/resources and centralized services, and is intended to serve the entire Town) and a Neighbourhood Branch (Beaty Library, which serves a more localized portion of the Town and offers fewer hours and services), supplemented by rural library and homebound services. Future branch development should consider opportunities to expand this model to include Area Branches, which support several neighbourhoods and, thus, are larger and offer extended hours and services).
	At 11,300 square feet, MPL’s Beaty Branch is somewhat undersized to accommodate the full range of needs consistent with an Area Branch, although its location at the present edge of the built-up area has contributed to its lagging usage profile; branch performance should improve as additional growth occurs in this community. Future area branches should be designed on a larger floor plan; in high growth communities, many area branches are being built in the range of 15,000 square feet (e.g., Richmond Hill) to 20,000 square feet (e.g., Markham) to 35,000 square feet (e.g., Brampton).
	The community consultation events found support for continued branch development, particularly in west Milton, and for including libraries within multi-purpose facilities. Despite being addressed through previous studies, library service to the downtown area was also requested (particularly for seniors living near the former main library). The re-establishment of traditional library service near the former Bruce Street location is not supported due to its proximity to the new Main Library. Longer-term options for alternative library service (e.g., express libraries) within areas of urban intensification may be considered based on a comprehensive assessment of needs, options, and costs. In order to address the needs associated with urban intensification, a re-examination of the Library’s service delivery model is recommended (post-2016).
	Barrier-free accessibility requirements are also placing pressure on many library facilities, as more space is needed to accommodate accessible washrooms, shorter stacks, wider aisles, enhanced seating, etc. Furthermore, as the number of older adults increases, MPL will need to address their needs through building design that prioritizes similar features. Depending on the overall size of the facility, an additional 5% to 10% of floor space may be required to meet the Facility Accessibility Design Standards adopted by the Town.
	/
	Objectives / Action Plans
	1b. Continue implementation of the library facility development strategy.
	7. The Library’s next major capital project should be to develop a new branch in the Sherwood area, jointly with the proposed community centre. With a target of 2016 for opening, this library branch should be approximately 20,000 square feet in size, with opportunities to access shared space within the community centre.
	8. Expansion of the Main Library is recommended in order to serve an ultimate build-out population of 228,000. The site can accommodate approximately an additional 15,000 square feet on two levels, which would increase the floor space to a total of 45,000 square feet, although a larger footprint would be preferred. Recommended timing of expansion is 2018.
	9. The Library should work with the Town to confirm the location for its third branch – a minimum of 20,000 square feet of library space would be required to serve future residents of the Boyne Survey. Timing of this project will be dependent upon residential growth in this community and is not currently anticipated until approximately 2022. The Library should seek to secure land in the short-term to ensure a proper location and potential co-location with other public uses, such as the proposed community centre and schools.
	10. The Library should continue to work with the Town to monitor projected residential growth patterns to enable future planning, including long-term facility development and/or expansion in unserviced portions of the community or future residential development beyond the current urban areas.
	1c. Ensure that library facilities respond to changing needs and function as true community hubs.
	11. Evaluate the use of space and collections at the Beaty Branch to respond to changing neighbourhood needs, with particular attention on the impacts that will result from growth in the teen population.
	12. The Library should develop a facility model to address the needs associated with urban intensification (post-2016), along with neighbourhood and area branches.
	13. Through its future capital projects, the Library should continue to examine opportunities to improve the user experience and create true multi-use community hubs through the development of shared spaces with recreation, civic, educational, or appropriate private sector entities. LEED compliant, fully accessible, and updated designs should also continue to be sought. Designs should also embody the “library as place” concept, which values designs that are inspiring, flexible, and functional. Sufficient space must be provided for individual and group study, community gatherings, programs, merchandizing, age-specific collections, technology features, etc.
	4.3 Access & Hours of Operation

	Access to the Milton Public Library is provided through its physical branches, rural library service, and homebound service. In addition, the Library’s website and its many resources are available to all residents with an internet connection; this includes an expanding collection of eBooks, eAudiobooks, eMusic, and eVideo. The Library’s website and online tools are discussed in more detail under Goals 2 and 3.
	Operating hours for library facilities are a common topic of interest within most communities. Changing lifestyle patterns are leading to demands for greater access and extended hours, while calls for fiscal restraint mean that libraries need to be cautious about extending hours beyond their ability to staff them. In response to these trends, some public libraries are staying open longer to serve students during exam times, while limiting staff only to those necessary for building security. This may be a consideration for Milton once Laurier University becomes established.
	As a result of recommendations stemming from the 2008 Master Plan, along with the support of Council, MPL hours improved in both 2012 and 2013. In 2012, the hours at the Beaty Branch were extended to 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday; Monday daytime hours of operation were also initiated at this location. In 2013, adjustments were approved at Council to extend hours at the Main Library through 9:30 a.m. openings Monday to Saturday. Despite these improvements, however, the Main Library hours (currently 57 to 61 hours per week) are still below comparable flagship facilities in other larger urban communities, which are often open around 70 hours per week to serve a varied base of users. The 2008 Master Plan was supportive of Monday openings at the Main Library and further recommended that the facility be open 67 to 70 hours per week by 2016. 
	There continues to be public interest in extending hours at the Main Library to include Sundays during the summer, as well as Friday evenings. In fact, a desire for extended hours was the leading request identified through the Community Input Event, focus groups, and Master Plan questionnaire. Through a top-of-mind question, 9% of respondents to the Town’s 2013 Community Survey specifically identified “alternate hours of operation” as one way to improve library services. The Community Survey report recommended that the Library conduct a survey of library users to assess the need for modifications to hours of operation at library branches. The Town’s growing population and varied needs strongly suggest that additional hours are required at the Main Library; a minimum target of 65 hours per week is recommended, subject to further study.
	The Beaty Branch is open 47 hours per week, which is within the range typically seen in neighbourhood branches in similar communities. No changes are recommended; however, usage patterns should continue to be monitored and hours adjusted should demands change within this evolving area of the Town. Hours for future area branches, such as the proposed Sherwood Branch, should be open a minimum of 53 hours per week, with consideration to aligning hours to peak times with co-located uses such as community centres.
	The Milton Public Library offers rural and homebound services to enhance access for those who cannot readily access its physical branches. The rural library service uses the postal system to mail items selected by users through the Library’s online catalogue (print materials only). Approximately 7% of the Town’s residents live within rural areas and this proportion is declining as new growth is predominantly directed to Milton’s urban areas; however, not all rural areas have reliable internet access, which is a requirement for this service. The location of the proposed Sherwood branch will improve accessibility to Milton’s rural residents, particularly those living to the west and north. 
	Through the use of volunteers and caregivers, the Library’s homebound service uses personalized selection profiles to select materials and deliver them to residents who cannot physically visit the Library due to age, illness, or disability. Trends across North America indicate that both the number of older adults and persons with disabilities are on the rise, suggesting the potential for greater demand for this service over time. A review of the Library’s rural and homebound services is recommended to better understand needs, potential partners and operating models, and financial targets.
	Objectives / Action Plans
	1d. Enhance access to library facilities and services for all residents.
	14. Establish a minimum target of 65 open hours per week at the Main Library, with extended hours being the subject of a survey of library users (e.g., Friday evenings, Sundays during the summer, earlier in the morning, etc.).
	15. To the degree possible, align operating hours of the future Sherwood Branch and community centre. Area branches should be open a minimum of 53 hours per week.
	16. Review the Library’s rural and homebound services to better understand needs, potential partners and operating models, and financial targets.
	5. Goal 2: Ideas and Experiences
	To respond to Goal 2 (“To facilitate the creation of ideas and experiences for people of all ages and backgrounds”), this section contains an assessment of MPL’s technologies and programs.
	5.1 Technology 

	This is a period of rapid technology innovation. Public libraries are constantly searching for the balance between traditional resources and new digital resources, which enable them to meet the needs of their users in new and exciting ways. However, adoption of new technologies has wide ranging impacts, from staffing to space to financial. As a result, most libraries choose not to be leading edge, but rather “change-ready”, a characteristic that allows them to implement proven technologies that are a good fit with their mandate and that integrate well with other services. Likewise, MPL should continue to monitor and assess opportunities to incorporate new digital tools and adaptive technologies being adopted by the industry.
	The emergence and dominance of mobile technologies and personal devices introduces exciting opportunities to increase accessibility, convenience, and seamlessness for MPL and its users. Mobile applications, Web 2.0 technologies, creativity software, tablets, enhanced IT infrastructure, etc. all offer significant promise for the MPL to become more mobile‐friendly and improve its customer service. Milton Public Library has benefited from sharing an Integrated Library System (ILS) with the Oakville and Halton Hills Public Libraries for many years. This partnership is continuing with the selection of a new system in late 2014 or early 2015. A number of outcomes will be achieved through including many of these exciting new services.
	With both of its facilities having been built within the past five years, Milton Public Library has been fortunate to be able to design its facilities and services with modern technologies in mind. Both MPL facilities have RFID and self-checkout, which accounts for approximately 50% of MPL’s circulation at present, freeing up staff for other functions. Visits to the Library’s website and use of online resources are also growing much faster than population growth, suggesting that there is considerable interest in convenience and 24/7 access. Additional self-serve options (e.g., printing) may also be considered.
	The 2013 Community Survey found that 27% of library users have used the Library’s public computers / internet workstations within the past twelve months and that 23% have accessed the Library’s WiFi. MPL has nearly 60 public internet terminals between its two locations, which positions it well in comparison to other systems. The 2008 Library Master Plan recommended a target of 0.7 public internet workstations per 1,000 residents, increasing to 0.85/1,000 residents by 2016; MPL is currently providing these at 0.62/1000. However, patrons are increasingly accessing the internet wirelessly with their own devices, a trend that suggests that this target is outdated. In planning for its future branches, MPL should provide space for a blend of personal and public workstations, with the latter generally being provided at or slightly below current standards (0.5 to 0.6 public workstations per 1,000 residents). Less affluent population groups will still look to the Library to provide desktop computer stations and printers. MPL should review alternative strategies for the provision of public computing and may consider piloting the lending of lending laptops or tablets as one possible way of containing the growth (or reducing the number) of computer workstations. 
	One of the latest trends is the addition of makerspaces within libraries. 3D printers, self-publishing centres, media stations, hackerspaces, fab labs, and discovery zones are all variants of makerspaces. Aimed at idea generation, creativity, learning, and digital literacy, makerspaces are made possible through the convergence of skills, technologies, and resources. Makerspaces can also provide opportunities for users to test new and changing technologies – a digital “petting zoo”. While these spaces are not exclusively used by youth, they have the added benefit of attracting young families and adults and will likely increase library use overall. 
	Makerspaces are transformative spaces, requiring new programs, new partnerships, a new image for the library, as well as new staff roles and competencies. These types of uses would be a logical fit within the library branches, including the Main Library given its central location and connection to the Centre for the Arts. MPL should monitor the implementation of makerspaces in other library systems and introduce a model that responds to local needs.
	/
	Objectives / Action Plans
	2a. Nourish productivity and creativity through the thoughtful adoption of interactive technologies and digital tools. 
	17. Provide space for a blend of personal and public workstations in all branches.
	18. Review alternative strategies for the provision of public computing with the intent of being “change-ready”.
	19. Examine options for providing additional self-serve options (e.g., printing) and a media station (e.g., Mac computer with creativity software). 
	20. Given the transformative nature of makerspaces, monitor them as they evolve and are implemented in other libraries. Establish a multi-year plan to implement makerspace concepts at MPL with consideration to partnerships, staffing, staff training, and programming.
	21. Implement a new Integrated Library System (ILS) including the hardware installation, configuration of system parameters, migration of data, and training of staff and the public.
	5.2 Programming

	The Milton Public Library has a tradition of providing quality programming that enhances its collections and supports lifelong learning. Programs are essential to the Library – they animate Library resources and introduce people to what the Library has to offer. 
	Programming is a noted strength of the Milton Public Library – amongst the comparator group of libraries, MPL ranks first in program offerings and third in attendance on a per capita basis. MPL offers a wide variety of high quality programs for children, teens, adults, and the multi-cultural and business communities. Many programs are offered in cooperation with organizations such as the Region of Halton and Halton Multicultural Council. Programs are a key component of service provision for specific demographics and also help define the Library’s brand identity. 
	Given current demographic trends, devoting considerable resources to children’s and multi-cultural collections makes sense. Over time, the emphasis on teen collections should also be enhanced, as should programs and activities that promote social cohesion amongst Milton’s diverse communities. Trends also suggest growing interest in programs that support participatory and collaborative learning, technology training and digital literacy, workplace-readiness, civic literacy, inter-generational programming, and opportunities for skill development within our increasingly knowledge-based economy. 
	In 2013, the Library accommodated 37,645 program visits, with two-thirds of these occurring at the Main Library. 83% of the Library’s program attendance is comprised of pre-school and school-aged children, an age group that nearly doubled in size between 2006 and 2011. In the past year, total program attendance increased by 32%. A full range of learning-based programs for children should continue to be offered by MPL as it grows.
	Program Attendance Stats (2013)
	Source: Milton Public Library, 2014
	The Town’s 2013 Community Survey found very good levels of satisfaction for all Library services, but did identify interest in expanded program offerings for selected populations. The Survey also found that suburban residents were more likely to request additional library programs and activities for children, perhaps reflective of the young families that have moved into newer areas of the Town. It is also interesting to note that when patrons were asked through the Master Plan questionnaire what the Library can do to make a difference in their life, more programs was the second leading response, just behind extended hours. The delivery of programs is clearly something that MPL does well, which has led to community interest in additional programming. As recommended in the 2008 Plan, continued tracking of trends and demographic shifts will assist the Library in developing short and long-term responses to changing program needs for varying library patron groups. 
	Public libraries typically have complete autonomy for program planning, involving municipalities on an ad hoc or semi-regular basis when coordination is required to avoid duplication. In Milton, some concern has been expressed over possible duplication and cross-marketing of library and municipal program offerings, such as a Lego program for children and self-esteem activities for female youth. The scope of programming offered by the Milton Public Library is generally consistent with that provided by most medium-sized public library systems; however, in a community the size of Milton, there are bound to be occasional similarities between programs offered by different providers. It is anticipated that both the Milton Public Library and Community Services Department will continue to directly deliver programming to area residents, consistent with their respective mandates.
	With the Town now fully involved in direct arts and cultural programming through the Milton Centre of the Arts – an area that traditionally has had crossover with the Library and its role as a centre for life-long learning – there is a growing need for improved communication regarding program offerings and promotion. To avoid possible duplication of resources and maximize participation, there is a need to clarify the mandates, priorities, and respective program offerings of the Library and Community Services Department. This requires meaningful coordination and a clear determination of program scope for both parties. Further, the matter of program pricing relative to cost recovery targets requires additional discussion between the Town and Library. It is recommended that the Library strengthen synergies with the Community Services Department to eliminate duplication of programs and enhance cross-promotion of programs, the efficient use of public spaces, and collaboration on community-driven priorities.
	As the Town and Library work toward planning a combined community centre and library in the Sherwood community, an acceptable joint programming model should be developed for this location. Opportunities for the Library to make better use of program space at the Milton Centre for the Arts may also be examined.
	Objectives / Action Plans
	2c. Offer programs that build on the Library’s strengths and activate its vision.
	22. Continue to deliver learning-based programming to support community needs and to highlight collection resources, with a focus on programming for children, teens, seniors, newcomers, and the business community.
	23. Review and update the Library’s programming strategy. Continue to tailor branch library programming to neighbourhood demographics and evaluate outcome models to test success of programming.
	2d. Coordinate programming with other providers to maximize resources and community participation.
	24. Work with the Community Services Department to establish and/or agree upon:
	( the mandate of each party relative to programming and service delivery;
	( shared principles;
	( areas of existing or potential program duplication;
	( methods to eliminate program duplication;
	( program areas where common policies and procedures are advisable (e.g., user fees, facility allocation and scheduling, revenue generation, cost recovery, etc.); and
	( a program model for Sherwood Community Centre & Library.
	25. Consider program development in conjunction with non-municipal partners, such as the business, health, and education sectors.
	26. Enhance partnerships, outreach, and program opportunities for vulnerable populations within Milton, such as newcomers, low income residents, at-risk individuals, and families.
	6. Goal 3: Community Connections and Collaboration
	To respond to Goal 3 (“To connect the community and encourage collaboration”), this section contains an assessment of MPL’s communications/marketing and collaboration/partnerships.
	6.1 Communications & Marketing 

	MPL is a forward thinking library that has recognized the importance of marketing by hiring a Marketing and Communications Coordinator. The Library already does a good job of promoting programs and using social media (e.g., Facebook, Flickr, Twitter) and has completed a brand improvement initiative within the past few years. In 2013, MPL developed a Marketing and Communications Plan to provide guidelines for all internal and external communication with key stakeholders; this document is currently being refined for enhanced community engagement.
	The Town’s 2013 Community Survey indicated that the Library’s website is a popular medium for accessing information about MPL events, services, collections, and programs. Usage of online service points has experienced tremendous growth, with over 370,000 visits to MPL’s website this past year. Despite this success, it is important to note that the ways that residents access their information are quite varied. The lack of a daily newspaper was frequently mentioned as a constraint to getting word out, although interest in print media is quickly giving way to digital media, particularly amongst younger generations.
	There is room for the Library to do more in terms of community engagement and partnerships, outreach, and marketing. Through the implementation of its Marketing and Communications Plan, MPL must continue to enhance the public perception and reputation of the Library to ensure that residents and the local business community view it as an essential contributor to their lives and community. 53% of Milton residents are library cardholders and the goal should be to increase this year over year.
	The Library must also continue to enhance communication with all residents. The Town’s 2013 Community Profile recommended that the Library develop communications strategies that stress marketing of available programs and services, as well as two-way dissemination and collection of information between the organizations and the citizens of Milton. It was suggested that communication strategies may differ based on area (e.g., rural, urban, suburban) and demographics (e.g., language, age, vulnerable populations, etc.). Miltonians access information in a variety of different ways and there is a need to identify the preferred medium for each market.
	Objectives / Action Plans
	3a. Strengthen awareness and participation through effective communications and marketing.
	27. Review the MPL Marketing & Communications Strategic Plan on a yearly basis (as noted in the plan) to reflect new opportunities and challenges.
	28. Continue to gather the opinions and viewpoints of patrons and the broader library community through satisfaction surveys and trend tracking (in particular metrics that demonstrate a change in community perceptions and behaviours from a marketing/communications perspective).
	29. Undertake an ongoing website content review and development strategy with the goal of representing all MPL services to the community and enhancing online functionality.
	30. Develop a crisis and emergency communications plan as an adjunct to the Marketing and Communication Strategic Plan.
	31. Continue to use media relations – both publicity and advertising – to promote MPL communications (achievements, events/activities, and key messages).
	32. Continue to foster two-way, open, accurate, and timely communication among staff, as well as key partners such as the Town and broader library community.
	33. Facilitate and support communication/marketing initiatives and partnerships in collaboration with the Town and other partners (including HALINET, outreach and co-marketing of community events, etc.).
	34. Continue to engage the community through social media efforts and keep informed of current and future social media trends.
	35. Continue to guide the ongoing implementation of the Library’s re-branding strategy (including use of the MPL logo, look and feel, and “Be Inspired” tagline).
	36. Investigate the feasibility of providing some MPL communications in multiple languages and formats, with consideration to demand, costs, and partnership opportunities.
	6.2 Collaboration & Partnerships

	Public libraries are vital to community building. At their core, they are civic integrators that connect communities, facilitate partnerships, and welcome users of all ages and backgrounds. In a community like Milton, the Library has an especially important role to play in creating social connections amongst both long-time residents and newcomers to the Town, including vulnerable populations. MPL understands the need for collaboration in activating its mandate and recognizes that creative relationships are increasingly important to delivering quality and fiscally responsible services to taxpayers.
	Partnerships are an integral element of MPL’s short and long-term planning. For example, in order to best meet community demand and benefit from economies of scale, there is potential to work with the Town on joint facility planning and service delivery (e.g., proposed Sherwood Community Centre & Library). Future partnerships for the joint delivery of space may involve co-location with the Town, schools, and other organizations, but partnerships for service and program delivery are equally important. MPL already benefits from a number of partnerships of this type. In fact, the Library has established partnerships with nearly forty different organizations, including collaborations with the Region of Halton, HALINET, Halton Multicultural Council, United Way of Milton, Milton Chamber of Commerce, Halton Region Small Business Centre, Milton Transit, Halton Catholic District School Board, and many more. Also, as part of “Information Milton”, MPL is responsible for maintaining and updating an online database of community, social, health, recreation, and government services available to local and regional residents. 
	Mounting fiscal pressures are also causing libraries to look for strategic partners that can help them fully deliver on their mandates. MPL should continue to pursue partnerships with community groups and organizations where there is a logical and needed fit with the Library’s goals and directions. Innovative ways to measure the impact and benefit of these community partnerships and collaborations are needed.
	The community has expressed interest in partnerships between the Library, post-secondary institutions, and the cultural sector (e.g., courses/seminars, mentoring opportunities, etc.). The Main Library’s co-location with the Milton Centre for the Arts, along with the Library’s emphasis on lifelong learning and creativity, provides the impetus for collaboration relative to this sector. With the eventual development of a Laurier University campus in the Town, there is also natural interest in expanding library relationships with the post-secondary education sector. Although the timing of the Milton Education Village is not currently known, it is likely outside the three to five year horizon of this Master Plan.
	Lastly, should MPL embark on creating a makerspace component within the expanded Main Library as recommended, collaborative programming partnerships should be considered with volunteer experts, technology companies, and educational and other community partners. Staff will continue to plan and may lead some programs, but they will also need to tap into the expertise of community partners of all types. 
	Objectives / Action Plans
	3b. Explore partnerships that enhance public benefits and maximize resources.
	37. Maintain existing partnerships, while seeking out new partnership opportunities that support MPL goals and those of partner agencies on an ongoing basis.
	38. Establish and test metrics to quantify the impact and benefit / return on investment of community partnerships and collaborations involving the Milton Public Library.
	3c. Engage the community in all that the Library does.
	39. Seek opportunities to connect and engage residents in different places and contexts; this may require the expansion of outreach activities and the pursuit of non-traditional partners.
	/
	7. Goal 4: Outstanding Library Service Delivery
	To respond to Goal 4 (“To deliver outstanding library service to the community”), this section contains an assessment of MPL’s staffing, advocacy/governance, and funding. A process for monitoring and updating the Plan is also examined.
	7.1 Staffing 

	MPL is known for its high quality customer service, with 92% of Community Survey respondents expressing their satisfaction. However, the Town’s rapid growth has placed considerable pressure on Library staff to not only keep pace with growing needs, but also to expand and enhance services that are commonplace within an increasingly sophisticated library system. 
	Technology is creating new staff roles and altering others. Automation and self-serve technologies are freeing up staff for other duties. Any review of staffing needs should examine the potential for technology to enable staff and contain future costs. For example, the rapid progression of technologies (e.g., tablets) is allowing libraries to remove their reference desks (or combining them with circulation desks) in favour of roving staff, which is a more proactive approach to customer assistance.
	Staff must also have the skills and training to confidently respond to customer requests for information and technical assistance. Training (and re-training) is critical as technologies change and user assistance becomes more complex. Quality service is the Library’s competitive advantage over other sources of information and must be MPL’s ultimate priority.
	The Library’s staff structure should be reviewed to determine its readiness to adapt to changing information technologies and user expectations. There is also a need to re-examine the organizational structure in light of MPL’s expanding multi-branch system. Additional staff will be needed to keep pace with the Town’s growth, with new positions added to fill emerging gaps and operate new branches. The Library’s staffing levels (0.46 FTE per 1,000 residents) are comparable to the average of the benchmarked systems, but below the target recommended in the 2008 Master Plan (0.6 FTE per 1,000 residents). 
	The Milton Public Library is planning to undertake a Human Resources Review in 2014. This review should identify staff skill sets associated with the changing face of public libraries and consider opportunities to refresh the reference model and enable staff to improve connections with the community, as recommended earlier in this Plan. In addition, gaps in staffing have been noted through the internal consultation phase, with management and IT being two specific areas requiring examination. Staff retention and succession planning must also be addressed.
	Further, a working environment supportive of innovation will require a more specialized workforce, innovative thinkers, and risk-takers. Libraries are increasingly hiring employees with varied educations and backgrounds in addition to library skills in fields such as information technology, marketing, business systems, social work, etc. Some libraries are also having success engaging newcomers and vulnerable populations through a community-based librarianship model; however, MPL’s current staffing levels are not sufficient to support such an approach in Milton at the present time.
	Objectives / Action Plans
	4a. Cultivate a progressive and customer-focused staff team.
	40. Given the rapid pace of change, continued staff development, training, and team building should continue to be a priority, with a focus on new technologies, leadership, customer service, collection maintenance, and new ILS implementation.
	41. Undertake a Human Resources Review in 2014, ensuring that it aligns to the strategies presented in this Master Plan. Special consideration should be given to staff skill sets (modern competencies), specialty positions, information technology needs and opportunities, roving reference and user-centred services, community partnerships, and staffing for future branches.
	42. Consider options for a new staffing model at shared facilities (e.g., common customer service desk), such as the proposed Sherwood Community Centre & Library. 
	43. Develop competencies of each role in the Library.
	44. Establish an updated Performance, Planning, and Review procedure based on a competency model.
	45. Evaluate and make improvements to system-wide administrative processes, such as records management. 
	/
	7.2 Advocacy & Governance

	Library Boards are independent governing boards responsible for overseeing planning, setting priorities, approving policy, providing financial oversight, and generating community support, among other functions. The current Milton Public Library Board has accomplished many tasks, including overseeing the development of the new Main Library and several internal policies and procedures. For example, in 2007, the Milton Public Library Board developed a self-evaluation tool to be used in an annual assessment of the work of the Board. The evaluation process consists of Board members individually completing the tool prior to discussion at a subsequent Board meeting. In 2009, an electronic format was developed to automate the Board Self-Evaluation process. The evaluation questions were formatted in a spreadsheet for distribution to the Board members. The tool has proven to engender good discussion about the operation of the Board. Since it has proven to be thought-provoking it has now been formalized in Board Policy.
	Strong leadership and effective governance are the cornerstones of any successful organization and it is important that the Library Board understands its roles and has the management tools and practices to properly execute its responsibilities. The Library Board’s orientation materials, policy manual, and related materials should be reviewed and updated on a regular basis.
	The Library Board also has a strong role in advocating for the MPL. This can be achieved by ensuring that library functions are well understood and are positioned as essential community services. Close and collaborative working relationships are also required with the Town and community partners. The Town is the Library’s principal source of funding and the Library has the potential to contribute to several important shared service objectives. The formation of a community-based “Friends of the Library” group may also assist with various projects and initiatives, such as fundraising. Successful advocacy requires a planned long-term approach to develop support and it is recommended that the Library develop a multi-faceted Advocacy Plan to provide guidance in this area. MPL has many compelling success stories that need to be told. The Library’s contribution to the community is impressive, but requires the continued support and participation of many.
	Objectives / Action Plans
	4b. Promote the enduring values of the Milton Public Library through proactive and dynamic leadership.
	46. Implement a Board-led, staff-assisted advocacy program.
	47. Create a “Friends of the Library” group to assist with fundraising projects and related initiatives.
	48. Continue to review and update the Library Board orientation materials, policy manual, and related materials (e.g., Board self-evaluation, Board education process, etc.) on a regular basis.
	7.3 Funding

	Like all public libraries today, the Milton Public Library is heavily dependent upon its local municipality for annual funding. In 2013, MPL received approximately $3.8 million from the Town, an amount that represented 94% of all Library revenues. Provincial public library operating grants have been fixed since the mid 1990s. At the time, the amounts were generally based on current population size, with no provision established for rapidly growing municipalities like Milton. Inequities exist today, where library systems that have experienced extensive growth receive far less provincial funding than many comparably-sized library systems. The Milton Public Library Board and staff have continued to be engaged in lobbying efforts to try and effect change.
	In Milton, growth-related capital funding is provided largely through Development Charges and planned via multi-year capital projections.
	Free and equitable access is the foundation of public libraries; libraries cannot charge for admission, use of materials, borrowing, or information services. At the discretion of the Board, fees may be charged for additional services, such as overdue materials, non-resident library use, certain administrative services, room rentals, program materials, and performance fees. As a result, cost recovery philosophies being employed by many municipal departments are not easily applied to libraries. 
	There is considerable interest in maintaining a fiscally responsible budget, although several factors place upward pressure on library budgets including higher material costs, new technologies, rising overhead, collective agreements, specialized staffing requirements, increased patron expectations, and the gradual reduction in fine revenue. Over the past 6 or 7 years, MPL’s budget has expanded to reflect the expansion of the MPL system to include Beaty Branch, the expanded and relocated Main Library, and the growth of digital collections.
	On a per capita basis, Milton Public Library provides very comparable value for the dollar to other library systems (support costs only about 10 cents per resident per day, the same figure reported in 1997) and the economic spin-off is considerable. As identified in the trends review, it has been estimated that Toronto Public Library (TPL) creates over $1 billion in total annual economic impact and that for every dollar invested in the public library, local residents receive $5.63 in direct and indirect benefits. For those who use TPL services, it has been estimated that the total direct benefit is as much as $502 per library member. These figures indicate a very strong return on investment for library service. MPL, along with other members of the broader library community, will be using the templates and formulas used in the TPL study to explore similar local return on investment considerations.
	With the Library’s annual expenditures now exceeding $4 million, revenue generating opportunities to substantially offset operating costs simply do not exist. However, several small-scale revenue generating ideas were suggested as part of the planning process (e.g., café, room rentals, advertising, etc.), as were opportunities to seek corporate sponsorships, donations, and leveraging of shared resources (such as through buying consortiums). MPL examines opportunities as they arise and should continue to do so in the design of new facilities, programs, and services, as well as through the continued leveraging of resource-sharing partnerships
	Objectives / Action Plans
	4c. Maintain fiscal accountability through the responsible use of funding and pursuit of proven revenue streams.
	49. Advocate for the Library by making the best use of resources and demonstrating the value and outcomes of this investment.
	50. Continue to pursue opportunities to increase non-municipal revenue streams.
	51. Pursue large and small group room rental opportunities as part of current and future library facility development/expansion projects.
	52. Explore return on investment metrics and indicators using the templates and formulas used in the recent Toronto Public Library economic impact study.
	/
	7.4 Monitoring the Master Plan 

	Given the pace of change in the community and public library sector, there is a need to regularly monitor and track the progress of Master Plan implementation and its effectiveness in meeting the needs of Miltonians. The Milton Public Library should regularly review and assess, and periodically revise the recommendations of the 2014 Library Master Plan in order to ensure that they remain reflective of local conditions and responsive to changing needs. This will require monitoring of usage patterns, tracking user satisfaction, identification of new outcome-based measures to define library impact, ongoing dialogue with community partners, annual reporting on implementation and short-term work plans, and undertaking a detailed five-year update to the Plan. Through these mechanisms – or as a result of other internal or external factors – adjustment of resource allocations and priorities identified in this Plan may be required.
	Several actions within this Master Plan have referred to the use of outcome-based metrics that focus on how the Library activates its vision of inspiring through discovery, collaboration, and creating. For many years, libraries have relied upon traditional output measures (e.g., circulation, visits, programs, etc.) to quantify service levels and plan for the future. While these metrics still have a place, in times of fiscal restraint in particular, there is a growing need for libraries to demonstrate their value not only to individuals but also to society in general, in essence answering the question of “why libraries matter”. As a result, many public libraries are currently in the process of developing outcome-based performance measures that strive to better communicate their impact on users and value within the community. 
	Outcome-based evaluation is a user-centered approach that considers impacts on behaviors, attitudes, knowledge, skills, condition, etc. From leading research sources, possible examples may include:
	 improved literacy levels and/or school grades
	 making social connections / meeting new people
	 learning new things
	 economic-based outcomes, such as direct/indirect benefits
	 reading more often 
	 activating people to be more involved in the democratic process
	Another example is the Vaughan Public Libraries, which have implemented new measures that capture inputs, outputs, and outcomes; examples include (note: each measure has a number of more detailed sub-components):
	 library uses per full-time equivalent (FTE) staff
	 citizens engaged and participated in community led planning per FTE 
	 enhanced early literacy development 
	 educated and provided access to customers on the transformational power of technology 
	 increased the role of the library as a vibrant community hub 
	Demonstrating the value of outcomes is a difficult task and one that is still in its infancy within the library sector. Additional examples from leading library systems can be expected in the coming years. In developing its own measures, MPL should consider the perspectives of its stakeholders and identify metrics that are compelling within the local context.
	An annual review of the Plan requires a commitment from all individuals involved in the delivery of public library services, including staff, Library Board members, and Town Council. An appropriate time for reviewing the Plan is prior to the annual budget process. The following steps may be used to conduct an annual review of the Plan:
	 conduct a review of the past year (e.g., action plans implemented, capital projects undertaken, success/failure of new and existing initiatives, changes in usage levels, etc.); test the success of the Master Plan goals and action plans;
	 identify issues anticipated to impact the coming year (e.g., anticipated financial and operational constraints, political pressures, etc.);
	 summarize Master Plan action plans to be pursued in the short-term;
	 assist the Library Board in the prioritization of short-term projects, with consideration given to factors such as financial resources, community input, partnership/funding potential, etc.;
	 pursue budget requests/revisions as necessary; and
	 enhance awareness about the status of recent projects and future priority projects amongst staff, key partners, and the general public.
	Objectives / Action Plans
	4d. Actively monitor the Master Plan’s progress and measure its outcomes.
	53. Identify and implement meaningful outcome-based metrics that move beyond the traditional input/output measures by focusing on how the Library activates its vision of inspiring through discovery, collaboration, and creating.
	54. Continue to implement the current system for the regular implementation, monitoring, and review of the Master Plan. 
	55. Undertake a complete review and update of the Master Plan in three to five years’ time (2017 to 2019). 
	8. Implementation
	Throughout the body of this Master Plan, objectives and action plans have been identified at the end of each subsection or topic area. By approving this Plan, the Library is not bound to implementing every action plan; rather, this Plan provides guidance on a variety of priorities and sets a general course for meeting the needs as they are presently defined. It is expected that the Library Board and Town will make decisions on individual projects and funding sources annually through the operating and capital budget process.
	The timing of the projects proposed in this Master Plan recognizes the need for phased implementation as some action plans are based upon what is needed and not necessarily what is financially achievable at the present time. As such, the timing proposed for some action plans may not align with funding capacities as time goes by. As part of the annual budget process, this Plan will be reviewed to identify areas where the availability of resources may affect the timing of implementation. 
	Determining priorities is an exercise that should be revisited each year prior to the Library’s capital and operating budget development exercise. In addition to funding availability, factors that might change priorities year to year may include:
	 capital lifecycle and considerations of safety;
	 legislation and mandated requirements;
	 changes to service standards;
	 public input and community interests;
	 emerging trends and changes in usage;
	 participation of partners; and
	 socio-demographic changes and growth forecasts.
	One of the key drivers of this Master Plan is to provide scope, direction, and planning to make the best use of MPL resources in the short, medium, and long term. Although the Milton Public Library and Town of Milton may be challenged in providing the appropriate financial resources to meet the Master Plan’s recommendations, there is an obligation to make every reasonable effort to implement these strategies through appropriate and acceptable means. Full implementation of this Plan will require the use of development charges, grants, alternative funding sources, and the establishment of various partnerships and collaborations with community organizations, schools, agencies, and other partners. 
	Priority
	Within the tables that follow, the priority of action plans are organized into the following categories:
	High Priority: Initiatives that are vital to maintaining core resources and services to core markets, as well as responding to growth. Critical to achieving the Library’s vision and/or mission.
	Medium Priority: Initiatives that enhance and/or improve existing resources, services, or activities. Directly linked to achieving the Library’s vision and/or mission.
	Lower Priority: Initiatives with merit that suggest a new service direction. Not to be undertaken at the expense of current resources or services. Directly linked to achieving the Library’s vision and/or mission.
	Note: Attention to medium and lower priority recommendations is required when high priority actions have been initiated/completed or when suitable partners have been identified for funding.
	Timing
	The Master Plan recognizes the need for a phased implementation of the action plans. Timing has been divided into the following timeframes:
	Short-term:  2014 to 2015
	Medium-term: 2015 to 2016
	Long-term: 2018 and beyond
	Ongoing: 2014 to 2018 and beyond
	Alignment with Destiny Milton 2
	The alignment between each action plan and the goals of Destiny Milton 2 is also identified in the following implementation tables. Destiny Milton 2 contains the following goals, each of which has corresponding directions and initiatives that provide greater detail:
	1. A responsible, cost effective, and accountable local government;
	2. Well managed growth, well planned spaces;
	3. A safe, livable, and healthy community;
	4. A robust, diverse, and sustainable economy;
	5. A thriving natural environment.
	Implementation Plan
	Goal #1: To expand our physical resources to respond to the needs of the evolving community.
	Objective 1a (Collections): Review and update the Collection Strategy to respond to emerging trends and needs.
	1. Continue to track loans of eBooks and other digital resources, as well as funding patterns of other leading libraries, in order to establish spending targets for electronic formats.
	2. Continue to target a collection size of 3.0 items per capita.
	3. To respond to growing demands, the Library’s annual materials budget should be used to fund in-demand resources including (but not limited to):
	4. Develop a collections plan for the Sherwood Branch and future libraries.
	5. Refine and update the Collection Development Policy in order to better respond to new and emerging areas of demand, incorporating benchmarking standards.
	6. Utilise evidence-based data from the Library’s collectionHQ software and the new ILS that tracks and effectively analyzes collection usage to assess relevance to the community.
	Objective 1b (Facilities): Continue implementation of the library facility development strategy.
	7. The Library’s next major capital project should be to develop a new branch in the Sherwood area, jointly with the proposed community centre. With a target of 2016 for opening, this library branch should be approximately 20,000 square feet in size, with opportunities to access shared space within the community centre.
	8. Expansion of the Main Library is recommended in order to serve an ultimate build-out population of 228,000. The site can accommodate approximately an additional 15,000 square feet on two levels, which would increase the floor space to a total of 45,000 square feet, although a larger footprint would be preferred. Recommended timing of expansion is 2018.
	9. The Library should work with the Town to confirm the location for its third branch – a minimum of 20,000 square feet of library space would be required to serve future residents of the Boyne Survey. Timing of this project will be dependent upon residential growth in this community and is not currently anticipated until approximately 2022. The Library should seek to secure land in the short-term to ensure a proper location and potential co-location with other public uses, such as the proposed community centre and schools.
	10. The Library should continue to work with the Town to monitor projected residential growth patterns to enable future planning, including long-term facility development and/or expansion in unserviced portions of the community or future residential development beyond the current urban areas.
	/
	Objective 1c (Facilities): Ensure that library facilities respond to changing needs and function as true community hubs.
	11. Evaluate the use of space and collections at the Beaty Branch to respond to changing neighbourhood needs, with particular attention on the impacts that will result from growth in the teen population.
	12. The Library should develop a facility model to address the needs associated with urban intensification (post-2016), along with neighbourhood and area branches.
	13. Through its future capital projects, the Library should continue to examine opportunities to improve the user experience and create true multi-use community hubs through the development of shared spaces with recreation, civic, educational, or appropriate private sector entities. LEED compliant, fully accessible, and updated designs should also continue to be sought. Designs should also embody the “library as place” concept, which values designs that are inspiring, flexible, and functional. Sufficient space must be provided for individual and group study, community gatherings, merchandizing, programs, age-specific collections, technology features, etc.
	Objective 1d (Access & Hours of Operation): Enhance access to library facilities and services for all residents.
	14. Establish a minimum target of 65 open hours per week at the Main Library, with extended hours being the subject of a survey of library users (e.g., Friday evenings, Sundays during the summer, earlier in the morning, etc.).
	15. To the degree possible, align operating hours of the future Sherwood Branch and community centre. Area branches should be open a minimum of 53 hours per week.
	16. Review the Library’s rural and homebound services to better understand needs, potential partners and operating models, and financial targets.
	Goal #2: To facilitate the creation of ideas and experiences for people of all ages and backgrounds.
	Objective 2a (Technology): Nourish productivity and creativity through the thoughtful adoption of interactive technologies and digital tools.
	17. Provide space for a blend of personal and public workstations in future branches.
	18. Review alternative strategies for the provision of public computing with the intent of being “change-ready”.
	19. Examine options for providing additional self-serve options (e.g., printing) and a media station (e.g., Mac computer with creativity software).
	20. Given the transformative nature of makerspaces, monitor them as they evolve and are implemented in other libraries. Establish a multi-year plan to implement makerspace concepts at MPL with consideration to partnerships, staffing, staff training, and programming. 
	21. Implement a new Integrated Library System (ILS) including the hardware installation, configuration of system parameters, migration of data, and training of staff and the public.
	Objective 2b (Programming): Offer programs that build on the Library’s strengths and activate its vision.
	22. Continue to deliver learning-based programming to support community needs and to highlight collection resources, with a focus on programming for children, teens, seniors, newcomers, and the business community.
	23. Review and update the Library’s programming strategy. Continue to tailor branch library programming to neighbourhood demographics and evaluate outcome models to test success of programming.
	Objective 2c (Programming): Coordinate programming with other providers to maximize resources and community participation.
	24. Work with the Community Services Department to establish and/or agree upon:
	 a program model for Sherwood Community Centre & Library.
	25. Consider program development in conjunction with non-municipal partners, such as the business, health, and education sectors.
	26. Enhance partnerships, outreach, and program opportunities for vulnerable populations within Milton, such as newcomers, low income residents, at-risk individuals, and families.
	Goal #3: To connect the community and encourage collaboration.
	Objective 3a (Communications & Marketing): Strengthen awareness and participation through effective communications and marketing.
	27. Review the MPL Marketing & Communications Strategic Plan on a yearly basis (as noted in the plan) to reflect new opportunities and challenges.
	28. Continue to gather the opinions and viewpoints of patrons and the broader library community through satisfaction surveys and trend tracking (in particular metrics that demonstrate a change in community perceptions and behaviours from a marketing/communications perspective).
	29. Undertake an ongoing website content review and development strategy with the goal of representing all MPL services to the community and enhancing online functionality.
	30. Develop a crisis and emergency communications plan as an adjunct to the Marketing and Communication Strategic Plan.
	31. Continue to use media relations – both publicity and advertising – to promote MPL communications (achievements, events/activities, and key messages).
	32. Continue to foster two-way, open, accurate, and timely communication among staff, as well as key partners such as the Town and broader library community.
	33. Facilitate and support communication/marketing initiatives and partnerships in collaboration with the Town and other partners (including HALINET, outreach and co-marketing of community events, etc.).
	34. Continue to engage the community through social media efforts and keep informed of current and future social media trends.
	35. Continue to guide the ongoing implementation of the Library’s re-branding strategy (including use of the MPL logo, look and feel, and “Be Inspired” tagline).
	36. Investigate the feasibility of providing some MPL communications in multiple languages and formats, with consideration to demand, costs, and partnership opportunities.
	Objective 3b (Collaboration & Partnerships): Explore partnerships that enhance public benefits and maximize resources.
	37. Maintain existing partnerships, while seeking out new partnership opportunities that support MPL goals and those of partner agencies on an ongoing basis.
	38. Establish and test metrics to quantify the impact and benefit / return on investment of community partnerships and collaborations involving the Milton Public Library.
	Objective 3c (Collaboration & Partnerships): Engage the community in all that the Library does.
	39. Seek opportunities to connect and engage residents in different places and contexts; this may require the expansion of outreach activities and the pursuit of non-traditional partners.
	Goal #4: To deliver outstanding library service to the community.
	Objective 4a (Staffing): Cultivate a progressive and customer-focused staff team.
	40. Given the rapid pace of change, continued staff development, training, and team building should continue to be a priority, with a focus on new technologies, leadership, customer service, collection maintenance, and new ILS implementation.
	41. Undertake a Human Resources Review in 2014, ensuring that it aligns to the strategies presented in this Master Plan. Special consideration should be given to staff skill sets (modern competencies), specialty positions, information technology needs and opportunities, roving reference and user-centred services, community partnerships, and staffing for future branches.
	42. Consider options for a new staffing model at shared facilities (e.g., common customer service desk), such as the proposed Sherwood Community Centre & Library.
	43. Develop competencies of each role in the Library.
	44. Establish an updated Performance, Planning, and Review procedure based on a competency model.
	45. Evaluate and make improvements to system-wide administrative processes, such as records management.
	Objective 4b (Advocacy & Governance): Promote the enduring values of the Milton Public Library through proactive and dynamic leadership.
	46. Implement a Board-led, staff-assisted advocacy program.
	47. Create a “Friends of the Library” group to assist with fundraising projects and related initiatives.
	48. Continue to review and update the Library Board orientation materials, policy manual, and related materials (e.g., Board self-evaluation, Board education process, etc.) on a regular basis.
	Objective 4c (Funding): Maintain fiscal accountability through the responsible use of funding and pursuit of proven revenue streams.
	49. Advocate for the Library by making the best use of resources and demonstrating the value and outcomes of this investment.
	50. Continue to pursue opportunities to increase non-municipal revenue streams.
	51. Pursue large and small group room rental opportunities as part of current and future library facility development/expansion projects.
	52. Explore return on investment metrics and indicators using the templates and formulas used in the recent Toronto Public Library economic impact study.
	Objective 4d (Monitoring the Master Plan): Actively monitor the Master Plan’s progress and measure its outcomes.
	53. Identify and implement meaningful outcome-based metrics that move beyond the traditional input/output measures by focusing on how the Library activates its vision of inspiring through discovery, collaboration, and creating.
	54. Continue to implement the current system for the regular implementation, monitoring, and review of the Master Plan.
	55. Undertake a complete review and update of the Master Plan in three to five years’ time (2017 to 2019).
	/
	Appendix A
	Trends & Best Practice Review 
	It is important that the Milton Public Library begin to position itself for change and to influence and take advantage of its evolving environment. This appendix identifies a number of the latest trends, best practices, and thinking in the public library sector in order to create an appreciation of the many societal and technological changes that are impacting library services.
	The Importance of Libraries
	While the rapid pace of technological change dominates the discussion around the future of public libraries, equally important are societal trends emphasizing creativity, experience, collaboration, community connectivity, and lifelong learning. While there is uncertainty about the precise services and formats that the library of the future will provide, the future of the library as an accessible and universal institution is as full of promise and opportunity as ever.
	Although financial challenges are ever-present, there is excitement surrounding the many opportunities presented to today’s public libraries. The movement from consumption (i.e., passive observation) to creation and collaboration (e.g., active participation) is a leading philosophy that many libraries are trying to promote and nurture. This trend fits well with younger generations and those who may be artistically-inclined and one that is becoming more prevalent in Northern Europe at the present time. As is discussed later, this convergence of information, creativity, and technology are leading to the emergence of new public experiences.
	A recent study undertaken by the Toronto Public Library estimates that the library creates over $1 billion in total annual economic impact and that for every dollar invested in the public library, local residents receive $5.63 in direct and indirect benefits. For those who use library services, the total direct benefit is as much as $502 per library member. These figures indicate a very strong return on investment for library service.
	Furthermore, during this latest economic downturn, libraries have become more valuable to their communities. Free Internet and computer access, supporting literacy, and providing information support to the less fortunate are some of the Library’s most important roles. 
	“We now realize that knowledge and creativity add economic value. We understand that future jobs will place less value on a strong back and more value on a strong mind. Libraries give us the chance to maintain a literate, creative society.”
	- Ken Roberts. Facing The Future – A Vision Document for British Columbia’s Public Libraries. 2012.
	Nevertheless, the range of potential library “competitors” is widening as new technologies are introduced, making it all the more critical for libraries to be strategic when it comes to their service mix, target markets, and competitive advantages. Historically, students, young families, well educated seniors, and people for whom English is a second language have been some of the library’s core users. While these may continue to be key markets for libraries, the next few years will provide an excellent opportunity for some libraries to reinforce their value to their community. Where there was once considerable trepidation around the rise of technology within the library sector, there is now optimism for the future. One competitive advantage that the Library continues to hold is the human touch.
	Usage
	Despite rapid changes in technology and information sharing, public libraries are as relevant as ever and continue to be highly valued by people of all ages. Borrowing materials, getting information, and reading/studying continue to be the main reasons for visiting the library. Various studies and survey data indicate that, on the whole, circulation and library usage are on the rise and that virtual services and digital information are not a threat to traditional library services, but rather a complement – people now have more reasons to visit a public library than in the past!
	“The number of items circulated per capita had also increased a substantial 16% over the past decade, while per capita in-person visits have remained stable.” 
	- Canadian Urban Libraries Council. An Analysis of Public Library Trends. 2011.
	Part of this increase in circulation can be traced to more efficient circulation practices (e.g., quick reads), a growing emphasis on popular materials, eBooks, demographic shifts, and new partnerships. People also want more hours, more content, more computers, and more books. The availability of online resources means that customers can access material at their local branch or from home, which has broadened the library’s reach. On the other hand, the growth of personal devices and self-service technologies has had some negative impact on the usage of traditional services such as reference and reader’s advisory. Expediency and convenience are key, particularly amongst the technologically savvy younger generations that are less willing to tolerate delays when seeking information.
	Speaking of younger generations, they remain very active users of public libraries, despite the many multi-media options accessible to them. Recent research indicates that: “Americans under age 30 are just as likely as older adults to visit the library, and once there they borrow print books and browse the shelves at similar rates...Younger patrons are also significantly more likely than those ages 30 and older to use the library as a study or ‘hang out’ space.”
	Facilities
	Libraries as Community Hubs
	A large part of the evolving role of public libraries is how its facilities are designed and used. Many systems are beginning to view physical space not just as a place to accommodate services, but rather as a service in its own right.
	In keeping with the movement from consumption to creation and collaboration, there is growing demand for the “library as place” – an extension of the community that goes well beyond just a repository for books (e.g., community hubs and gathering spaces). As noted by library advocate David Lankes, “our collection is our community”, which underscores the value of public interaction.
	Design Considerations
	Facility designs that promote the exchange of information, innovation, and creativity are in demand. This may manifest itself in many ways, but the core principles are spaces that are flexible, spacious, accessible, and welcoming. Some examples that are being incorporated into new or redeveloped libraries include portable shelving (stacks on wheels), outdoor spaces and gardens (thinking “beyond the walls”), large lobbies where people can gather and interact, late-night access for students during exam times, ample natural light, and a wider variety of seating. Libraries are being thoughtfully designed with not only function but also aesthetics in mind – they are a source of civic pride. Visibility is a must and having workspaces near windows shows that the library is being used.
	The need to accommodate both group (noisy) and individual (quiet) study/work space is also on the rise – this may mean that libraries need to become larger (and have improved noise attenuation) in order to accommodate a variety of “zones” or separate spaces. Social research shows that people like to be with others, even when working alone. As densities rise and technology has an isolating affect on some, the need for public space will become even more critical.
	Barrier-free accessibility requirements are also placing pressure on many library facilities, as more space is needed to accommodate accessible washrooms, shorter stacks, wider aisles, etc. Depending on the overall size of the facility, an additional 5% to 10% of floor space may be required to meet the Facility Accessibility Design Standards adopted by the Town.
	While this is not a new concept to this community, it is important to note that public libraries are increasingly being combined with other civic uses as their value as civic anchors and cultural integrators is being recognized. Often, libraries have the spaces and supporting amenities to serve as (or to supplement) event venues that may accommodate a variety of performances, lectures, meetings, and festivals.
	Space Requirements
	As formats gradually migrate from physical to digital -- It is not about books, but rather “content” – less physical space may be needed for collections (reference material is a notable example). This is freeing up more floor area for improved merchandizing, gathering space, collaboration, exchange of ideas, accessibility requirements, etc.
	The amount of space required by a public library depends on the unique needs of the individual community. The assessment of local needs may be assisted by documents such as the Ontario Public Library Guidelines (Federation of Ontario Public Libraries, 2012) and Guidelines for Rural/Urban Public Library Systems (Administrators of Rural and Urban Public Libraries of Ontario – ARUPLO, 2012), which provide several measures to assist libraries in future planning in areas such as staffing, space, collection size, collection use, and hours. Where once a metric of 0.6 square feet per capita was used for undertaking a high-level assessment of system-wide library space needs, this measure has been increased to 1.0 square feet per capita in the latest ARUPLO guidelines. Unfortunately, these traditional benchmarks do not convey quality, convenience, or user satisfaction. Regular public engagement is vital to identifying local measures of success.
	Alternative Facility Delivery Models 
	The consolidation of smaller libraries into fewer larger, centralized, and modern facilities that can accommodate a mixture of both quiet and noisy spaces, along with conventional and cutting-edge services, continues to be a trend throughout North America. But, public demand for convenient and locally accessible facilities remains. One option is to integrate library branches into neighbourhood destinations, such as recreation centres. An emerging alternative is to offer self-serve options such as kiosks and library vending machines that allow libraries to more thoroughly embed themselves in their communities, often at non-traditional sites (e.g., transit hubs, airports, retail centres, etc.). Library vending machines are automated and allow customers to insert their library card, make a selection, and receive material (and even place holds and return materials). These machines are unstaffed and passively monitored by those in the vicinity. This technology can be costly, both in its initial purchase and ongoing operation, and is subject to service disruption due to repairs. They work best in high traffic areas where people are ‘on the go’; high levels of usage are the best way to justify the expense. 
	In Ontario, some libraries along the GO Transit system have had discussions exploring opportunities for locating express library kiosks within or adjacent to GO Stations. There are some interesting and attractive models to consider. In California, the Contra Costa County Library project (“Library-a-Go-Go”) allows the local library to provide service more in line with residents’ expressed needs and preferences for faster, one-stop service at locations and during hours that are most convenient to them. Located in the fastest growing region in the Bay Area, Contra Costa County Library faces the challenge of delivering service to its communities without additional funds and without reducing services to the other community libraries. A freestanding, automated book-dispensing machine (Bokomaten) allows library members to borrow and return books and media using a library card. Twice a week an outreach librarian is available on-site to sign up new members, answer questions, and assist with machine access.
	Incorporating technology within current facilities also allows the library services to change and meet community demand; this allows libraries to completely rethink library services. One of the most progressive library concepts is found in Europe in Delft. The DOK Library Concept Center has created an environment that draws on existing information and formats, enhances it, and creates new information products and services through full collaboration and state of the art technology. The concept completely has revolutionized space, services, collections and staffing. 
	Of growing interest is the progress of what is referred to as the Paperless Library. An all-digital library, called BiblioTech located in Bexar County (Texas), is comprised of more than 10,000 e-titles along with e-readers available for loan. Staff focus more of their time on assisting users in manipulating devices and accessing the information they need. Although early days for this library, no doubt it will be well studied for consideration as a future model for library service. 
	Alternative delivery models are numerous and most incorporate a mixture of newer concepts and older versions of strategies that have worked in the past. Over the last few decades, as libraries have built facilities throughout their communities, bookmobiles were often retired or reduced these services. However, a number of libraries have retained bookmobile fleets including Toronto, Edmonton, Hamilton, and Ottawa, to name a few. The latter was one of the first to offer WiFi and accommodate digital services. Some libraries are rethinking the use of bookmobiles in their communities. 
	Technology
	The public appears willing to embrace wider uses of technology at public libraries; however, the range of needs varies dramatically between the digital “natives” and “fugitives”. The digital natives – those who have grown up with technology and have a high comfort level with it – are seeking more customization and interactivity. Their expectations are considerable as they value immediacy, 24/7 access, and new experiences. Fortunately, the “digital age divide” is becoming less distinct – access to the internet is now an expectation at all library locations (preferably through WiFi) and this expectation is shared not only by younger generations but older residents as well.
	This is a period of rapid technology innovation, especially for wireless devices. While there was an increase in the introduction of single-use devices such as e-readers in the past couple of years, these are now falling out of favour with the rise of multi-functional devices such as tablets and smartphones. It should come as no surprise to expect the future of information to be internet-connected portable devices. As identified in Confronting the Future (Levien, 2011), “A potential library patron with a computer and an Internet connection, as well as an iPad, Kindle, or other e-reader, can already gain access to far more books, videos, and music than any public library can provide.” Apps-based access to library programs and content are also rising in popularity alongside mobile devices. 
	In keeping with this, there is an increasing trend toward a BYOD (“bring your own device”) culture. Tablet sales are expected to outpace laptop sales in 2013. The trend is toward fewer formal workstations in favour of spaces consisting of comfortable, casual seating in close proximity to charging stations or outlets for plugging in personal/mobile devices. Some public libraries even provide opportunities to test new electronic devices prior to purchasing (technology “petting zoos” or “sandboxes”). It is important that library offerings remain compatible with whichever devices dominate the market.
	While outlets and bandwidth are in high demand, there is concern that demand for public workstations will wane. This is not yet the case as Internet accessible workstations, download stations, and online resources (and support for how to use them) remain very popular, particularly amongst teens, seniors, and those from lower income households.
	Experimental space and creation/discovery zones such as gaming centres, media labs, fab labs, makerspaces, hackerspaces, and self-publishing centres (essentially places where “artists, makers and techies converge so that they can gather, create and improve”) are in early stages of development in some library systems. Through these spaces, the community creates their own content using tools such as 3D printers, laser cutters, welding machines, etching tools, self-publishing machines, and other specialized equipment. These hold much promise in attracting younger Canadians to the library.
	Interesting models for makerspaces are emerging, including several in the United States that are integrated into existing libraries. For example, Edmonton Public Library recently announced that they are in the process of creating a makerspace by renovating an old audio room at downtown branch. The makerspace will include 3D printers, an Espresso Book machine, specialized high-end computers, digital conversion software, gaming area, sound recording equipment, green screen, and ceiling mounted projector and sound system. The Innisfil Public Library has also embraced a “hacker ethic” through its strategic plan and has implemented a number of innovations, including a digital media lab, idea lab, 3D printer, and the introduction of a “resident tinkerer”. 
	In terms of online access, while the majority of Canada’s residents have library cards, a much lower percentage is likely to use library websites. With the growing popularity of other online services and tools, library websites – as they are currently constructed – are challenged to provide meaningful content to a wide range of users. Online strategies need to be rethought, with the aim of not only supporting current users, but also reaching new ones. Opportunities also exist to exploit new technologies such as digital storage (“the cloud”), which allows for the storage of vast quantities of information and entertainment media and enables technologies such as video and music streaming.
	Digital and Print Collections
	The onset of new technologies such as eBooks has coincided with a period of fiscal restraint within many municipalities. This has challenged the ability of many libraries to grow their eBook collections while continuing to maintain their more traditional print and A/V collections which still hold a strong pull over the library’s traditional customer base. In most library systems, books and printed material are accounting for a smaller proportion of circulation, while eBooks and digital resources are on the rise. 
	Although there is a growing tendency away from physical collections and toward digital access, broad trends indicate that many people, including youth, still prefer books and other physical items. Book publishing for children and youth is still strong. As a result, physical collections will continue to coexist with emerging digital formats for the foreseeable future. 
	There are differing views on the proper balance between print and digital collections, partly because formats are in a constant state of flux; some formats are likely to disappear sooner than expected in this rapidly changing technological climate. Libraries must be willing to assume this risk in order to be innovative, relevant, and responsive to customer needs. 
	A 2012 study estimated that 23% of all Americans ages 16 and older read eBooks (up from 16% from one year earlier), while 67% read printed books (down from 72% from one year earlier). The rise in eBook popularity is mirrored by the increase in tablet ownership. According to this study, the demographic most likely to read eBooks include those with higher degrees of educational attainment, those who live in higher earning households, and those who are between the ages of 30 and 49.
	For the general public, most eBooks are priced similarly to paperbacks (but currently cost libraries more), meaning that they hold little advantage in terms of price to the public, particularly when one considers the cost of purchasing (and eventually upgrading) a digital device. Printed books also hold other advantages over eBooks, such as the ability to flip back and forth (for endnotes, table of contents, etc.) and mark-up (for books in personal collections). Printed books do not require a charged battery to read and their visible presence is a subtle reminder that they are there to be read – many library customers visit libraries largely for the joy of browsing. eBooks simply cannot replicate the feel, smell, and sound of a printed book.
	Public libraries are also currently facing challenges both in terms of being able to purchase content from publishers (some are not making eBooks available to libraries), as well as making that content readily discoverable through their websites. Library organizations such as the American Library Association and the Canadian Urban Libraries Council (CULC) are actively pursuing solutions with publishers to negotiate equitable and fair access to the full range of information available. In a June 2012 CULC news release, 24 large public libraries representing the interests of 12.5 million citizens have confirmed their support for CULC’s lobby efforts. Continued advocacy is needed to promote new pricing and licensing models for eBooks, as well as public education during this time of transition.
	Despite these challenges, some may suggest that eBooks and other digital formats signal the beginning of the end for the printed word. However, the digital revolution may be more perception than reality, at least as it relates to eBooks. “BookNet Canada reports that the market share of eBooks reached 17.6 per cent in the first quarter of 2012, but fell to 12.9 per cent in the last quarter of last year. It thinks eBooks may be ‘plateauing’ at about 15 per cent of the market, a trend confirmed early this year.” (Cohen, 2013) While there is a need to continually assess print to electronic ratios in order to address changing needs, the true impact of eBooks will take some time to fully evaluate.
	While libraries are no longer competing with retail bookstores as they once were (or thought to be), they both face similar challenges with competition against online resources. The library’s primary advantages over other media sources are that they offer access to most of these resources at no cost, their holdings can be sampled before being selected, and they offer enhanced customer service.
	Programming
	Public libraries have a tradition of providing quality programming that enhances their collections and supports lifelong learning. Programs are essential to libraries – they animate library resources and introduce people to all that the library has to offer. 
	Parts of the appeal of library programming are its affordability and reach to a wide range of ages and abilities. While introductory offerings tend to be offered at no to low cost, there is an increasing trend to seek recovery of some direct costs (e.g., costs for materials) from programs that offer value-added or more advanced curriculums; full cost recovery is not generally practiced. Care must be taken to ensure that programming retains a learning component consistent with the library’s mandate and that there is proper coordination and communication in cases where similar municipal cultural and recreational programming may exist. 
	While programs that inspire customers to read must continue to be offered, they must also evolve to match the changing interests of our society. Some programs that have seen recent success are those relating to informational and digital literacy and access to (and use of) resources. Actively involving residents in designing and delivering programs may assist in creating community-responsive opportunities that leverage local resources.
	When designing programs for children and youth, there is growing evidence that the younger generation thinks visually and learns through play. A report from the Southern Ontario Library Service in 2011 noted that “Computerized games have been identified as having a unique ability to engage learners’ attention. It is expected that schools will use game-based learning increasingly.”
	Most public libraries are enjoying a high demand and interest in courses and assistance in the use of all electronic devices, from mouse use to e-reader instruction to the latest handheld device. As well, experiences working with various libraries indicate that people of all ages require much more assistance in the use of the myriad of software, for everything from how to use email to complicated document creation with embedded graphics and audio clips. While a wonderful opportunity for libraries, the sheer range of products and services challenge library staff and their resources. Accordingly, some libraries are creating online public resources for the use and troubleshooting of various devices, troubleshooting sheets, digital “petting zoos”, and a full range of programs. Many Canadian libraries are implementing a variety of programs to aid the public. For a more personal intervention, Clarington Public Library negotiated a partnership with a local community agency which sent tech savvy people to the library for hands-on troubleshooting sessions. Through this partnership, the agency was able to raise its community profile while assisting the library in offering a valuable and important service. This library also provides iLearn and iPad courses at various locations. 
	Support to the Education Sector
	Support for school libraries is generally in decline across Ontario, with some boards reducing or eliminating library space and/or staff. The number of public schools with teacher-librarians declined in Ontario from 80% to 56% between 1997 and 2011, and from 78% to 66% in high schools (Libraries in Ontario Schools People for Education, 2011). Home-schooling and tutoring are also on the rise, further underscoring the need for educational resources within the public realm, with libraries being a possible provider particularly as it relates to early literacy. 
	Distance education, massive open online courses (MOOCS), and lifelong learning (e.g., ElderCollege) are also increasing in popularity, creating opportunities for public libraries to provide space and/or supporting resources to students and residents engaged in active learning.
	There is also ample evidence that the way in which people learn and communicate is changing. As a result, there is a growing need for libraries to support blended learning and transliteracy (reading, writing, and interacting across a range of platforms – often personalized to the specific needs of the individual) through various means, including staff that are technologically savvy, space that is collaborative, resources that are convenient and connected, and partners that work together.
	Staffing
	Library automation, self-service options, the Internet, and other technologies are changing the roles of many librarians and library staff. For example, more people are now doing research on their own and fewer people are seeking traditional assistance from reference librarians, although the number of questions relative to new technologies are on the rise. In some systems, staff have been “unchained” from the reference and circulation desk and can now work more flexibly to support users where they need help (e.g., roving staff equipped with tablets). In other systems, reference desks are being combined with circulations desks to provide a single point of contact and achieve efficiencies for both the library and its users. The amount of back of house space is also declining as library staff roles evolve and automation takes hold; opportunities to reclaim this as public space need to be assessed.
	As identified in Confronting the Future (Levien, 2011), “As library-accessible materials increasingly fall within the digital media world, the necessary competencies of librarians must follow suit…they will both be highly competent with digital media and tools and have a richer and more nuanced understanding of their users.” In some cases, re-training may be required to support the advancement of staff, particularly in areas of technology and community engagement. In general, today’s library staff teams are more efficient, but they also deal with more complex issues that require enhanced qualifications and specializations. 
	There is growing public demand for staff with “value-added” skills, with the result being more specialist positions within public libraries. A web search of recently posted positions finds public libraries seeking specialists within the following areas: media, open data, information management, systems, marketing, outreach, volunteer management, youth, and more. Many of these positions would require staff to work interactively with users and the community, drawing them away from their desks and onto the library floor and beyond.
	Rates of impending retirements of library staff also place pressure on library management to make rapid changes in human resource practices. In Ontario, many public libraries report that within the next five to ten years a large percentage of staff will be eligible for retirement. Many libraries now face gaps in talent to undertake new kinds of work and have fewer middle managers to lead this new workforce. Fortunately, younger staff’s ease in using technologies offers opportunities for most libraries. However their skills are in high demand by many other fields – competition is keen and libraries need to work harder at retaining these people and their ready-made skill sets.
	Technology skills are not the only important tools required in the future of public libraries. Marketing and outreach into the community has becomes a major trend for libraries. Special training and skill sets are required to deliver outreach services. Some libraries are moving to create new “community services” librarian positions, which are not restricted to individuals with a professional library degree, but rather require a combination of a social work background and marketing skills. 
	Engagement, Communications, and Marketing
	Despite their ubiquity and high levels of satisfaction, libraries suffer from an awareness problem. Our work across Ontario suggests that many peoples’ perceptions of library services have not changed substantially over the years (particularly adults who are not frequent users), despite the reality of the rapid transformation of many libraries. Even those who are frequent users of public libraries likely feel that they are not sufficiently aware of all that the library has to offer. There is an urgent need to correct these misperceptions and to demonstrate that libraries are more than repositories for books. In this regard, progressive marketing and social media have the potential to become core communication tools (many excellent examples of using social media and web 2.0 technologies can be found in the Library 2.0 Toolkit published by the Government of Ontario).
	Interactive and well-tended websites serve as dynamic marketing tools and effective ways to communicate with the public and track ever-changing public interests. Instead of conducting occasional user satisfaction surveys, libraries are now concerned about capturing user satisfaction/comments on a daily basis. Upfront on their websites, users are encouraged to inform the library of their “experience” and satisfaction. 
	Another area that holds promise is community engagement, which promotes proactive action rather than the reactive responses that are all too common. For example, community-based librarianship offers opportunities to engage people within their communities, building connections and relationships with target groups (including lapsed or non-users) by creating customized services for various organizations. It is also important to note that, every year, immigration accounts for a greater proportion of growth in Canada. To this point, libraries can serve as the portal through which newcomers receive access to inclusive information and referral systems to support their settlement and integration in Canada (e.g., settlement services, ESL courses, welcome tours, multilingual resources, etc.). 
	Funding / Spending
	In most library systems, strong increases have been seen over the past decade in spending on electronic materials and audio-visual resources; however, collection budgets have not necessarily increased at the same pace, meaning that this has come at the detriment of print resources. 
	However, other fiscal pressures are creating challenges for many systems and this shortfall is becoming the responsibility of municipalities, despite the Province being the administrator of the Public Libraries Act and its statutory grants.
	“Although spending on library materials has increased in the decade, pressure from higher overhead costs means that materials make up a smaller percentage of libraries’ expenses than in 2000, decreasing from 13% to 11% of total library expenses.” 
	“The increased revenue needs of libraries for the most part have been filled by the municipal level of government. Provincial funding has not kept pace with libraries’ needs over the past 10 years, and Federal funding makes up only a fraction of a percent of all revenue.”
	- Canadian Urban Libraries Council. An Analysis of Public Library Trends. 2011.
	On the whole, municipal funding for public libraries is insufficient to address ongoing needs for facility expansion, renewal, accessibility, etc. A 2011 report prepared by the Federation of Ontario Public Libraries indicates that Ontario’s public library infrastructure is in crisis and needs immediate attention. 
	“Half of all libraries across the province were built prior to 1976 and many are deteriorating, unable to keep pace with changing consumer needs, technological advances, and accessibility requirements...The estimated public library capital infrastructure obligation in Ontario is $1.4 billion [and growing].”
	- Federation of Ontario Public Libraries. Capital Needs Analysis. 2011.
	Partnerships
	Mounting fiscal pressures and the evolution of library services are requiring libraries to place more emphasis on conventional and non-traditional partnerships. Some partnerships may be related to outreach, creative spaces, and programming, while others involve co-location. Multi-use buildings that combine libraries and other civic uses (recreation and arts centres, municipal offices, schools, etc.) have been popular templates for years as they offer a “one stop shopping” convenience and economies of scale. Successful partnerships help to share risks and benefits, allowing the library to achieve strategic priorities in a more effective or efficient manner. 
	Library research suggests numerous partnership opportunities with government, non-profit, and post-secondary sectors, including (but certainly not limited to) the following:
	 In Canada, many library partnerships with other government entities have been successful. Federal and provincial governments have made it a public policy to develop joint facilities to increase the “one-stop shopping” advantage. Greater Sudbury, Ottawa, Windsor, and Vancouver are a few examples of various levels of government working in the same building. 
	 Edmonton Public Library, working with the University of Alberta libraries, has embarked on several exciting partnerships. A branch of the public library has been located within the downtown campus of the University in order to provide a wide range of recreational and non-university library type materials. The partnership has also launched an initiative called the L-Pass (Library Pass). L Pass provides access to public library services such as online resources, interlibrary loans, books, and magazines to University of Alberta students. 
	 In Fort Worth Public Library (Texas), financial reductions resulted in alternative ways to deliver services including through joint venture partnerships. The most recent partnership is the creation of e-Skills, a re-purposed Meadowbrook Branch Library and Workforce Center. Responding to community needs and demographics, the library will offer a limited level of basic library services, with a focus on workforce development. 
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	Appendix B
	Public Questionnaire Results
	1. If you use Milton Public Library, what do you value most about it? 
	2. What can the Library do to make a difference in your life? Complete this sentence (think big!): “In the future, my Library will...” 
	3. Questionnaire Source
	4. Are you a Milton resident?  
	5. Are you a...
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